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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) is concerned about the amounts and 
types of debris in our oceans and on our 
beaches. This debris can have economic, 
esthetic, and ecological impacts and can come 
from both land- and sea-based sources. One 
debris item that has become of particular 
concern to EPA is the plastic pellet. 

EPA's Oceans and Co~ta1 Protection Division 
(OCPD) of the Office of Wetlands, Oceans, 
and Watersheds (OWOW) initiated the study 
described in this report to make a comprehen
sive assessment of the sources, fate, and ef
fects of pellets in the aquatic environment, and 
to determine what can be done to control and 
prevent their release to the environment. The 
goals of the study were to 

• Summarize what is known about the 
presence and impacts of pellets in the 
aquatic environment, 

• Identify and evaluate how pellets es
cape into the environment, and 

• Recommend ways to control or prevent 
future· pellet releases. 

This study promotes EPA's national policy on 
pollution prevention, which is based on the 
Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (HR 5931). 
EPA's policy is to (1) reduce or prevent pollu
tion at' the source whenever possible, and (2) 
to assist the State and Local governments and 
the private sector in achieving source reduc
tion. The study results, therefore, will help to 
impl~ment EPA's policy by assisting the plas
tics industry in implementing voluntary pellet
control programs to reduce the release of 
pellets into the aquatic environment. This 
report represents 'the first comprehensive as
sembly of· informationregatding the presence .
and ecoiogical effects ·of pellets in the aquatic 

 

environment, and is expected to become a 
basic reference for EPA and industry. 

WHAT IS A PLASfIC PELLET? 

Plastic (resin) pellets are the raw materials that 
are melted and molded to create plastic prod
ucts. Plastic may be formed into pellets of 
various shapes (e.g., spherical, ovoid, cylin
drical), sizes (range: 1- to 5-mm diameter), 
and colors (most commonly clear, white, or 
off-white). The wide variety of plastic prod
ucts produced internationally has created a 
demand for many different polymers, or res
ins. An estimated 60 billion pounds of resin, 
most of which are formed into pellets, are 
manufactured annually in the United States. 
The most commonly produced resins include 
polyethylene, polypropylene, and polystyrene. 

After being formed, the pellets are packaged 
and transported to processors for molding into 
plastic prQducts. At many points in their 
creation, tranport, and use, pellets may be 
spilled and carried by rainwater and drainage 
systems into the aquatic environment. Once in 
the environment, the pellets will either float or 
sink: pellets that are heavier than water will 
sink to the bottom and pellets that are lighter 
than water will either float at the surface or 
become suspended in the water column some
where between the surface and the bottom. 
This study .focuses primarily on pellets that 
float. 

Plastic Pellets in the Aquatic .Environment: Sources and Recommendations 1 



THE ENVIRONMENfAL PROBLEM: 
SOURCES, FATE, AND EFFECTS 

Historically, several sources of pellets in the 
aquatic environment have been suggested, 
iricluding ' direct discharges and improper 
wastewater. disposal by the plastics industry~ 
spillage from trucks, railcars, and ships, im
proper use of pel.lets, and waste disposal and 
sewer discharges by cities. The findings of the 
EPA Harbor Studies Program and ' Combined 
Sewer Overflow (CSO) StudieS Program con
cluded that significant land-based pellet sources 
exist, and the plastics industry is a likely 
source of the releases. 

Pellets released by the plastics industry flow 
into the aquatic environment by two routes. 

• CSO and storm-water discharges -
Spilled pellets may be carried by rain
water into storm-water drains, which 
in tum transport the water into the 
municipal wastewater treatment sys
tems. The pellets may be then dis
charged into the aquatic environment 
through storm-water discharges or, 
where the sewage and storm sewers 
are combined, through CSO discharg
es. 

• Direct spills into the aquatic .environ
ment- Pellets may be spilled directly 
into waterways, such as during cargo 
handling operations at ports or during 
cargo transport at sea. 

The presence of pellets in U.S. coastal waters 
was first reported in the early 1970s, and 
pellets have since been reported in most of the 
World's oceans. More recently, EPA studies 
of aquatic debris (EPA Harbor Studies Pro
gram) revealed widespread distribution of 
plastic pellets in U.S. harbors located on the 
Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf coasts, and pellets 

were among the most common · items found in 
most of the harbors. Pellets were found in 13 
out of 14 harbors sampled. The greatest num
ber of pellets. was found in the Houston Ship 
Channel at Houston, Texas, where over 
250,000 pellets were collected in one sample 
alone. Notably, Houston has one of the great
est concentrations of plastics industry facilities 
in the United States. 

During its CSO Studies Program, EPA also 
found pellets in the municipal wastewater 
treatment systems of Philadelphia and Boston. 
For example, ' pellets comprised ' over one-half 
of the manmad~ debris collected at one Phila"': 
delphia, Pennsylvania, storm-water discharge. 
Pellets were also found in samples collected 
from four sewage treatment plants; based on 
the study findings, EPA has .estimated that 
over 20,000 pellets per day may be present in 
the sewage treated by one Philadelphia plant. 
The pellets are removed from the sewage dur
ing sewage treatment. The presence of pellets 
in the plant shows that the pellets are released 
from land-based sources, and could be released 
to the aquatic environment during treatment 
plant shutdowns or through CSOs and storm
water discharges during rainy periods. 

The persistence of a pellet in the aquatic envi'
ronment may be measured in years, depending 
on the resin type, the types and amounts of 
additives, and the reactions of the resins and 
additives to environmental processes (e.g., 
weathering, sunlight, wave action). Once in 
the environment, pellets may be transported by 
storm-water runoff, rivers, and water currents 
to areas far away from the source. 

There are several. documented accounts de
scribing. pellet and other plastic ingestion by 
wildlife, most notably by seabirds and sea 
turtles; however, impacts or biological effects 
of the pellets have not been clearly defined or 
demonstrated conclusively in most wildlife. 
Seabirds ingest pellets more frequently than 
any other animal, and approximately one
quarter of all s~bird species are known to 
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ingest pellets. Pellets irigested by seabirds are 
suspected to cause false feelings of satiation 
(Le., the birds feel as though they have eaten) 
and reduce the feelings of hunger. Ultimately, 
this may result in ~a decrease in energy re
serves and the ability to survive adverse envi
ronmental conditions. Suspected impacts on 
sea turtles, fish, and other aquatic life have 
been less frequently reported and studied. 
Although .pellets may DOt be as esthetiCally 

. displeasing as other items of debris, SUtch as 
sewage- and medical- debris, the quantities 
present and their persistence' in the environ
ment are cause fot notice. One investigator 
went so far as to suggest that, jf high numbers 
of pellets continue to be deposited on certain 
beaches, someday people may be sunbathing 
on plastic-sand beaches instead of natural-sand 
beaches. 

THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY 

The Society of the Plastics Industries, Inc. 
(SPI), worked with EPA to , develop an under
standing of 'operations within the plastics in
dustry and Identify potential sour~ of pel.let 
losses to the environment. SPI 18 the major 
national trade association of the plastics indus-' 
try. Its membership consists of more than 
2,000 companies that are responsible for ap
proximately 75~ of the $100 bi1l~on total ~es 
of plastics and plastic products m the United 
States. These companies supply raw materials 
(e.g., pellets),. manufacture plastics and plastic 
produCts, and design, construct, and manufac:
ture equipment and machinery used by the 
plastics industry. This study was completed 
with the voluntary cooperation and assistance 
of SP! and seven companies in the plastics 
industry. 

For the purposes of the study" the pJ-astics 
industry was divided into three major sectors. 

• Pellet producers, which create the 
PQlymers, form the pellets~ and ship 
the pellets to contract packagers or 
processors. 

• Pellet transporters/contract pack
agers, which are intermediate pellet 
handlers. Transporters Carry ·bulk 
shipinents between the industry sectors 
via railcars, bulk trucks, and freight 
trucks. Contract pac~ers repackage . 
bulk Shipments into smaller containers 
(e.g., bags and cardboard boxes), 
w~ch are shipped to processors. 

• Pellet processors, which mold the 
pellets into user products. 

To determine how pellets are released to the 
environment from each of these .three sectors, 
SPI arranged for each industry sector to ·be 
visited by the study team. Seven companies 
(two producers, two transporter;s/contract , 
packagers, and three processors) were visited 
during this. study. 

SfUDY FINDINGS 

Several pellet release pathways were identified 
for each of the three industry sectors described 
above. Most of the release pathways were 
common . to all three sectors, with only ·a few 
being unique to one or two sectors. The 
path~ys may be categorized into eight general 
areas where pellet releases are a problem. 

• ~oor communication between indus
try management, company manage
ment, and management . 01 related 
industries (e.g., shipping Industry). 
Not all company managers have recog· 
nized the pellet problem and the need 
to control peliet releases. Pellet spill
age information, such as the condition 
of p~ckages anef the receipt of unsealed 
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rail hopper cars, is shared between 
companies only occasionally. 

• Lack of employee awareness and 
inadequate training. Employees are 
generally unaware of the environmen
tal effects of pellets and their own 
responsibility - for controlling pellet 

- releast3 to the environment. For 
example, one major release pathway is 
through package damage caused by im
proper operation of forklifts wh:ile 
moving pallets. Cargo handlers may . 
allow pellets to escape into the envi
ronment because they are unaware of 
the hazards of pellets. 

• Inadequate containment facilities and 
apparatuses. Most companies have 
few. or no cooling-, waste-, or storm
water_ containment systems, including 
pOrtable screens, in place for _co~trol
ling pellet releases to the environment. 
Pellets that are present in these watecs 
may be discharged into municipal 
storm and sarutary sewers or into natu
ral drainage systems. 

• Careless routine operations. When
ever pellets are bandled, there . is the 
potential for pellet _ spillage. Manual 
pellet handling is more likely to result 
in spills than handling by mechanical 
conveying systems- (i.e., pneumatic 
systems that move pellets by using air 
flowing through sealed pipes). How
ever, if pneumatic- systems are not 
properly maintained : and closed, pellets 
may - leak: through -openings -in the 
system. Pellets may be released also 
during the transfer of damaged, un
repaired packaging. 

• Inadequate housekeeping practiCes. 
If pellets are DOt -quickly picke4 ,up 
after they , are spilled, they may be 
scattered and eventUally released into 
the environment: -pelletS ~ay- be trans
poned throughout interior and exterior 
areas of a facility via shoes and- c1oth-

ing, vehicle tires, wind, and storm
water runoff. 

• Easily damaged or leaky packaging. 
Paper and cardboard packaging is 
easily damaged during transport and 
handling and, in fact, may be designed 
to be easily broken when loading 
moldil1g machines. Damaged or leaky 
packaging is a major source of pellet 
loss to the environment; valved, self
sealing bags may not completely _close, 
thereby allowing pellets to leak from 
the opening. 

• Impro.,er shipping practices. Im
properly sealed rail hopper car valves, 
poorly maintained transporting vessels, 
and inappropriate cargo handling prac
tices may release large numbers of 
pellets to the environment. 

• -, Lack of recycling. Some companies 
do not attempt to recycle spilled pellets 
and, instead, dispose the pellets with 
other facility trash. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Existing Federal regulations provide a basis 
for controlling the release of plastic materials, 
including plastic pellets, into the aquatic envi
ronment. The recently revised National Pol
lutant Discharge Elimination System permit 
program guidelines, [40 CPR 122. 26(b)(12)] 
enable regulators and municipalities to impose 
significant penalties to a company or sewage 
treatment plant operator if pellets are present 
in their storm-water discharge in violation of 
their pecmit. Although penalties-alone will not 
completely control the release of pellets, they 
can encourage companies to implement control 
measures. Ultimately, controlling releases of 
plastic pellets into the aquatic environment is 
the respcuisibilitY of the plastics mdustry. 
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In response to the early findings of this pellet 
study and other EPA s.tudies conducted since 
1988, SPI founded a Resin Pellet Task Force 
to investigate the pellet problem. In July 
1991, following the findings · of the task force, 
S1>1 initiated Operation Qean Sweep, an indus
try-wide education ·.campaign aimed at commit
ting the plastics industry to the total contain
ment of pellets. It is anticipated that SPI and 
the industry will use this EPA comprehensive 
study along with campaign literature and infor
mation to control pellet releases from industry 
sources to the aquatic environment. 

The release of pellets from pellet producers, 
transporters/contract packagers, and processors 
can be controlled through actions identified in 
this study. Recommendations to the plastics 
industry are 

• Adopt the SPI 1991 Pellet Retention 
Environnuntlll Cotk and the 1992 
ProcessorJs Phdge. The code is a 
commitment to total containment of 
plastic pellets, and was developed by 
SPI's resin-producing members in 
response to findings of this and other . 
EPA studies. This code encouGages 
source reduction activities to prevent 
releases, and suggests ways to recap
ture pellets that are spilled. 

• Educate employees and train them to 
minimize pellet spillage and loss. 
Employees must recognize their role in 
preventing releases. 

• Install pellet. containment systems or 
use portable containment apparatus
es. The. use · of ine'!:pensive portable 
screens or similar devices can effec
tively control pellets at the spill 
source. 

• Institute pellet containment actlvWes 
during routine plant operations. For 
example, cleaning pneumatic lines into 
a portable screen before breaking 
connections will minimize pellet loss 

.. through spillage. 

• Improve the quality and frequency 
of pellet spill cleanup procedures. 
Frequent vacuuming and broom· 
sweeping collect pellets before they 
escape into the environment. 

• Use puncture-resistant paCkaging 
and minimize the .use or valved bags. 
The use of reinforced valveless bags, 
such as polypropylene woven bags that 
are sewn shut, would minimize pellet 
loss due to damaged or incompletely 
sealed packaging. 

• Inspect shipping contaIners before 
loading and after omoading of pel
lets. Containers may be resealed or 
repaired Pefore additional pellets are 
lost, and pellets may be recovered 
instead of being released into the envi
ronment. 

• Inspect shIpping vehicles (e.g., rail 
hopper cars, bulk trucks, freight 
trucks) before and after loading and 
omoading of pellets. This will pre- · 
vent spillage from leaking railcar and 
truck valves, and securing the valves 
with tamper-resistant cable will dis
courage pellet loss due to vandalism. 

• Recycle spilled pellets. By recycling 
spilled pellets:, the plastics industry can 
recover revenue that would have been 
lost by ·disposing them, and will mini
mize pellet releases to the environment 
during trash disposal. 

Many of the recommended · control mechanisms 
are currently available and are being voluntari
ly implemented by some companies withiil the 
plastics industry. Most · of the mechanisms~ 
such as employee education, portable screens, 
and improved housekeeping, control pellet 
releases immediately at the source; these mec
hanisms can be easily and inexpensively imple
mented. Systems that direct spilled pellets into 
one containment area are effective but are 
more expensive to implement. 
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THE NEXT STEPS 

The plastics industry should playa major role 
in protecting the_ environment by vOluntarily 
-implementing tl).e recommendations identified 
in this report, which includes adopting SPI's 
Pellet Retention Environmental Code and 
Processor's Pledge. 

EPA will continue to work With SPI and the 
plastics industry to implement the recommen
dations, and will assess industry progress in 
eliminating pellet releases. 

Using the existing regulatory framework for 
guidance, EPA will continue to monitor storm~ 
water effluents for compliance. 
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1.0 STUDY BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES 

Over the past few 'years, public and scientific 
awareness has increased concerning the aes
thetic, economic, and biological hazards asso
ciated with persistent manmade debris in the 
aquatic environment. In response to public 
and Congressional conceJllS about the debris, 
the White House Domestic POlicy Council 
formed an Interagency Task Force on Persis
tent Marine Debris in 1987. The Interagency 
"task Force (ITF) was chaired bytbe National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

' (NOAA) with participation by 12 Federal 
agencies, including the Environmental Protec
tion Agency (EPA). The ITF waS directed to 
.. assess the problem and the need for research, 
identify potential reduction measures, and 
consider alternative actions to address the 
problem of plastic marine pollution" (lTF. 
1988). 

As a result of increased reports of resin pellet 
ingestion by aquatic wildlife and evidence that 
the ingested ' pellets may be barming the wild
life, the ITF identified resin pellets (also 
known as plastic pellets) as a debris problem 
that required additional research. These resin 
pellets are the raw materials from which plas
tic products, are manufactured. When released 
into the environment, these pellets either may 
float on or near the water surface, may be
come suspended at mid-depths, or may sink to 
the bottom of a water body. Whether a speCif
ic pellet floats or sinks depends on the type of 
polymer used to create the p.ellet, on additives 
used to modify the characteristics of the resin 
(pellet), and on the 'density of the ' receiving 
water. The pellets most commonly found in 
the environment are composed of polyethylene, 
polystyrene, and polypropylene (EPA, 199Oa). 
These compounds are also among the most 
commonly used resins (Pruter, 1987). 

The ITF '(1988) and others (e.g., Pruter. 1987; 
Colton et al .• 1974; Ryan. 1988b) listed sever- ' 
al ' suspected sources of pellets in the environ
ment including: (1) pellet manufacturers, (2) 
ships transporting the pellets, (3) pellet proces
sors, and (4) other pellet transportation vehi
cles. , However, evidence was unavailable to 
support or confirm the . importance of the 
suspected sources. Therefore, discussions of 
likely sources were limited to SllSpicions or 
educated guesses. As a result, one of the 
reconimendations of the Task Force was for 
Federal agencies to conduct research to deter- . 
mine land-based and water-based sources of 
marine debris including plastic pellets . 

The Task Force did not address whether plas- , 
tic pellets in the environment and resulting 
.environmental problems were associated with 
historical releases or were related to current 
releases. However, in the late 1980s, the 
Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. (SPI). had 
reported that pi astic pellets in th~ environment 
may have been the result of historic.al inputs 
and that the industry had. addressed these 
releases (SPI, as cited in CMC, 1988). In 
contrast, Heneman (1990) reported a 200% to 
400% increase in the numbers of pellets pres
ent in the North Atlantic Ocean between 1972 
and 1987. In addition, recent. results from 
EPA studies conducted in several U.S. harbors 
(EPA, 199Ob, 1992a,b) found widespread 
distribution of plastic pellets, mpst of which 
were DOt weathered and were probably r(}
leased recently. The EPA studies found that 

• Plastic pellets ' are present in harbor 
areas that are inaccessible to cargo 
ships and other ~jor ship traffic, 
implying that these' vessels are not the 
only source · o'r plastic pellets in the 
environment (EPA, 1990b, 1992a,b). 
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• Harbors of cities with older combined 
sewer overflow (eso) systems' con
tained significant percentages cif.pellets 
in the floatable debris (EPA, 1990b, 
1992a,b). 

• Harbors near known production, trans
port. and processi.ng centers had higher 
concentrations of pellets (EPA. 1990b, 
1992a,b). 

• Pellets are present in eso and storm 
water outfall discharges and solids 
,collected in sewage treatment facilities 
(EPA, 1992c). 

These, findings s~ggest that the plastics indus
try remains a likely source of pellet releases 
into the environment and indicate that signifi
cant land-based pellet sources currently exist. 

Additionally. in its 1990 Report to the Con
gress. MetluxJs to Manage and Control Plastic 
Wastes, EPA identified plastic pellets as an 
item. of particular concern (EPA" 199Oa) due 
to increasing evidence suggesting ecological 
impacts from ~ese materials. EPA also In
cluded an action item ,to detennine the 
source(s) of plastic pellets to the environment 
and to evaluate control options. 

1.1 STUDY OBJECTIVES 

As part of EPA', response to the action item 
included in the Report to the Congress (EPA, 
1 99Oa) , a study was initiated to deterinine 
possible land-based sources of plastic pellets 
within the plastics industry, including pellet 
manufacturers (producers), transporteCs, and 
processors. The objectives of this study were 
to (1) identify and locate possible sources of 

, pellet releases into the environment, (2) evalu
ate the significance of each source as a pellet 
release pathway, and (3) recommend mecha
nisms for controlling or preventing the release 
of pellets. 

8 

To obtain the infonnation 'necessary to meet 
these objectives. EPA implemented several 
investigations. These investigations were to 

• Review the literature on plastic pellet 
characteristics . 

• S~ize pellet producing and pro
cessing methods used in the plastics 
industry. 

• Determine, the procedures used ,to 
transport the pelleu- between the vari
ous manufactur~g sectors. 

• Summarize the literature on the envi
ronmental effects of plastic pellets 
when released into the environment. 

• Condu,ct site visits to selected facilities 
in the 'variouS sectors of the plastics 
industry to observe and evaluate- all 
potential release points to the environ
ment and to evaluate the techniques for 
controlling pellet releases. 

• Continue marine debris studies in the 
U.S. harbors. 

• Evaluate potential sources of aquatic 
debris into coastal waters. 

• Maintain an ongoing dialogue with 
SPI. 

Tbis report presentS the study findings and 
recommendations. Included are discussions of 
the following major topics. 

• Chemical and physiCal properties of 
pellets, including additives and theu
effects on pellet behaviof in the 
environment (Section 2). 

• Geographical distribution of pellets and 
the known and suspected impa~ of 
pellets in - the aquatic environment 
(Section 3). 

• GeQeric descriptions of manufacturing 
and transport operations of each plas
tics industry sector (pellet producing, 
transportingJpackagiDg, and processing 
operations) (SeciiO'o 4). 



• SummarieS of observations Iilade dur
ing' the visits to several facilities in 
each mdustty sector (Section 4). 

• Identifications of likely pellet release 
points in each sector of the mdustry 
(Section 4): 

• Existing regulatory framework and 
other government .and industry efforts 
to address .the pe1let problem (Section 
5). 

• Recommendations for controlling pellet 
releases (S ection S). 

The study was completed with the asslstance 
and cooperation of the Society of the Plastics 

. Industry , Inc.. which is a major trade organi
zation representing the plastics industry. 
Infonnation was gathered through discussions 
at SPI meetings . in WashingtOn, DC. and 
through site visits to seven different companies 
(two pellet producers, two transporters/pack
agers, and thfee processors), which were 
arranged by SPI. in response to a .request for 
voluntary study participants. Information 
gathered at and supplied by these companies 
was invaluable to this study. 
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2.0 PEI,IET CHARACTERIZATION 

The demand for a wide variety of plastic prod
ucts bas, necessarily, created a demand for 
many different resins (POlymers) and resin 
blends. Resins are synthesized from petroleum 
or natural gas derivatives, such as 

• Acetylene: Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), 
polyurethane 

• Benune: Polystyrene (PS), polyure-
thane, ,actylonitrilelbutadiene/styrene 
(ABS) 

• Butadiene: Polyurethane, ABS 

• Ethylene:folyethylene [high-density 
(HDPE) and low-density (LDPE)], PS, 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET), 
PVC, ABS, polyurethane, polyesters 
. . 

• Methane: PET, polyurethane 

• Naphthalene: Polyurethane 

• Propylene: Polypropylene (PP), poly
urethane, polyester 

• Toluene: Polyurethane foams, elasto" 
mers, polyesters; also used to derive 
benzene 

• Xylene: PS, PET, ABS, unsaturated 
polyesters, polyurethane 

By blending polymers, creating new· polymers, 
and incorporating additives, resins may be 
tailored according · to the desired application 
and end product (EPA, 1990&). 

An estimated 60 billion pounds of resin are 
manufactured annually in the United States, 

FJ"gure 1. Examples of Different PeUet SIzes. Shapes. and· C·oior5. 
left to Right: Polystyrene. Titanium Oxide. Polyethylene. 
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Table 1. Annual U.S. Resin Sales. 
[Adapted from Martino (1991)] 

Resin % Annual Sales" 

1989 1990 

Thennoplastic R$ns , 
Low-deosity polyethyleoe (LOPE) 18.5 19.3

Polyvioylchloride (PVC) 
and copolymers 

14.7 15.1 

High-denBity polyethylene (HOPE) 14.0 13.8 

Polypropylene (PP) and copolymers 12.5 13.2 

PolyatyreDe (PS) 8.8 8.4 

Thermoplastic polyester -
polyethyleoe telqibthalate (PE'I) 

3.61> 3.8\ 

Thermoplastic polyester-
polybutylene terephtb.alate (PBT) 

- -

A.cry lonitrile/butadienrJsytrene 2.1 2.0 
(ABS) 

9ther styrenics 2.0 1.8 

Other vinyls 1.5 1.5 

Polyamide (nylon) 1.0 0.9 

Acrylic 1.3 1.2 

Thermoplastic eWto~ 0.9 0.9 

Resin - % Annual Sales" 

1989 1996 

 Pol ycarbonate 1.1 1.0 

Polyphenylene-based alloys 0.3 0.3 

StyreoeJacrylooitrile (SAN) 0.2 0.2 

Polyacetyl 0.2 0.2 

CellulQSics 0.2 0.1 

Thermoset Resins 

Phenolics 4.9 4.6 

Polyurethane S.s 5.3 

Urea and meJsmioe 2.4 2.3 

Polyester, unsaturated 2.3 2.0 

Epoxy 0.8 0.8 

Alkyd 0.6 O.S 

Others 0.5 0.5 

·

NA; Not avan.bio. 
"Buod 0Il1OUl1lGl:lll4l Wei of 58,251 and 61,480 billion pouud.-of resin iD 1989 aDd 1990, ~wcly. 
~a1uo d for PET, PST, ux1 adler tbermop~ polyOlluruina. 

most of which is pelletized. If each pound of 
pelletize4 HDPE contains approximately 
22,000 pellets (Mr. Ronald Bruner, Society of 
the Plastics Industry, Inc., personal communi
cation, August 1991, Washington, DC), and 
this estimated number is applied to all pellet
ized resins, JIlQre than 1 quadrillion (1 . x IOU) 
pellets may be -produced annually. ,Pelletized 
resins, or. simply, pellets, are pro:duced in 
several shapes (e.g., spherules. beads, disks. 
and cylindrical nibs), sizes, and colors, . a few 
of which are shown in Figure 1. Resins may 

. also be produced in other easily transported 

forms, including granules, flakes, and powders 
(EPA, 199Oa). 

Two major resin types are produced: thermo
plastic resins and thermoset resins (EPA, 
1990a). Thermoplastic resins can be melted or 
reprocess~ without damaging or ·changing the 
chemical or physical properties of the poly
mer; they are highly . malleabl~ but become 
rigid when cooled. Because~the difference 
may be narrow between the melting point of a 
thermoplastic resin and the ·temperature at 
-which the resin may decompose, thermoplastic 
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resins are kept in a liquid (melted) state for a 
minimum amount of time and are pelletized as 
soon as possible (EPA, 199Qa). 

Thermoplastic resj$ comprised 83 % and 84 % 
of the annual U.S. resin sales in 1989 and 
1990, respectively (Table 1); U.S. resin sales 
increased 5.5% in 1990 after. no increase in 
1989 (Martino. 1991). The most commonly 
used thermoplaStic resins include LDPE, PVC, 
HDPE, and PP; these resins accounted for 
61 % of the total resin production in 1990 
(EPA, 1990a). Cornmon products ~de of 
thermoplastic resinS include milk bottles and 
other food containers. 

In contrast to thermoplastic' resins. thermoset 
resins are stronger when exposed to high 
temperatures, tend to be rigid. infusible. and 
insoluble. and cannot be remelted and re
fomed. Thermoset resins often are shipped to 
processors in liquid form, where the resin is 
cured and molded (EPA, 1990a). The most 
commonly used thermoset resins include phe
nolics and. polyurethane resins. Thermoset 
resins typically are used in building materials 
and automotive parts (EPA, 1990a). 

Thermoplastic and thermoset resins are further 
categorized according to the volume produced 
and the market demand for the resin. The 
categories and the uses of the resins are listed 
below. 

• Commodity NSlns 
These resins 'are produced in large 
quantities and are used as the raw 
materials for many plastic products. 
These resins are labeled as commodi'
ties because they are commonly used 
and are not refined, or differentiated by 
the resin manufacturers. Conunodity 
resins, such as LOPE, PVC, and 
HDPE, are 'the least expensive resins 
to produce (EPA. 1990a). 

• . Transitional resins 
These resins are produced less fre
quently than commodity resins but 
more frequently than engineering/
performance resins (discussed below). 
Transitional resins, such as PP, ABS. 
and acrylics, are also more expensive 
to purchase than commodity resins 
(EPA, 1990a). 

• Englneering/perfonnance resins
'These resins have narrowly defin~ 
applications and are produced by only 
a few companies. Engineering/perfor
mance reSins, such as polycarbonate 
and nylon, are. the most expensive 
resins to produce (EPA. 199Oa). -

2.1 PELLET ADDITIVES 

Some resins are used in the pure-polymer 
fonn, but. more frequently, the properties of 
the polymer must be changed to produce the 

. desired end product. Ad~itives. are used to 
alter the physical characteristics of the poly
mer, such as aesthetic properties (e.g.,' color), 
physical properties (e.g., heat-resistance and 
hardness), and the ability to be further pro
cessed (e.g., porosity) (EPA, 1990a). Table 2 
shows additives. additive concentrations, and 
typical polymers to which the additives are 
applied. 

The type of additive determines when and how 
the, additive is applied to a polymer. Two 
methods .are used to incorporate additives: 
(1) the additive (solid or liquid) is mixed with 
the polymer, or (2) the additive is reacted 
chemically with the polymer (the additive is 
bonded with the polymer). 

In ecological discussions, this distinction is 
very important when considet;ing leaching of 
the additives into the environment and poten
tial toxicoJogical effects of the additives. 
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Table 2. Characteristics and Uses of Pl8~CS Additives. 
[Adapted from EPA, 19908] 

Examples or TYPfS Additive Con~ • 
(lb) 

TYP,ieaJ Polymers 
Using Additive 

Antimicrobials - Increase resistance to microorganisms 

Oxybispbeoox~; isothi8.2ll1one Low «1) Polyurethane, PVC. PH 

Antioxidants - Prev~t deterioration during processing 
and lOOi-term. use 

',' Phenolics; amines; phosphates; thioesters Low « 1) Impact styrene, AM, 
poIyolefins 

Antistatic aaents - ' Control static buildup during 
processing and in final product 

Amine salts; phospboric acid esters; polyetbers Low «1) PVC, polyurethane, 
polyolefins, 

, 

Blowing agents - Add porosity to produce foamed plastics 

Azobisformamide; chlorofluorocarbons; pentane Modera1e (1-5) Polyurethane, PVC, 
PP .. PS, ABS 

. Catalysts and curing agents - Facilitate polymeriZAtion 
and curing of resins 

Numerous Low « 1) Polyurethane 

Colorants - Enhance 4ppeanmCO of consumer products 

Ortanic and inOIJanic pigments and dyes Low (1-2) Numerous 

FiUers - Enhance physical properties (e.g., hardness) 
and nxl~ production costs . 

Mi.ner8ls (e.g . , calcium carbonate wood flows) Higb (10-50) Unsaturated polyester., 
PVC 

Flame retardants - Reduce combliStibility 

Aluminum trihydrate; antimony oxide; balogell.llted High (10-20) Various 
hydrocarboos; organophosphates; 

·Additive cOOCCDlnuoa in tina1 product (pouDda additive per 100 Ib of reeiQ), nnkcd high, JOOdcl'llte • .or Io-v, 

Additives physically mixed with the polymer 
may be more likely to leach out because the 
additive is not chemically bound to the poly
mer; leaching would be determined by the 
miscibility (ability to be mixed) of the additive 
and polymer and by environmental conditions 

(e.g., temperature). Additives incorporated 
through chemical reactions cannot leach out of 
the plastic unless the plastic is -' broken down 
cheIrucally (EPA, 1990a)., 
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Table 2. Characteristics and. Uses of Plastics Additives. (continued) 
[Adapted from EPA, 19908] 

Examples or 'fypes 
.-

A dditive Cone.· 
(lb) 

Typical Polymen 
Using Additive 

Free-radical initiators - Assist in polymerization 
and curing processes 

Peroxides; a.zo compounds Low «1) LDPE, P~, PVC, 
8crylics, PE 

Heat stabili2.ers -Improve beat resistance or prevent 
degradation by heal 

Orpnotin mercaptides;. lead compOunds; barium, 
cadmium, and zinc S08p8 

Moderate (1-5) PVC 

Impact modifiers ....:... Improve strength and impact resistance 

Methacrylate butadie»e styrene; chlorinated PE; 
acrylic polymers; ethylene vinyl acetate 

High (10-20) 

-
Polyolefina, PVC, 
eogineering plastics 

Lubricants and mold release agents - Improve viscosity, 
reduce friction between resin and surrounding surfaces 

Fatty acids; alcohols SDd amides; esters; metallic 
stearates; silicones; soaps; waxes 

Low «1) PV·C, PS, polyolefina 

Plasticlz.eni - Soften rigid polymers and make them 
more flexible 

Phthalates; aliphatic di-aod tri-esters; polyesters; 
pbosphateB; trimellitates 

High (20-60) PVC, ceUulosics 

Reinforcers - Improve physical properties 

Glass fibers, wood flours High (10-40) Epoxy. unsaturated 
polyester 

Ultraviolet stabilizers - Preveot or inhibit deif&dation 
by ultraviolet light 

. Hindered &.mines; bydroxybenz.oph~es; carbon 
black:: bydroxybenzotriazoles 

Low «1) Polyolefins, PE, PP, 
polycarbonate, PS, 
PVC 

"AddilivD ~tioD la fiD.lli prod\lgl ~lIxla addillv~ per 100 Ib of ~). raIIkcd hJJh, moderate, 01" low. 

As previously stated, additives are used to 
change certain physical properties of the poly- · 
mer to. produce a desired product Typically, 
these changes affect aesthetic properties, dura~ 
bility, .or ease of processing of the resin. 
Some additive-containing pellets may be .de-

signed for controlled environmental release of 
chemical additives. For example, Rutherford 
and Withycombe (1985) patented a process 
(U .S. Patent 4,542,162) for forming plastic 
pellets containing repellents for use in control
ling animals, birds, and insects. The action of 
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the repellent requires the intentional dispersion 
of pellets in a given area. Thus, this and other 
applications for pellets may involve inten-

tiOD~. as opposed to accidental, introduction 
of pellets into the environment. 

. 

Table~. Polymer Densities. 
{Adapted from EPA (1990a) and Anon. (1988a» 

RtSin Density 
(g/mL) 

RtSin Density 
(gImL) . 

Thermoplastic Resins 1'bennoplaStic Resins (continued) 

Polystyrene (PS) 1.04-1.08 
, 

Styrene/acrylonitrile (SAN) 1.02-1.08 

Other styrenics [e. g., styrene- 1.05-1.14 Polyphenylene-based alloys (i.e., 1.06-1.10 
butadiene and styrene-based latexes, modified pbenylene oxide and 
styrene-maleic anhydride (SMA), modified phenylene 
styrene-butadiene (SB) polymers] 

Low-density polyethylene (LDjlE) 0.89-0.94 High-density polyethylene (HDPE) 0.94-0.96 

Thermoplastic polyester - 1.29-1.40 Thermoplastic polyester - 1. 30-1.38 
polyethylene terephthala~ (PET) polybutylene tMephtbaJat.e (PBT) 

Polyvillylcbloride and copolymers 1.30-1.58 
(PVC) Tbennoset Resins 

Polyamide (oylon) 1.07-1.08 Phenolics 1.24-1.32 

Acrylonitrilelbutadienelsytrene (ABS) 1.01-1.08 Polyurethane 1.17-1.28 

Polypropylene and copolymers (PP) 0.89~.91 Polyester~ unsaturated 1.01-1.46 

Thermoplastic eIastomers NA Epoxy 1.11-1.48 

Acrylic 1.17-1.20 Alkyd 1.30-1.40 

PolycarboDate 1.2 Urea and melamine 1. 47 -2. ()()I> 

Cellulosics 1.09-1.24 Others (small-volume thermoplastic 
and th~ resins)" 

NN 

Polyacetal 1.41-1.42 

Other vinyls (e.g., polyvinlyacetate, 1.16-1.35 Sea water 1.02-1.03 
polyvinyl butyrol, pt>lyvinylidine 
chl9ride) Fresh water < l.015 

NA: Not available. 
·Vllluo;' for PET, PDT. and 04het tbcrmop\UIic polyester nsW wmbinod. 
"Oent.itiu are for filled moldilll'yaleDUl; values for unfilled pellett \Wore DOt available. 
"1nelude.a polymolbyl pentenc (denaily: 0.83-0.84 elmL). poIyirolde (del\llity: 1.36-1.4311/mL). and polyelhcrimi&e (dcnaity: t..27 ,/mL). 
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2.2 PELLET BEllA VIOR 'IN 
THE AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT 

Many types of resin -pellets float in fresh water 
or sea water (Table 3). Basically, pellets and 
granules with specific gravities lower than 
water will float, and pellets with higher specif
ic gravities than water \J?ilI sink. Additives 
may affect polymer density, therclJY influenc
ing whether a pellet will float in water. Be
cause salinity affects water density, a particular 
resin pellet could float in sea water_ but sink in 
fresh water. 

Most additives are used in moderate to low 
concentrations (fable 2), and the additives 
may not' significantly alter the pellet's ability 
to float in fresh water or sea water. However, 
some additives .and polymer modifications will 
result in significant changes in the pellet spe-

cific gravity and, therefore, will affect the 
pellet's ability to float or sink-in water. The 
changes in specific gravity that were caused by 
the -introduction of additives 

, 
(fiber/flake rein-

for cements or particulate fillers) into six com-
modity resins are shown in Table 4. 

Hydrodynamic , processes, such as turbulence 
and surface tension, may affect ,a pellet's 
ability to float. For example, turbulenCe may 
either submerge pellets that would' normally 
float at the surface, or resuspend pellets that 
would noenially sink below the SUrface or to 
the bottom. Also, waters with high surface 
tension, such as waters containing a debris 
slick or discharge from a municipal sewage 
system, may . either support particles with a 
density greater than water or keep an other
wise buoyant particle submerged. 

Limited data are available that describe the 
biological -and chemical activity of pellets in 
the environment. Van Franeker (1985) report-

Table 4. Effects of Two AddltJves 
to the Densities of Selected Commodity Resins. 

[Adapted from Anon. (1988a») 

Polymer Density 
without 
Additive 
(gImL) 

Density 
with 

Additive .... 
(g/mL) 

ABS 

Polyamide (nylon) 

Polyethylene 

Pol ypropylene 

POlystyrene _ 

PVC 

1.01 to 1.08 

1.07 to 1.08 

0.92 to 0.975 

0.89 to 0.91 

1.04 to 1.08 

1.30 to 1.58 

1.18 to 1.61-

1.13 to 1.62-

1.18 to 1.28" 

1.04 to 1.2)-
1.22 to 1.1~ 

1.20 to 1.50" 

1.42 to 1.50" 
1.30 to 1.1ct 

"Additive: 
~ Additive: 

F'iberlflake roinloo:c. 
Partioul&&.: filler. 
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and that toxic effects from the plastics addi
tives may , be more significant in aquatic organ-:
isms than was previously thought. Ryan et aI. 
(1988) suggested that compoundB used in the
manufacture of plastics may be assimilated by
organisins that ingest the pellets. Known and
suspected biological effects of pellets in the
environment are discussed in greater detail in
Section 3.3. 

The persistence of a pellet in the environment
may be measured in years, depending on the
resin type, the types and amOunts of additives, 
and the reactions of the resins and additives to 
environmental processes. . EPA (199Oa) esti
mated that the ' lifetime of plastic products
range from less than 1 year to more than 10
years, depending on the product. In the aquat
ic environment, the lifetimes can be affected
by biological or chemical fouling, beat buildup 
within tile plastic, degradation by microscopic 
organisms, and availability of atmospberic 
oxygen (EPA, 1990a). 

Because pellets are small, lightweight, buoyant.
(if the pellet's specific gravity is lower than 
that of water), persistent, 'and ubiquitous in the 
aquatIc' environment. they are a potential haz
ard to aquatic organisms wh~ ingest the pellets 
mistaking them for prey. Section 3.0 address
es the geographical distribution of pellets, 
sources of pellets to the aquatic environment, 
and impacts of pellets on birds, tu'ttles, other 
biota, and htnnaJU. . 
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3.0 THE PEI."ET PROBLEM 

Plastic pellets are ~ong the smallest items of 
debris discharged ~to the aquatic environment. 
They are. therefore. not as visible (aesthetical
ly displeasing) or as obviously hatmful as 
larger forms of debris, such as -discarded 
fishing gear, medical wastes, etc. This is 
evidenced by their exclusion from -debris in
ventories reported from the annual beach 
cleanups (i .e., CMC, 1989, 1990) and from all 
but one of the National parks studied by Cole 
et aI. (1990). However, these small plastic 
pellets are often mistaken for food by aquatic 
animals, particularly seabirds. 

3.1 GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION 

Although plastic pellets are one of the least 
noticeable fonns of plastic pollution, they are 
ubiquitous in the oceans and on beaches. They 
have been reported in the sediments and the 
surface waters , of coastal areas and oceans 
throughout the world (fable 5); data are limit
ed regarding the presence of pellets in rivers, 
streams, and lakes. The ubiquity' of pellets is 
demonstrated by their presence in remote areas 
of the ~orld, such as beaches of the South 
Pacific (Gregory, 1977) and Hawaii (EPA, 
1992b). Among the earliest records of pellets 
in the environment were the studies by Car
penter et aI. '(1972) and by Carpenter and 
Smith · (1972). These studies reported pellets 
in the Atlantic Ocean along the southern coast 
of New England and in the Sargasso Sea, 
respectively. Several other authors also have 
reported pellets in the Atlantic Ocean (e.g., 
Coiton el aI., 1974; Hays and Cormons, 1974; 
Morris, 1980; van Franeker and Bell, 1988; 
Ryan et aI., 1988). in the Pacific Ocean, 
pellets have been reported in northern waters 
(e.g., Wong et aI., 1974, as cited in Pruter, 

1987; Dahlberg and Day, 1985; Day et aI., 
1990) and in southern waters (Gregory, 1977). 
Pellets have been reported along .the coasts of 
the Mediterranean Sea (Sbiber. 1979, 1982, 
1987), and the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean 
S'ea (Carr. 1987; Cole el aI., 1990). Most 
pellets found in marine waters have been 
identified as polyethylene (PE), polypropylene 
(PP), or polystyrene (PS) (CEE, 1987). 

Under the ongofug Harbor Studies Program, 
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
has conducted studies of floating aquatic debris 
in harbors along the coastal United States since 
October 1988 (EPA, 199Ob, 1992a,b; Trulli _tI 
aI., 1990; Redford et ai., 1992). The debris 
was collected by conducting net tows at the 
water surface to a maximum depth of O.S m. 
Over 200 different types of manmade debris 
were counted. By the end of 1991, sampling 
had been conducted in 13 cities . and the Mid
Atlantic Bight dwing a total of 20 surveys. 

Plastic pellets were among the most corrunon_ 
items found during the Harbor Studies Pr0-
gram, comprising approximately 94% (by 
number) of all debris collected. The pellets 
were generally ovoid, cylindrical, square, 
discoid, or, irregularly spherical in shape, and 
were approximately 5 mm or less in ' diameter 
(Figure 2), Most of the pellets were clear, 
white, or' off-white, but several other colors 
(such as black, green, yellow, amber, orange, 
blue, etc.) were also observed in the sampies. 
Visual assessments made by a polymer chemist 
confirmed that a variety of pure polymers and 
additi~e-containing pellets were found in the 
samples (Me. Elmer Bradbury, Battelle Memo
rial Institute, personal communication, Febru
ary 1991). The descriptions are also consistent 
with EPA's description of PE and PP pellets 
(EPA. 1990a). 
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Table 5. Pellet Observations and Suspected Pellet Sources. 
(PE; polyethylene; lOPE: Jow-denslty polyethylene; HOPE: hlgh-density polyethylene; 

pS: polystyrene; PP: polypropylene) 

Gfo&raphK:AI Area of Study ObsenatlollJ Soan:e(1) Discussed , 

A1LANTIC OCEAN 

Soulbem New England PS pclk::tI (0.1- to 2-mm dial common in Niantic Effluent from plutiea 
(Carpcoter N aL., 1972) Bay, Buzzarda Bay, Vmeyud Sound, Rhode bland 

Sound, Great SAlt Pond, Long Island Sound, and 
Block bland Sound; average 0.01 to 1 pellet pa' 

cubic meter. Pelka in sevUBl fiah. 

manufacturers or PS 
producenl ill ,aouthern New 
England. 

Sarp.uo Sea 
(Carpenter and Smith, 1972) 

" 

50 to 12,000 particles per sqU&rC kilometer (mean: 
3500 pi.rticlet per square kilometer); lOwest 
conocntrationt ncar the Gulf Stream. 

Waste dumping from cities 
or cargo ahipa. 

Cape Cod to CApe Canavaal and 
arcu south 
(ColtDn "al., 1974; Colton, 1974) 

PS and PI! peUcts «S-mm. dial; 61 to 148 pellets 
per square kilometer aouth of Cape, Canavenl, and 
8318 pel1ct1 per &quare Iri10mettr between Cape Cod 
and Cape Canavcnl, 

wutcwatcr discharge from 
plutict plants. MoItPS 
and PE pcUaa c:mercd open 
coutal walen between 
Block lalInd and ceat.cm 

Long Ialand. 

South Atlantic Biaht from 
Caro1ina to Cape Canavenl 
(van Dolah u aL, 1980) 

North Pcl'CCIl1 occurrenoc ~f PS pelkU on each cruiJe 
ranJCd from IS" to 34". Till' and pellets were 
widapread ~ughout arudy area. 

Shippina traffic 
cntr&inment from 
arcaa via. cum:ma. 

and 
other 

Eastern Canada and Bennuda 
(Gregory, 1983) 

In Bennuda; PE pcllds avcraacd 5000 pe1ldJi per 
linear meter of beach, (occuiona.11y > 10,000 pcllc::tl 
per linear meter). In ~tcm Canada, a maximum of 
lOPE pel1ct.l per linear meter. Lifetime of pcUcta 
suspected to be ulow '8.8 3 yean. Pellcls cncruatcd 
with paeudop1ankt:onic biola. 

Releucd at dump site. or 
spillage along Atlantic 
seaboard, apillagc during 
RDl1lgc, handling, and 
b'aIUpOrtation acti~. 

, Bermuda, BAtwnu, and >7S~ of neuston tows in north Sarguao Sea Spillage and lou at coutA1 
Martha's Vineyard, MA contained pellets. High concc:lltnltiOO8 (2000 pee manuf&ctwing and a.h.ipping 
(Wilber, 1987) sqUAre mctCr) on Bermuda and Baha.mu' bcachc8, 

where they IUC deposited by ocean ourrents. PcUca 
oftet1 embedded in tAr balls (-p1uto-wballi"). 

.itea. 

Cape Bum area of South Atlantic 
,(Morris, 1980) 

WhitD PH or PP pelletI (3- to S-mm dia) between 
1333 and 3600 pellc:tB per 'square kilometer, pel1ct.l 
and tarbaUs most common contaminantJ in erca. 

No immediate lOuruknown 
other than through cargo 
loss. 

Southwcatem Cape Province, South 
Africa 
(Ryan, 1988b) 

Predominance of PE and other polyolcfin pellets, 
most of which were < 10 mg. Pellots may be lost 
durinj bJUUllin, and . released into the &eI via 
drainage lines. 

PeJJeu loat durini trantpon 
or by manufacture of USer' 

prosiucta in indwItriaI areas; 
may ~ South Africa via 
occanio ciroula1ion from the 
South AtlaJItic. 

" 
r 
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Table 5. Pellet Observations and Suspected Pellet Sources. (continued) 
[PE: pqlyethylene; lDPE:- low-density polyethylene; HOPE: high-density polyethylene; 

PS: polystyrene; PP: polypropylene) 

Geograpblc:.aJ Area.dr Study ObservaOOIlJ Source(s) Diseussed 

PACIFIC OCEAN 

North 'Pacific 
(Wong ,t oJ. I 
Pnitu, 1987) 

1974, as cited in 
Round, coklrlea. pellets (l-S-mm dia) in 64" of 
tow! along 3So N longitude. 

Plaatic. 'industry. 
Manufacturcc oUlfallB; 
spillAge froin t:rucb; Ihipa, 
and train.a while ' Ioadin& or 
unloadinii and wbal uacd 
as ball bearinp to move 
caJ'lo . 

North Pacific Oeean 
(Day ,t al, 1990) 

PclIcts found in 6" of total ItatiolUl and 10" of 
statioOl with plutic. Colloctcd prim&rily in 
tn.nIitional and nearshore waten east of Japan. 
Highest density W8.II 6500 per aquarc Icilometcr north 
of Hawaiian aland&. 

Not di.acuucd. 

New Zealand 
(Grc.ory, 1977) 

PI! and PP pellets, -ovoid and spheruloid (greater 
than or equal to S-mm dia); 10,000 to 40 ,000 pdleta 
pcl'-meter on beachee in narrow zone along driftIinc 
or Ip~d aero •• thC bade beach and wuhover flat.. 

SpiDagc 11 poru or via 
IItreamI and ItDnn water' 

drainage after apillI at 
inland procc..ing pJanti. 

Alaska 
(Day, 1980' and JarrcU, pcr!I. 

commun. as oited in Day, 1980) 

Subatantial amounta of pcllc:U; PI! common but PS 
unknown. A.lIo reported approximatdy 500,000 Ib 
of PP pclleta were dumped ,into the ooean during a 
dock: strike in Colla Rial. 

HfflucrH of plllltic 
manufactu.rcrl and durin& 
loading and unloading of 
ahipa at porta. 

North Pacific ~ 
(Day CI al, 1986) 

Highest ~itica of plastio debria along 40° 
pel1c:tll comprised 0.5" of all plutic dcbrill 
occurred at nearly 4" of the smtionl. 

Ni 
and 

Not discuucd, 

North of Hawaii 
(Dahlberg and Day, 1985) 

Pel1t:U in neuaton sainplca collected along latitudea 
31- N and 34° N; dClUlitica mUll be relatively hi&h 
to have been coUCctcd at all. 

Not diacuucd. 

North Pacific Ooean 
and Bering Sea 
(Day and Shaw, 1987) 

Very low concentrations of pcllda in the aubarctic 
~Ci.fic, eapecially near the AJ.ukan coul. 

Not diacJlIlCd 

MEDITERRANEAN SEA 

Beaches of Lebanon 
(Sruber, 1979) 

" 

PE, PS, and polymethyl methacrylate peUeu fairly 
common on moat beachee. Predominant pellet ahape 
wu oveJ to round (2- to 5-mm dia). 

Waste diJpoaal by several 
plaatica tadorica -or 0&rI0 
lost at 1Ca. 

Beaches of Com del Sol, Spain 
(Shlbcr, 1982) 

Pellclt (2.7 to 4.5 mm) prcaen1 on all -beaches 
aamplcd (13); abundant on four beachea and 
common on most othen. Mostly LDPE (87"), 
HDPE (8~), and ethylvinyl acetate (4"). 
Encrusting biota abient on pcUeta, ~ receo1 

introduction to marine environment. 

~ dilpoaal practioca 
at &eVen aeuby p. lutioa 
fadoricl , or 10 ... during- lea 

ahipmeDt aDd, cugo 
unloading.. 
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Tabfe 5. Pellet Ob$ervations and Suspected Pellet Sources. (continued) 
- (PE: polyethylene; LOPE: ' low-density polyethylene; HOPE: high-densitY polyethylene; 

PS: polystyrene; PP: polypropylene) , 

Geographlc:al Area of Study Observatiow Souru(s) Discussed 

Coast of Spain Spberulca in ~ vuicly of ahapca and colon, Some correlation between 
(Shlber. 1987) often tAr-ooycred, abundant on moat beacbeII. Pel1eta abundance and IocatioD of 

found were prcdorninalltly PE,. , 190 plutice W::tone. in 
area' , cargo lou dunn, 
,transport in Atlantic Ocean 
and Mcditen'&llean Sea.. 

GULF OF ~CO AND CARIBBEAN 8M 

Coata Rica ~ Canbbca.o Sea l..arp DUmbcra of pc1lca on grc:cn tea turtle nesting Industrial wutcwMer. 

(Carr, 1981) beach in Costa IUoa, 

Padre hland Nationsl Seuhore All pcllcU WClC _while and the aamc a.izc and ' shape; Unclear whether from 
(cOle ' .t aL. 1990; Miller, pen. 73" of pLutic debris and 69" of all debris were lin,le or mUltiple' 
commun.) pclletI. discharges or from a lIpill. 

ESTUARIEs, HARBORS. ,AND.,OTHER COASTAL AREAS 

Hubon of the United ~ Many different reaina in usort.cd sizes, IMpea, and Induatrial and municipal 
(Trulli a aL, 1990; 'EPA, 199Ob, colon found in all baJbon Jtudicd except Mayl.g11ez, atorm water and CSO 
1992a.,b; Redford.t aL, 1991) PRo Hundredt to h~-cf..thoulW1ck of pelletl diaehugea. 

in eacb haIbor . . 

Ka.ha.n& Bay, Oahu, Hawa.ii Avenge of 105 peUcta per m2 were prcacnt bctwccn Commcrc:la1 shipping or 

(EPA, 1992b) low and high tide ~, QOocentratcd mostly amon&, carried by oee4II currcntB 
other anthropogenio IIlld oatu.ral debris near high tide from di..stant 1a.nd-bucd 
linea. Pc11etB appcucd clean but wca1hcced, likely lOurcea. 
polyah y Ienc. 

Sanita.ry lyB~8 in PhlIadelphla., Many pelk:c typca collected in storm water ouiralls &ann wa.tu diJchargca 
PA and Boston, MA a.nd in sewn sa.mplea from sewa.ge trcaI:mCllt plant.. from pwtica indUltry. 

(EPA. 1992e) All clean, PH pcUct. eollcctcd at DQ~ atonn water 
outfall. 

Sewage out1c:t pipc:a at fB.etorica 1- to 13-mm-dia PS pc:ucu found u far u 1.1 km lnd uatrial effluent.. 
ncar Long hland. NY doWlUtn:aal of one indultria./. outIaU. PB pellets , 
(Hays and Cormoot, 1974) also found near outfalls in MA, CT, a.od NJ. 

BrUtal Channel, UK o to 20,000 PS pelk:U per .quare meter uDevenly Bffluent from a PS 
(MorriJ and Hamilton, 1974) <listributcd in sedimCnla. PS bea.dJ ineorporatr.d into manufaetuRr . 

pllychac:tctubc:a, a.nd-beoomin, common in p1&nktoo 
samples. 

Severn Estuary and Brittol In 1973, I-mm PS pelJeU fi>und in mud, aand, and Effluent from plutici 

Clw\nel, UK on cooling wa.tu intAke screens at nuclear power ind 1lILr)'. 

(lCartu" ilL, 1973, 1976,'" cited pl.anD. MI.IlY polychacto wonn tubes FOnstruetcd 

in Pruter. 1987) almost entirely of polleta. PS spherules fOund in 
lome flounder. By 1976, pellets virtually abIent in .• 
&)1locationl noted in 1972 and 1973. 
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Agure 2. Pellets Found during an EPA Harbor Studies Program Survey 
In Houston. Texas. 

"

Plastic pellets were found in the harbors of 13 
of the 14 cities surveyed and in the Mid-Atlan
tic Bight (Table 6); and in 29 of the 32 sam
pling areas (two to four areas were sampled 
within each city). Mayagilez. Puerto Rico. 
was the only major study area in which pellets 
were not found. Pellets were not found in 
Hampton Roads, Norfolk. or in the 
Weymouth/Neponset Rivers. Boston, but they 
were found in other areas in these harbors. 

Plastic pellets were the most common item (by 
number of items) in eight cities (Houston, New 
York. Tacoma, Baltimore, Boston, -Oakland, 
Philadelphia, and San Juan), a.ncJ were among 
the ten most common items in three additional 
cities (San Francisco, Miami, and Seattle) and 
in the Mid-Atlantic Bight. [Note: In all. only 
20 debris items were collected iIi the Mid
Atlantic Bight, and the percent composition 
should ~e considered with caution.] Pellets 
'were the 14th most common item in Norfolk. 

Of a11 cities sUlVeyed; the greatest number, 
variety. and percentage of pellets were collect
ed in the Houston Ship Channel at Houston. 
Texas. Over 700,000 pellets were collected 
duting the Houston surveys combined (approx
imately 98 % of all Houston debris); One 
sample alone contained more than -225.000 
pellets. Although pellets of many colors and 
shapes were collected. most of the pellets from 
Houston were clear, white, or off-white and 
ovoid. Notably, Houston has one of the great
est concentrations of plastics industries in the 
United States and several pellet industries are 
located along the' Houston Ship Channel. 
Most of the pellets were found in Buffalo 
Bayou, which is inaccessible to shipping traf-
fic. . , 

A high percentage of aquatic debris collected 
in Tacoma, Washington, was pellets (78"). 
Unlike the pellets from the Houston Ship 
Channel, those from Tacoma were similar to 
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Table 6. Pellets Found during EPA Aquatic Debris Programs. 
IAdapted from EPA (1990, 1992a,b,c), Trulli et al. (1990); and Redford et al. (1992) 

Surny j Area Sampled Number Percent 

Harbor Studies Program-

Boston I Charles River 2,684 30 
Chelsea River 0 0 
Mystic River 7 '2 
President Roads 10 6 
WeymouthlNeponset Rivers 0 0 

Bostonn ,Charles River 453 23 
Chelsea River 2 1 
Mystic River 45 6 
President Roads 0 0 

New York I Manhattan Island 2,039 25 
The Narrows and Lower Bay 461 8 

New York II Manhattan Wand 617 21 
The Narrows and Lower Bay 548 27 
Staten Island 7.601 78 

Philadelphia Schuyllcill River 461 32 
Del~ware River - Camden 197 23 
Delaware River - Philadelphia 219 42 

Mid-Atlantic Bight Wilmington Canyon to Norfol~ Canyon 1 SO 

Baltimore I Inner Harbor 600 20 
Middle Harbor 110 12 
Patapsco River 70 15 

Baltimore n Inner Harbor 2.625 46 
Middle Harbor 524 27 

Baltimore ill Inner Harbor 1,972 23 
-Middle Harbor 698 19 
Patapsco River 7 ' 4 

Norfolk Elizabeth River 135 2 
Hampton'Roads 0 0 

Miami I Miami River 56 3 
Dodge Island 51 11 
Little River 7 1 

" 
Miami n Miami River 68 3 

Dodge Island 173 18 
Nearsho~e Atlantic 1 2 
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Table 6. Pellets Found during EPA Aquatic Debris Programs. (continued) 
[Adapted from EPA (1990~ 1992a,b,c), Trutli et al. (1990); and Redford et al. (1992)] 

Survey Area Sampled Number Perrellt 

Harbor Stu diet Program- .(conlinued) 

Houston I Upper Ship Channel 
Middle Ship Channel 
Lower Ship Channel 

106,759 
352,790 
15,660 

98' 
99 
98 

HollSton n Upper Ship Channel 
Middle Ship Channel 

38,199 
186,936 

96 
97 

Seattle Duwaroish Waterway 
Lake Union Ship Channel 

20 
4· 

8 
.1 

Tacoma Commencement Bay 3,834 78 

San Francisco San Francisco Bay 297 9 

Oakland San Francisco Bay 279 18 

May agil e.z Bahia de Mayagiiez to PuertQ Real 0 0 

San Juan San Juan Harbor 714 23 

Honolulu Honolulu Harbor 
Ala Wai Canal 

181 
2 

5 
<1 

Combined Sewer Overnow (CSO) Studies ProgramC 

Philadelphia Combined Sewer Overflow 
Stormwater Discharges 
Northeast Sewage Treatment Plant" 
Southeast Sewage Treatment Plant" 
'Southwest Sewage Treatment Plant" 

1 
1.898 
3,420 

49.500 
24,880 

13 
65 
3 

24 
6 

Boston Combined Sewer Overflow 
Deer Island Sewage Treatment Plant" 
Chelsea Street Headworks (Bar Screen)· 
Ward Street Headworks (Bar Screen)· 

981 
810 

0 
0 

11 
4 
0 
0 

"EPA (1990, 1992a,b); Trulli n aL (1990); Rtdfonl "til.. (1m). 
'20 ~ ~ ~Ied in !be Mld-A1IADtiG BishL 
"EPA (1992c) . 
~umbcl'l of pelleta p~1Il in I OO~ of each facility'. IDlid waites, bued OIl coUcctioa and analyait of 10~ of the IOlid WUIca at oach. 
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Figure 3. Plastic Powder Found during an EPA Harbor Studies Program Survey 
in Houston. Texas. 

each other in size, &hap.e, and color. Most 'of 
the Tacoma pellets (2732 pellets out of 3834 
pellets) were found in a single Sl!lIlple. These 
observations suggest that the pellets may have 
originated from a single source. 

The New York/New Jersey Harbor complex, 
'ranked second by number (11,266 plastic 
pellets) and third in percentage of phis.tic pel
lets (39%). In sampl~ collected from the 
Hudson and East Rivers around Manhattan 
Island, pellets varied considerably in color, 
shape, and condition, indicating possibly sev
eral sources of entry into the environment. 
Some pellets from these areas were embedded 
in grease, tar, or other organic. matter (includ
ing fecal matter), which might be expected to 
accumulate on debris flowing from .combined 
sewer overflows (CSO). In samples collected 
from the Kills (the water mass separating 
Staten Island from New Jersey), pellets were 
of a more uniform size, shape, and color. 

Immediately · following a February 1992 survey 
of the harbor at Honolulu, Hawaii, the pres
ence of pellets was studied at the beach along 
Kahana Bay on the northeastern coast of Oahu. 
Most of the pellets Collected at Kahana Bay 
were white or off-white, and many were 
weathered or .discolored . Several black pellets 
were also found in each sample. Based on 
enumerations . along three transects, the average 
number of pellets on the peach at Kahana Bay 
was 105 pellets per m2 -(range: 88. to 115 
pellets per m~. The pellets were found inter
spersed with other manmade d'ebris, including 
light sticks, net floats, plastic food containers, 
and plastic pieces, and natural debris such as 
driftwood and seaweed, and ' were concentrated 
in the portions of the transects that were far
thest from the water. According to the Chief 
Scientist, many more pellets and types of 
pellets were present· on the same beach in 1989 
than were present during the survey 
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(Mr. David Redford, EPA, personal communi
cation, February 1992). The decreased num
bers of pellets may have been due to heavy 
storm activity during the two weeks prior to 
the survey. whi<;J1 would have resuspended 
beached pellets in mugh surf conditions at high 
tide. 

Two 'additional pellet-related items. plastic 
powder and flattened pellets, were found in 
several cities. Plastic powder, an intermediate 
form of the raw material used to make pellets 
and molded products, was observed floating on 
the water's surface and was collected in con
siderable volume along with other debris. ln' 
Houston, this powder was initially thought to 
be grain dust from nearby grain elevators, and 
was discarded as natural debris (Le., n<?t an
thropogenic. in origin); Figure 3 shows plastic 
powder collected 4t Houston. However, dur
ing the pellet producer site visits conducted 

under the present study, t,he investigators 
recognized the powder, and plastics industry 
personnel verified that the -IDBterial was plastic 
powder. For additional vel'ification of these 
conclusions, the investigators rem,oved some of 
the material from the ,Houston samples and 
heated the material in a metal spoon. The 
grains melted and subseque,ntly solidified into 
-an amorphous -mass after cooling. The masa 
appeared to be plastic, - altho~gb this was not 
confirmed by chemical analysis. ~ey scien
tists do ' 'not recall collecting this powder in 
other cities, but again the matecial JUay have 
been overlo_oked as natural debris. 

Thin, irregularly shaped plastic disks approxi
mately 1 em in diameter (Figure 4) wel'e iden. 
tifled in samples collected from several differ
ent harbors. At the time, these disb could not 
be identified, and they were subsequently 
counted and recorded as miscellaneous plastic 

Figure 4. Flattened PO,Jyethylene Pellet, (Top) and a Virgin Polyethylene Pellet (Bottom). 
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pieces. However, several disks identical to 
ones collected during the surveys were found 
during a site visit to a pellet producer. The 
plastic disks, found among plastic pellets, were 
scattered along railroad tracks and beneath 
hopper cars in the loading and cleaning areas 
of the producing ,facility. Plastics industry 
perso~el identified the disks as plastic pellets 
that had been flattened by rail hopper cars. 

3.2 SOURCES IDENTIFIED 
IN 11m LITERATURE 

SevtnI researchers have suggested possible 
sources of pellets to 'the aquatic environment 
(Table 5). including 

• Direct discharges and imp~per waste 
water disposal by the plastics industry 

• Waste disposal and sewer discharges ,
by cities 

• Spillage from trucks, trains, and ships 
during loading, transport, or unloading 

• Improper use of pellets, such as for 
packing material, for insulation. and 
for bearings to facilitate the movement 
of cargo boxes and other heavy ob
jects. 

Unfortunately, most studies focused on report
ing pellet distributions and abundances. and 
th'e source identifications were based mostly on 
empirical evidence rather than on' direct evi
dence. As presented in Section 3.2 .1, the 
recent EPA studies Of U.S. harbors (EPA, 
1990b, 1992a,b) and esos (EPA, 1992c) have 
provided some d\rect evidence , that storm 
sewersj CSOS. and direct spillage into the 
waterways are sources of pellets to the aquatic 
environment. 

 

3.2.1 EPA's Harbor Studies Program 

As discussed in Section 3.1. EPA has conduct
ed studies of floating aquatic debris in selected 
barbors of the United States. One objective of 
the EPA Harbor Studies Program was to iden
tify potential sources of floatable debris col
lected during the surveys. Several possible 
sources of pellets were identified based on 
field observations and conversations with locai 
authorities; · these sources were CSOS and 
sto'rm sewers, storm-water runoff, and spillage 
from loading docks. 

The results of surveys in New York. Boston, 
and Houston, for example, indicated that CSOS 
and storm sewers were sourc,es of pellets in the 
aquatic environment. In the Kills area of New 
York Harbor, the cleanliness and ,uniform size, 
shape, and ' color of the collected pellets (as in 
Tacoma), indicate a possible single source. 

. Because the pellets were mixed with other 
debris typically discharged froin storm sewers 

,or esos, storm sewers and CSOs are likely 
the discharge points for 'pellets released by the 
plastics industry and related transPOrters. 

In Boston. the majority of "the pellets was col
lected from the Charles River on the freshwa
ter side of the locks near the Museum of Sci
ence. There is no commercial shipping on the 
River and there are no known pellet industries 
along the banks of the River. This suggests 
that pellets are entering the ' environment 
through storm sewers or esOs that receive 
storm-water runoff and oth,~ dra~e from 
pellet industries. 

As previously discussed, extremely large num
bers of pellets were collected from every area 
of the Houston Ship Channel. Large numbers 
of pellets were found above, or west of the 
turning basin in Buffalo l3ayOu, where ¢.ere is 
DO corrunercial shipping and tidal fluctuations 
are minimal « 0.5 ft). Because o{ the lack of 
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shipping and the unlikely transport of pellets 
by tidal curren_ts, pellets found in Buffalo 
Bayou were most likely discharged from storm 
sewers (Houston -has no CSOs) or carried into 
the Channel direcqy by stonn-water runoff. 

The results of surv~ys in Tacoma and Houston 
indicated Ulat spillage at loading and shipping 
docks is another source of pellets in the aquat
ic environment. in Tacoma, a local resident 
reported that a crate of pellets was spilled into 
the harbor 2 months prior to the Tacoma 
survey. thereby establishing the possibility that 
a single discharge was a possible source of the 
collected pellets (Mr. David Redford, EPA, 
persooaI communication, March, 1989). An
-other resident stated that pellets were regularly 
observed on local beaches; this would indicate 
that pellet spillS may be common to the Taco
ma area. In' addition, the fact that people are 
noticing pellets during recreational activities 
indicates that pellets are frequently present in 
large numbers; .large numbers would make the 
pellets more obvious and easier to distinguish 
from natural debris. 

In Houston, pellets also were collected in mas
sive numbers in the middle area of the Hous
ton Ship Channel (areas below or east of the 
turning basin). These pellets probably entered 
the channel through several sources, including 
spills at the loading dock, spills aboard ship, 
or spills at industrial sites where pellets are 
carried by rain water into the storm sewers or 
are blown ,into waterways. Pellets discharged 
into Buffalo Bayou would also be transported 
to areas east of the turning basin. Discussions 
with a local longshoreman indicated that dur
ing ship loadmg operations pellet packaging 
often was punctured by forklift tines. When 
the pellets were transferred from the dock to 
the ships, th-ousands of pellets would spill onto 
the dock and directly into the Channel. , He 
also indicated that pellets spilled onto the 
docks were swept directly into the Channel 
during routine maintenance of the area. 

3.2.2 EPA's CSO Studies Program 

In older cities of the northeastern United 
States, CSO discharges of raw sewage aDd 
street 1 itter are common during heavy rain
storms. Studies CQnducted under the EPA
sponsored CSO Studies Program examined the 
types and amounts of floatables discharged 
from selected CSOs and storm sewers, as wen 
as floatables captured by bar screens and 
settled out in the scum of sewage treatment 
facilities in Philadelphia and Boston. Final 
data show that pellets are present in the sew
age treatment plant scum (small.:.sized, floating 
material at the surface of the settling tanJcs) 

Table 7. Pellets Collected Each Day 
at Sewage Treatment Facilities In 

Philadelph,a and Boston 
{EPA (1992c)] 

Location Number Number 
Dayl" Dayr 

Philadelphia 

Northeast WPCP 
Southeast WPCP 
Southwest WPCP 

Boston 

Ward Street HW 
Chelsea HW 
Deer ,Island STP 

2,110 
22,820 

5,520 

0 
0 

650 

1,310 
26,680 
19,360 

0 
0 

160 

WPCP: Wat.e.r Pollution Control Plant 
HW; HeadworD 
STP: Scwage Trca.lmeot Plant 
"Daily totalJ caleu\atod bued Oil the analyru of 
lOW. of the Icrcc:ninga and Beum praent each day at 
each facility. 
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samples (fable 7), in eso samples of both' 
cities, and in the storm sewer samples ,collect
ed in Philadelphia (fable 6). No 'storm sewers 
were sampled in Boston. [Note: One pellet 
waS found in the eso disc~arge in Philadel
phia; these data should 'be viewed with caution 
because it was not determined that the eso 
had discharged during the study,.] The data 
from this srudy indicate that pellets ate enter
ing municipal' sewerage sys~ms from land
based sources, and are subsequently entering 
the aquatic ~nvironment , through eso and, 
storm sewer discharges. 

3.3 FATE AND IMPACTS 

There, are several documented accounts de
scribing pellet. and other plastic debris inges
tion by wildlife, most notably by seabirds and 
sea turtles (fable 8). Generally, impacts or 
biological effects of the pellets have not been 
clearly defined in most wildlife, and, to date, 
direct correlations between pellet ingestions 
and effects have not been demonstrated conclu
sively. This iruly b~ attributable to the fact 
that the studies typically use stranded and 
beached animals, and most animals that die at 
sea either sink to -the bottom or are consumed 
by predators before ' they are found by humans 
(Laist, 1987). 

3.3.1 Birds 

Figure 5. Pellets Ingested by' 8 Seabird. 
(Photograph by Robert Day, Alaska 

Biological Research, College, Alaska) 

, 

The ingestion of pellets by seabirds has been 
reported worldw~de (Table 8), and seabirds 
ing~t plastic pellets more frequently than do 
any other taxon (Ryan, 1990). Sileo et oJ. 
(1990) reported that 80 species, or approxi
mately one-quarter of all ,seabird species, are 
known to ingest plastic debris. Pellets are the 
most common fonn of plastic debris ingested 
by seabirds (EPA, 1990a; Ryan, 1990). ' Day 

(1980) estimated that polyethylene pellets 
remain in the digestive tracts of birds for 10 to 
15 months (F,igure 5). 

Several factors affect the vulnerability of a 
seabird population to the presence of pellets. 

• Frequency of regurgitation - Birds 
with a limited ability to regurgitate are 
most likely to be effected by pellet 
ingestion. Debris loads in birdS are' a 
function of the ratio of the rates of 
ingestion and regurgitation (Ryan, 
1990). 

• Foraging habits - Birds that feed by 
pursuit diving are the most likely to 
ingest pellets, and birds that feed by 
plunging and piracy are the least likely 
to ingest 

, 
pellets (Day 

.; 
~t aJ .• 1985). 

• Pellet color - Seabirds are more 
likely to ingest pellets that ace light-
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colored (e.g., white, tan, brown, 
yellow) than those of any other color 
(Sileo et az., 1990; Day et aI., 1985). 
This color preference has been attribut
ed to the pellet's similarity to common 
food sourais, such as fish eggs, crusta
ceans, etc. (Day et al., 1985). 

• Prey type - Pellets pose the greatest 
threat to planktOn-feeding species, such 
as shearwaters, petrels, prions, ph ala
_ropes, and auklets (Fry et aI., 1987). 

• Proximity to pellet sources - logi
cally, the closer that a seabird is to a 
release point, the more likely it is to 
encounter and ingest pellets (EPA, 
1990a; van Franeker and Bell, 1988). 

• Proximity to. areas where pellets 
accumulate - Species that feed at the 
ocean surface are more likely to ingest 
plastic, most probably because they are 
more likely to be exposed to floating 
plastic (SileO er aJ" 1990). 

The effects on seabirds of ingested pellets and 
- other plastic debris were summarized recently 

by Ryan (1990) at the Second lntemational 
Conference on Marine Debris (Shomura and 
Godfrey. 1990). Ryan (1990) stated that 
anthropogenic debris -may have three specific 
effects on seabirds: (1) diminished foraging 
ability or a decreased foraging efficiency, (2) 
physical damage (e.g.. intestinal blockage), 
and (3) physiological effects from the absorp
tion of toxic chemicals associated with the 
pellets. 

Diminished foraging ability appears to' be the 
 most serious effect of pellets on _seabirds~ The 
presence of pellets in the stomachs of seabirds 
may create false feelings Of satiation, decrease 
the storage volume of the, stomach, and reduce 
foraging. Ultimately, this will reduce the 
ability of the seabirds to accumulate the energy 
(fat) reserves necessary for migration, repro
duction, molting. and survival of adverse 
environmental conditions (Day et aJ., 1985; 
Ryan, 1988a, 1990). These effects' would 

,

occur most likely in procellariiform seabirds, 
which, compared to other seabirds" experience 
the highest incidence of plastic ingestion 
(Ryan, 1988a). However; a few pellets in a 
bird's stomach are not likely to have an ad
verse affect, primaril'y because many seabirds 
retain indigestible materials in their stomachs 
to aid in digestion (Furness, 1985; Ryan, 
1988a, 1990), although Wallace (1985) be.
lieved that the birds could be chronically 
stressed. Studies to determine a critical pellet 
volume have not been reported. 

Studies of .potential impacts caused by pellet 
ingestions generally have indicated that physi
cal damage probably occurs in only a small 
number of seabirds. Day (1980) reported that 
ingestions increased the gizzard volum~ of '
some auklets, resulting in the full distension of 
the gizzards and a potential reduction in, hun
ger. Where individuals that had ingested.large 
numbers of pellets, the pellets were fQund 
embedded in sockets in the gizzard wall, but 
no effects (good or 'bad) we(e noted. Day et 
al. (1985) subsequently reported that ingested 
pellets reduce the storage volume of seabird 
stomachs. . 

In a cOntrolled study of the effects of large 
-numbers of PE pellets in white--chinn~ pe
trels, Ryan and Jackson (1987) reported no 
significant changes in digestive efficiency 
b.etween tes~ and control birds. Several au
thors have document lacerations by sharp 
debris (e.g.. Day et aJ., 1985; .Fry et aI" 
1987, Ryan and Jackson, 1987); however. 
because pellets are geneiaIly round and 
smooth, it is unlikely that pell~ lacente 
stomach linings in seabirds. 

Finally, plastic pellets in the environment may 
contain chemicals that are toxic to seabirds. 
These toxic substances may be additives that 
were intentionaily mixed into the resin to 
achieve specific properties, or contaminants 
that were adsorbed by the pen~ from the 
environment. Carpenter et al. (1972) reported 
the adsorption by pellets of organochlorine 
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Ta~B 8.' Pellet. Ingestions and Potential Effects. 

Gqraphic.al Location " 1' Spedes Reported DeScription of InguOon or Effects 

BIRDS 

Alub Northe,rn fulman, sooty ahearwatcn, Ingestions likely due to pellet IUcmblance to natural 
(Day, 1980) ah ort-tailed she&rwa.tcn, rcd-legged 

kittiwake, thick-billed murre, Cauitl's 
auklct, puUoet auk1et, tuft.cd puffin, 
horned puffin. fork-tailod aton:n-pctrel. 
Leach's 'torm-petrol, northern 
pha.la.rope. pUOOUI gull, blaclc-legged 
1citt:iwake. and bat aukk:t. 

prey, and will increAIC as annual p1astic8 production 
and uac of pellets increa.se. Some particb 
embedded in &izzard wal1J; mean l'CIIidence time in 
giz%ards nay be approximately 15 mon1hi. 
Hydrocarbon pollutant. uaocialcd with thc pe1lcta 
may dcereuc reproductive ability of &eabiIda. 

California 
(Chu, pcrs. oorrunun .• as 
cited in Day ~I aL. 1985) 

Sooty .hearwatcn Ingestion. 

Ga!apago' JalaDch 
(Anon.; 1981, u cited in 
Day D aL, 1985) 

Blue-footed booby Secondary ingcatiOD of raw plutic. 

Monterey Bay. CA 
~ and Mo~john, 
1~6) 

NortherD fulmars. pink-footed 
sheatwatcn. sooty abearw&t.cn, .hart-
tailed shearwatcn. Heermann', gull. and 
black-legged kittiwake. 

Ingestion. of PH 
species. 

~ in stomachs of 6 seabird 

New Zealand 
(Imber, pen. commun., 
at cited in Day 61 aL, 
1985) 

Great-winged petreU, kerguelen petrels, 
Cook'. petIdJ, blue pctrch, broad-billcd 
priona, ant.uet:ic prion., fairy prions, 
Parkinson's petrels. whito-faced storm-
petrels, salvin ... prion.. and sooty 
ahe&IWatcn. 

Ingestiona in low to high numbers. 

Chatham I.Janda and 
-

Gough bland 
(Bourne and Imber. 
1982) 

Broad-billed 
ItOrm-pc:trcls . 

priOM and wbito-fa.ced Pellc:tl normally found in the giz:zard. and bird. 
containing peUetJ often Iackcd food in the 
proventriculus. Difficult Ie determine whether 
pellet ingestion is a cauae or an effc:d of ltalVation. 
Se«lndary ingestion by great slruu that consume 
old, pcllct~ntll.i.ning priOIlli . 

BUtcm Canada 
. (Brown" ai.. 1981. u 
cited in Day " aL. 1985) 

Greater .h"rwaters 
thearwa.tera 

and sooty Ingestions reported. 

South Africa 
(PurnClI, 1983, u cited 

. in Day D aL, 1985), 

Greater Iheal'W1.~ PS sphere. mgClted. 

Dutch coast 
(VB.D Prandcu, 1985) 

Pulmafa . > SO % of stomaclu cOntained pcllc:ta; toxic additives 
in peUct.'I may be uaimilated by birds. 
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Tabte 8. Pellet Ingestions and Potential Effects. (continued) 

G«>graphkal LocAtion Species Reported Description of Ingestion or Medii 

Midway Island Illd O~u Wedge-tailed she.arwaten 60% of bi.rd,a contained peUcta (majority were PP , 
Is land, Hawaii and PE) and pwtic fragmema; toxicity of additivcs 
(Pry ~ aL, 1981) and organoch.lorine polllitantl may be leu lignifica.nt 

hua.rd than obstruction/impaction of !he gut of 
lubirdl; rUla to chicks may differ from riskl to 
adults. 

ScoUiJhcolonies Procel1ariifonn seabird. (Leach', petrels, Fulman and Leacb'. petrels Idcct debris acoording 
(Fumeu, 1985) Manx ahearwatcn. 8Jld !ulman) to their preference for ~uIar prey liua. Only 

equivocal atailitical cvidc:ncc for an influence of 
ingested pWtic on body m.asa. Pc.Ueta not found iD 
Britah storm petrds. 

Laboratory experiment. Chickens Even under ideal feeding conditiOni, pJ.utic..loaded 
(Ryan, 19884) birds cannot foraic as efficieotly u pla.ati<>-Cnx: 

bird •• Luge loath of pla.ltic impair feeding by 
reducing meal size, which may, thcrefoIC, limit 
accumulation of fat zaervca eucntia] far 
reproduction, migration, and molting. 

Antarctice 
(van Franeker and Bc.ll, 
1988) 

Wtlaon'. stormpetreIJ, louthern fulman. 
and Cape pctrelJ . 

P.dktB comprued 73 % of all ingatcd puticlea 
(oombined for aU spcciea); plutic partiolea 
remaining in the gizzarda of pctrcla may peniIt for 
montha or YUill if not regUrgitated. Decreue 
fitnesl is a liJcely conacqucnceof in&cation by chickl 
and adultB. Most pla.stica originate in wintering 
areu ouuidc the Antarc:tic. 

South Africa and Blue pem:bI, great Ihearwatcra, white- Three facton determine the ral& of pellm (and 
Southern ~here 'faced Iton:n-pc:treIJ, pintado petrels. thln- pl.a.stic) ingestion: fQraging teehniquc. didAry 
(Ryan, 1987) billed prion. antarctic prion , &alvin'. 

prioo, soot)' .hcarwatcr, grey phalarope. 
arctic skull, Cory'. IhearwattB, grcy-
backed ltonn-pctrel, broad-billed prion, 
kerguelen petrel, .ubantarctic akua, 8Oft-
plumaged petrel, great-winged petrel, 
AUantic petrel, and whito-chinned J)Ctrc;L ' 

.pecializatio n, and denlity of , pellet (pollLItante) in 
the foraging area. Proccllariiform .eabirda exhibit 
the largest plutic load. owing to fonging pa.ttcrns 
at the sea .urfaoe. SecondAry ingestion of p1utic . 
through contam..in&tcd pICy is uncommon and 'w!u 
found only in lubl.J'ltamic tkua whiclI proy. on 
lmall ~II contUning pwtic partiolCi. 

Gough Island, South 
.AtlAntic Ocean 
(Ryan #I al., 1988) 

Grut shearwatcrl (femalea only) Positive , correlation between polychlorinated 
biphenyl (PCB) and plutic lo4da in the .pecies; 
PCBt ~ly Wel'C derived from ingcat.cd plulic 
particiet, and thcac PCB. contnbutc aignificantJy to 
the total body load of PCB. in great ahcarwatc:n. 

Loog Island Sound 
(Hay. ~ Cormol1ll, 

1974) 

Gulla and tcmIl PS pe.llctI found in tern 
(regurgitated indigeallblc food). 

and gull pcllcta 

' 

Southern Indian Ocean Wh.i~hinned pctrct. PE. pellets lost 1" of their mAlI after 12 day. (haIf-
(Ryan and Jacbon, 1987) .life equal to at Ieut 1 year); DO lnstancca of 

intcstina.l obstruction or ph)'sical damage to Ihc 
binh; ingc:a1Cd pl4ttic JeldQm impaira digestive 
efficicnq in seabirdJ. 
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Table 8. Pellet Ingestions and Potential Effects. (continued) 

Geo&nphicallocatlon Specifs Reported Description of laaestion or EfFects 

HAwaii 
(Siko el al., 1990» 

SeabirdB 80 apecieI, or approximately 25" of &11 
lpCCiea. arc known to ingeat plutic debris. 

seabird 

Bodep Harbor, CA 
(CollOOri and Smith, 
1982) 

Red phalaropca 6 of 1 . birds contained plastic particle., ·most of 
which were PB: pelk:ts. Plutio ingestion may be 
producing pbyaiologica1 effeca that threaten .uocets-
ful migra.tion and breeding in region. IemOte from 
the pollution IOUrcca. 

Galapaaot lllancb and 81uo-foot.ed boobiu, short-eared owls, Secondary ingestion of pclJc:u from food tDurce: 
South Atlanti.o Ocean broad-.biIled prion, and South Polar alrua. bluo,footcd boobiCi and sbort-c:arcd ow consumed 
(Wehlc aud Colanan, fidl containing pc1k:U, . and broad-bi.lkd priem 
1983, .. cited in consumed a akua oontaitling pcllcta. 
WalJ&cc, 1915) 

TURTLES 

Tcus cout 
(p1otkio and Amos, 1990) 

Loggerhead, green, 
Kemp'. ridley turtles. 

hawlabill, and Pelku were ingClU:d by eight turtI.cs, a.nd comprised 
7" of all ingcatod debn.. 

. 

Texu coUt 
(Arnoa, pen. commun., 
II citod in Balazs, 1985) 

Green turtle PI! .pherulca in mouth of stranded, dead IU twtJe. 

South Africa 
'(Hughea, 1910, 1914, II 
oPcdin~, 1985) 

Loggerhead turtles 6" 0 f atr1I.nded po Ithat.ch1inga co ntained pcllc:tI in 
atomacb. 

Florida. 
(Meylan, 19&4, II cited 
in Balaza, 1985) 

Hawksbill turtlCl PS peUcb 
ItOma.chI. 

and other manmade materials in 

Florida But Cout and Loggerhead and green au turt.lce . Reaemb\ancc to ~aull11l fIoau may ac:count for 
C&ribbcan Sea ingestions; young aca turtles vulnenbleduring opev-
(Carr, 1987) ocean association. with StugtU.S1Im rafts; large 

numbers of pellcta found on green sea turtle neating 
beach. 

,Hawaii and worldwide Sea turtles Marino turtles ea.l a wide variety of Iynthctio 
(SalaD, 1985) material, including pel1ctB. Effects of toxic 

chemicala rcleued by thcac materials and physical 
obatruction of the dieestive tractII are two pollible 
adverae Unpa.cU. 

Meditemmean Sea 
(Gramentz, 19!8) 

Loggerhead turtles Pellets, crude oil, and 
ingeatCd and excreted. 

taIballa appUUltly arc 

Tcxa.s cout 
(Plotkin and Arnot, 1988) 

Loggerhead, green, 
turtles 

and hawbbill sea PE pelletB iogated by 9% of necropsiod turtles; 
high probability that sea turtles inhabiting Texu 
cOa.st will come into contact wjtb dcbril. 

TCXlU oout 

(Shaver, 1991, pen. 
. oommun.) 

Kemp'. ridley aea. turtles 2% (2 01.( of 101 turtlea) contained pellcuj 
turtle wu wild and one was reared in captivity . 

am: 
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Table 8. Pellet Ingestions,and Potential Effects. (continued) 

Geogra phic.a I LOCJltioD Species Reported Description of Ingestion or Effects 

F1SH AND INVER~RATES 

Severn Estu&ry 
(Karter ~l Ill., 1973. u 
cited in Slu'"bcr, 1982 and 
Pruter, 1987) 

F101lndC1' and polychactcs Ingertions by flounder. 
pel1cb .into dwelling tubes. 

Po lychaetca incorporate 

NeW York Bight 
(Stcimlc, 1991 (pert. 
commun.) 

Lobster and winter flounder Low numbers of pellets ingested, and more cornman 
in lobsters than in winter flounder, 

. Southern New England 
(CaJpentu el aL, 1972) 

Grubby. winter flounder, w):iite perch, 
and silvcrsidcs (fish), and one chaeto-
gnath (arrow wonn) 

PS pellctJ·in stomachll of 8 out of 14 specieS of fub 
and one chaetognath; speculated that pel1cu could 
cau Ie inlC8linal blockage in IIJ1lAl1cr fiah. 

OTHER BIOTA 

North American waten 
(Walker and Coc, 1990) 

Baleen whalea Suggested thal filter-feeding makes bak:en wbalc:a 
vulnerable to incidental debril in~n; stomachs 
of stranded baleen whalcl ahould be CJWn.ined. 

canada and Bermuda 
(Greiory, 1983) 

Epibionu Rpibionla on pcUeu include coralline algae, 
bryozoans, calcareous annelida, and foraminiferanJ. 

Caribbean Sea and waten 
off Florida 
,(WJnston, 1982) 

Epibionu Plutica (including pelkts) encrusted with bryozoan 
(Euctra ImeUa); auCCC8. of this species on the east 
coast attnouted to itl coionWni of drifting smooth-
surfaced plutic. 

ESTHETIC AND ECONOMIC EFFECTS 

New Zealand 
(Greiory. 1977) 

}iUmanI Concentration. ranged from < 1 pe1ld per meter of 
beach to >20,~ pelJea peT mc:ter, and may lea.d 
to calhetica1ly displeuiniPlastit: /fond beaches. 

Worldwide 
(Wal1&ce, 1985) 

Humans PcUcu have a negalive effect 
activities; economic imJ)&':t due 
mAteriala that muat be replaced. 

on 
to 

rccrcational 
1011 of raw 

Bermuda 
(Wilber, 1987) 

HUman' Beachgocn shocked by the presence of high 
numbcn of pcllc:ta; pcllcts and pwtic fragmeots 
~bed in tarbaIlB and bcoomcplasfO..tarbalb. 

United StaD 
(Klemm and Wendt, 
1990) 

Humans Labeled combination of plastic debris and pcUcta 
b~QCh confetti. 
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compounds from ambient seawater. Day 
(1980) noted a decreased ability to reproduce 
in pellet-ingesting birds" which he attributed.to 
the hydrocarbon pOllutants associated With 
plastic. Ryan et aI. (1988) provided the only 
direct evidence of a correlation between plastic 
loads and PCBs in seabirds, but Ryan (1990) 
speculated that paint chips and tar balls may 
contribute 'more significantly ~an do pellets to 
the total toxic chemical load in seabirds. 

Further stUdies are needed to determine if 
pellet ingestion leads to poor bird co~ition. or 
if poor bird condition leads to pellet mgestlon 
(Connors and Smith, 1982; Bourne and Imber, 
1982; Ryan, 1987, 1990). 

3.3.2 Turtles 

Balazs (1985) found that marine turtles ingest 
many items of floating debris, including plastic 
pellets (e.g., unfoarned. polystyrene beads). 
Evidence suggested that plastic material passes 
through the digestive tracts 'and are voided 
naturally. However, Balazs (1985) also r~ 
ported that ingested debris may cause poten
tially serious problems in sea turtles, such as 
lost nutrition, reduced absoq>tion of nutrients, 
and adsorption of plasticizers. In addition, 
small plastic fragments may adversely affeCt 
turtles during digestion when pellets or frag
ments are ground togetber by muscular con
tractions, and pino,cytotic absorption of the 
resulting microscopic plastic particles could 
occur. The latter phenomenQn was suggested 
to ocem also in albatrosses [pett!t et aJ .• 1981, 
as cited in Balazs (1985)J. 

Balazs (1985) suggested several explanations 
for ingestion by turtles. 

• Marine organisms encrusting plastic 
debris may be a desirable food source 
or may mask the artificial nature of the 

debris, thereby inhibiting a rejection 
reflex by the sea turtles. 

• Under COnditions of extreme hunger 
when available food stocks are limited, 
sea turtles may feed on items that they 
would not normally eat. 

• Prey that has Consumed debris is in
gested by a predator. Balazs suggested 
that the increasing volumes -of. plastic 
particles in the oceans make this mech
anism distinctly possible. 

Balazs concluded that additiQnal research is 
needed in regard to incidence and effects of 
plastic ingestions by sea turtles. ' 

Carr (1987) discussed the significance of non
degradable debris, including pellets; to sea 
turtles during early developmental stages. 
Because manmade and natural debris and 
planktoruc orga.n.isms accumulate along conver
gences, Carr concluded that young, advan~ 
pelagic-stage sea turtles are wlnerable to the 
presence of pellets in the oceans owing to the 
turties' close association with the conver
gences. The fmdings of Plotkin (1988) and 
Plotkin and Amos (1990) support Carr's con
clusion. 

3.3.3 Other Biota 

Although most of the published literature d~ 
scribing ingestion and biological effects of 
pellets concerns seabirds arid sea tUrtles, a few 
studies have discussed associations between 
pellets and other organisms. including fish 
[(Carpenter et aI .• 1972; Karter et aJ., 1973, 
1976; Colton et aJ., 1974; Mr. Frank &teimIe, 
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), 
personal communication, August::1991)], sev
eral , invertebrates (Carpenter et ai., 1972; 
Karter et , aJ., 1973; Mr. Frank Steimle, Na
tional Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) , 
personal communication, August 1991), and, 
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potentially. baleen whales (Walker and Coe. 
1990). Secondary' ingestions of pellets by 
seabirds were reported by Wehle and Coleman 
(1983, as cited in Wallace, 1985); the investi~ 
gators reponed that the birds had consumed 
other· birds and flSlHbat had ingested pellets. 

A few investigators have reported co.Ionization 
on pellets by .biological organisms that are 
normally epibionts on Sargassum floats and 
other floating organisms. The epibionts re
ported include bydrozoans and diatoms (Car
penter and Smith, J972; Winston, 1982; Greg
ory, 1983), bryozoans, coralline algae, coiled 
calcareous annelids and other caIcareo),lS worm 
tubes, and for aminiferids (Gregory, 1983). 
Accumulations of organic matter and tar or oil 
have also been observed on pellets (Wilber, 
1987; Redford et aJ., . 1992); the {lresence of 
these materials could increase the possibility 
that an animal might confuse the pellets with 
its natural food sources. Finally, one study re
ported that pellets might be useful to some 
. species: Karter' et a/. (1973) found that 'poly
chaete wonns used pellets to build dwelling 
tubes. 

3.3.4 Aesthetic and EconomJc 

Severai authors have documented the human 
aesthetic (Gregory, 1983; Wallace, 1985; 
Wilber, 1987; Klemm and Wendt, 1990) and 
economic (Wallace, 1985) impacts of pellets in 
the environment. Although plastic p.ellets may 
not be as aesthetically displeasing as other 
items of debris, such as sewag~related and 
medical-related debris, the quantities present 
and their persistence in the environment are 
cause for notice. Gregory (1977) speculated 
that some- day man will sunbathe on plastic 
sand beaches; Klemm and Wendt (1990) la
beled the combination of . pellets and plastic 
fragments beach confetti, but believed its 
presence was not a celebration. The aesthetic 

impacts of pellets to recreational areas were 
discussed by Wallace (1985) and eEE (1987), 

A final impact of pellets in the environment 
may be measured in terms of economic costs. 
The loss of ferostock and the costs of replac
ing the feedstock may be offset only if the 
pellets are recaptured and recycled instead of 
replacing them (Wallace, 1985). The econom
ic incentive to recycle spilled pellets was evi
dent during the site visits of the present study, 
where several of the companIes were already 
actively collecting and recycling waste pellets 
and other plastic scrap. 
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4.0. PET J .ET SOURCES TO THE ENVIRONMENT 

Because, as report~ in the literature, plastic 
pellets are frequendy mistaken for food by a 
variety of aquatic animals (Section 3.0), atten
tion must be given to the sources of the pellets 
in the environment. One of the objectives of 
this study is to identify the sources of pellet 
release into the environment within the p~astic 
industry. To thlJ end, the. Society ·of the 
Plastics Industry. Inc. (SPI), arranged for each 
sector of the industry , - pellet producers, 
transporters/contract packagers, and processo.rs 
- to be visited by the study team; The site 
visits were arranged with the understanding by 
'all parties that the names of"the visited compa
nies would remain confidential. Each compa
ny was assigned a Jetter in the order in which 
it was visited (i.e., the first company was 
assigned the letter A, the second company ' was 
assigned the letter B, and so on). 

The degree to which the observations reflect 
the overall conditions and practices of the 
plastics industry was not determined. . Only at 
Company C did officials state that no inordi
nate maintenance or housekeeping activities 
·were performed prior to th~ visit and that 
operations were condu~ed as usual during the 
visit. 

In this section, the equipment and operations 
of each sector are described generally, ~
each general description is followed by a 
description of the sector's site visits. Sources 
of pellet ~lease into the environment from 
each respective sector are also presented. 

 

4.1 ORGANIZATION OF THE 
PLASTICS INDUSTRY 

For the purposes of this study. the .plastics 
industry consists of three major sectors: pellet 

producers. transporters/contract packagers, and 
processors. Figure 6 shows the organization 
of 'th"e industry and, specifically. the flow of 
plastic pellets within each sector and among 
the sectors. The sectors are defined as 

• Producers - Discussed in Section 4.2, 
illustrated in Figure 6(a) 

• Transporters/Contract Packagers -
Discussed in Section 4.3, illustrated in 
Figure 6(b) 

• Processors - Discussed in Section 
4.4, illustrated tn Figure 6(c). 

Many of the operations described in the fol
lowing sections may, in reality, occur in more 
than one industry sector. For example, opera
tions relating to pellet packaging and storage 
occur at producers as well as contract pack
agers, and conveying systems exist in all three 
sectors. Operations are typically described in 
the industry sector that has primary responsi
bility for conducting the operation. 

Estimates were not available of the numbers of 
.companies from each sector in the U.S. plas
tics industry. SPI has approximately 2200 
member companies, which are estimated to 
represent 75 % of the total dollar volume of the 
plastics ind\l.Stry. SPl estimates that their 
membership represents 98 % of the pellet 
producers, but oilly 10% of the total number 
of companies within the industry (Ms. 
Maureen Healey, SPI, personal communica
tion. April 1992). 
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4.2 PELLET PRODUCERS 

The peUet producers create the polymers and 
extrude the pellets. The Environmental Pro
tection Agency (EPA) (1990a) .reported that a 
total of 477 resin-producmg facilities were 
operating in the United Srates~ based· on U.S. 
Bureau of the Census (1988) estimates. Most 
of the 55,000 workers employed by the pro
ducers reside ' in Texas, New Jersey, West 
Virginia, Pennsylvania, Louisiana, ' Ohio, 
Michigan, and California. 

A diagram showing the flow of pellets through 
a pcllet producer is presented in Figure 6(a). 

4.2.1 Producer Equipment and Operations 

P()lymerization 

The production of plastic pellets begins with 
polymerization. Polymerizatio~ is the chemi
cal reaction(s) through which low-molecular
weight organic molecules (monomers) are 
linked to form long monomer chains, or poly
mers. Polymers are produced through either 
of two methods: bulk polymerization or solu
tion}susperuion polymerization. 

• Bulk polymerization produces a hot, 
very viscous liquid called a melt. 
Melts are pelletized immediately or 
subsequent to the incorporation of 
additives. Polymers produced through 
bulk polymerization processes include 
low-density polyethylene (LDPE) , 
polystyrene (PS), polyvinyl chloride 
(PVC), and polymethyl methacrylate. 

• Solution/suspensio'n polymerization 
produces powders, not liquids, aft~r 
the polymer is separated from" the 

carrier solvent and dried;. drying en
sures minimal carryover of the carrier 
solvent. The powders may be subSE>
quently melted and formed into eith~r 
pellets or end-products. Polymers 
produced through this process include 
high-density polyethylene (HDPE) , 
polypropylene (PP), PS, and PVC. 

The ultimate use of polymers typically in
volves one or more stages in which the' poly-
mer is in pellet form. . 

Pelletlzers 

High-volume pelletizing systems have been 
developed that can process ov.er 5000 lb of 
pellets per hour (2268 kg/h) (Hunt, 1978), or 
approximately 110,000,000 pellets per hour. 
The most Common types of pelletizing equip
ment include dicers, strand pelletizers, die-face 
pelletizers, and centrifugal pelletizers. 

• Dieers - Dicers produce pellets by 
feeding a quenched (cooled) strip of 
polymer through rotating knives that 
slice against a stationary bed knife, 
thereby shearing the strip into pellets 
(Marle et aI., 1987). 

.• -Strand Pelletlzers - Strand pelletizers . 
force molten polymer through a row of 
orifices (usually round), thereby pro
ducing· continuous strands that are 2 to 
4 rom dia. The strands are quenched 
in ·a water bath and passed through a 
multiknife rotor that op~rates against a 
fIXed blade. The strands are cut into 
1- to 5-nun lengths, depending on the 
feed rate and rotor revolutions per 
minute. Most resins can be pelletized 
by this method, but very brittle or 
fragile resins must be pelletized. by 
another method (Mark et aI., f987). 

• Die-Face Pelletlz.ers - Die-face pel
letizers pass molten resin through a die 
face, cut the resin into pellets as it 
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passes ·through the die face, and cool 
the bot pellets by applying either air or 
water. This method differs from 
dicers or strand pelletizers that pelJet
ize already. ~o'Ied resin strands. The 
types of die-face pelletizers differ only 
in the method by which the pellets are 
cooled (i.e .• air, water, or i combina
tion of air and water). Pellets, are 
removed from the cooling/carrier fluid 
by allowing them to settle or float in a 
tank, depending on the polymer, and 
air-cooled pellets are transferred to 
storage silos. Examples of di~face 
pelletizers include water ring. under
water, and rotary knife pelletizers 
(Mark fl aI .• 1987). 

• Centrifugal Pelletizers '- C~ntrifugal 
pelletizers feed mo1t~n resin into a 
rotating drum that contains circum
ferential holes. Centrifugal force 
extrudes the, molten resin through the 
holes and forces the strands away from 
the drum face. The extruded polymer 
is then cut by a stationary knife that is 
mounted away from the drum face. 
The momentum of the s~ered pellets 
carries the pellets into a cooling system 
(Mark et aI .• 1987). ' 

The type of pelletizeI' used detennines the size 
and shape of the pellets produced. Most mod
em pelletizers are large, enclosed, fully auto
mated systems, where the pellet flow ' is con
trolled within the pell etizer. 

Conveying Systems 

Conveying systems are used to move pellets 
between plant operations, such as between the 
pel I etizers , drying systems, and the storage 
silos. between the storage silos and ,the packag
ing or shipping containers, and between the 
silos or' packaging and molding machines. The 
potential fur pellet spillage is present during 
each conveyance, . The rate of pellet entry into 

the conveying system cannot exceed the rate of 
pellet delivery from the conveYing system, 
otherwise pellet spills will occur . . 

Pellet conveying systems can be either pt;leu
madc or mechanical. Pneumatic systems may 
use eith.er dilute-phase or dense-phase systems. 
Dilute-phase systems are low-pressure SYBtems 
that use high-velocity air and a high ' air-to
pellet ratio to move 'the, pellets int9 ~iving 
vessels (e.g., storage silos. ,rail hopper 'cars). 
A vacuum can also be used to pull the air and 
pellets into the receiving' ve&sel. Dense-phase 
systemS are high-pressure, low-velocity sys.
tems With a low air-to-pellet ratio. In dens~ 
phase systems, the conveyor is filled with 
pellets and pressurized; the flow of pressurized 
air carries. the pellets through the conveying 
line, ' 

Figure 7 shows a pneumatic conveying system 
in a pellet-blending operation (e.,., where 
pelletized colorants are tnbced with pure HDPE 
pellets). Each of these operations also requires 
properly ~equenced procedures to avoid spills. 

Mechanical conveyors also are used for in
plant pellet movem~t. These conveyors 
generally are used to transport pellets across 
short distances. as well as in operations that 
cannot be completed by using a pneumatic 
system (e'.g., operations that require a, continu
ously high pellet-delivery rate). Most mechan
ical conveyors use a rigid driven screw to 
move the pellets through a conduit. Because 
the screw shaft is flexible. these conveyors are 
suitable only where straight conduit runs ~ 
be installed. 

Mechanical conveying systems may be used to 
transport pellets from transporting vessels 
(e.g., rail hopper cars and bulk trucks) either 
to storage areas or directly to other packaging 
or processing operations. Generally. the trans
porter empties the pellets ' into a hopper that, in 
tum, feeds a mechanical conveyor. These 
mechanical conveyors may also ' be used to 
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transfer pellets from bag- or box-emptying
statiOWI to, for example, a blending silo or a
bagging machine. In addition, mechanical 
conveyors may be used also to volumetrically 
feed pellets to a ?Jending operation. 

4.2.2 Site Visit Observations 

Two peIIet producers, Company F and Compa
ny G, were visited during this study. Both 
companies were visited on February 5, 1991. 

Company F 

Company F is a large maJ}ufacturer of HDPE 
polymers in pelletized form. Company F also 
produces PE powders and other nonpellet 
polymer products; most of the powders are 
subsequently pelletized. . 

The company operates several pelletizers 
during ' routine operations. ]n the extruder 
observed dUring the visit, PE powder is melt
ed, the liQUId polymer is extruded through a 
die, and the r~ulting polymer bead is cut into 
pellets. The pellets are first water-cooled, 
then air-d.ried, and are pneumatically conveyed 
to storage ' silos. Pressure sensors throughout 
the pneumatic system monitor the pellet tr.ans
fer, enabling the operators to detect potential 
blockages and thereby prevent spills. During 
routine operations, pellets may be removed for 
quality control inspection after they have been 
cooled. In addition, the system may be 
opened for maintenance or corrective action 
(Le.; purging during system shutdowns); all 
waste pellets remov~ from the extruders 
during maintenance or corrective action .are 
placed in specially labeled waste bins and 
recycled; no PE is disposed into landfills. 

Pellets are stored in large silos until trans
ferred into either rail hopper cars or bulk 
trucks; over 90% of the pellets produced by 

Company F are directly loaded into these bulk
transport vessels. Less than 10% is loaded 
into gaylords or paper bags (bagged pellets are 
primarily for overseas shipment). Spills in the 
bagging areas are cleaned up immediately and 
the spilled .pellets are recycled. 

All rail hoppu cars and bulk trucks are ' thor
'ougbly cleaned inside and outside before load
ing. and outside after loading. Before loading, 
the inside of the car mU8t be cleaned to re
move all residual trapped and clinging pellets 
as well as other contaminants (e.g., dust) that 
may be present~ Pellets are removed first by 
suctioning; residual pellets are then washed out 
with water. The water rinse Is performed in 
an enclosed area where residual pellets are 
washed into the facility drainage and contain
ment system (discussed in detail below). 
Several pounds of residual ' pellets may be 
washed out of a rail hopper car. 

.Pellets are pneumatically transferred into rail 
hopper cars or bulk trucks through a closed 
loading sys~ where the spreader is connect
ed directly onto the loading spout so that the 
loading spout does not have to be reconnected 
at each loading port. After loading, the out
side of each rail hopper car or bulk truck is 
rinsed, and the rinse water is directed into the 
facility dramage system. The pellets are 
shipped either directly to a processor or to a 
contract packager for repackaging (e.g., bulk 
shipments bags or gaylords). The processor or 
packager returns the empty rail hopper cars or 
bulk trucks to Company F. 

The Company F property is graded so that 
storm-water and wastewater drain from all 
areas of the plant into a facility conWnment 
system for recapturing plastic pellets and 
powders (Figure 8). The containment system 
coruiists of a series of dams. skimmers, and 
surface boO~ arrayed within a' weir that runs 
along two sides of the facility grounds. 

A major focus of the site visit was to observe 
¢is pellet-recovery system that the company 
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Figure 8. Basic Design of the Company F Pellet Containment System (Side View). 
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Figure 9. Facility Drainage System Outfall irrto the Company F Containment System. 
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. has been .reflning for ,several years. The first 
stages of the recovery system 'were installed in 
late 1980. The current rerovery system con
sists of two fixed skimmers and' two floating 
skirnm~rs within, weir. By the end Of 1991. 
it is expected that additional modifications to 
the system will more effectively control the
flow of pellets under the dams. 

The storm water and wastewater ,drain into the 
weir system; PE pellets and powder are, car
ried by the water into this system. A water 
spray (Figure 9) is directed at the surface of
the water to prevent the pellets from moving 
back into the storm-water drainage system and 
concentrates the pellets and moves them to
ward the 'ftest fixed skinuner. 

The tlfst fixed skimmer is a motor-driven 
paddle skimmer comprising several rectangular 
paddles and a drive system that is attached to 

 

, 
 

the weir walls. It is designed to operate under 
nonnal weather and operating conditions (Fig
ure 10). The paddles slcim the pellets and 
powder from water surface and push them up 
a trough to street level. As the pellets ~e 
skimmed· from the surface. the water ' passes 
under the retaining wall immediately down
stream of the paddles. At street levcl. th~ 
paddles push the pellets off the end of the 
trough into a containment area. ' The contami
nated (unclean) pellets are collected from this 
containment area and are shipped loose via 
tru,ck to a recycler or to be sold as scrap. 
According to Company F officials, this ~
fIxed skimmer generates a very large (but 
unknown) volume of recyclable material; 
during the site visit. approximately 100 cubic 
feet of waste pellets was observed in the con
tainment area of the first fixed skimmer (Fig
ure 11). 
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Figure 10. Upstream VIew of the first Fixed Skimmer In 
the Company F Containment System. 

Figure 11. Pellets in the First Fixed Skimmer Containment Area at Company F. 
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During normal conditions, the first fixed skim
mer -is nearly 100% effective in removing 
powders and pellets. However, during -and 
after periods of heayY precipitation, the fixed
skimmer _system i£-' breached by high water 
levels, and the paddles become partially or 
totally submerged and do not skim the pellets 
from the surface; according to company offi
cials, this was the condition . just prior to and 
during the site visit. By contrast, during 
periods of drought or abnormally light precipi
tation, the water level can drop so low that the 
paddles are completely out of the water. In 
either of these two situations, the first fixed
skimmer system cannot operate properly, 
allowing the pellets to bypass the skimmer and 
proceed downstream to the second fixed-skim
mer system. 

The -second fixed skimmer is located several 
hundred yards downstream of the fix:st flXed 
skimmer. The second fixed skimmer and its 
pellet containment area are configured identi
Cally to the first fixed skimmer and its contain
ment area. A white mass of accumulated 
pellets. and powders was observed between the 
two faxed skimmers. The mass resulted from 
either a breach of the first fixed-skimmer 
system or entry into ·the weir system in the 
storm-water runoff from areas downstream of 
the first fixed skimmer. -The water level had 
not yet receded, and the paddles were com
pletely submerged in the water and- could not 
skim pellets from the surface. Pellets and 
powder were also accumulating on the down
stream side of the second fixed skinuner and -in 
front of a fixed surface boom located down
stream of the second skimmer; this accumula
tion was likely the result of a breach of the 
second fIXed-skimmer system. 

A short distance downstream of the surface 
boom are two retention ponds. The first pond 
holds the w~tewater before it is pH-adjusted. 
The water flows from the first pond through 
the pH-adjusting station and into the second 
retentioJ) pond. No pellets could. be seen at 
the upstream side of the pH-adjusting station. 

In the second retention pond, a portable sur-
face -boom, is positioned · in front of waste-water 
culverts that lead to the facility outfall. Pellets 
and powders coHected at this point are re
moved by using a vacuum (Figw:e 12}. From 
this basin, the- water passes into the environ
ment through the culverts, througb a water 
quality monitoring statiQn and the outfall, and.
through .a small stream into a nearby river. 

Three times each week, one· 24-h sample is 
collected at tbe outfall water--quality monitor
ing station. Total suspended solids (TSS), 
along with . all other National Pollutant Dis
charge ~limination System (NPDES) analytes. 
are measured for each sample. Company F 
-officials stated that the water sampler may not 

- collect pellets, but it does COllect Powder. 
Only one pellet could be seen along the b.anks 
of the stream inunediately below the outfall, 
despite the heavy rainfall ind extremely large 
numbers of pellets in the weir. 

Despite torrential rainfall the previous night. 
the ~ompany F containment system waS ex
tremely effective in preventing the discharge of 
pellets. Company F developed this relatively 
simple but effective system, in part, to comply 
with-NPDES permit regulations that limit TSS 
discharges. Prior to developing this system, 
Company F exceeded the NPDES permitted 
levels for TSS owing to the presence pf poly
mer powder and pellets. However, the compa
ny recognizes the ·environmental hazards. that 
pellets ' pose and is making a commitment to 
minimize its contribution to the problem. The 
company. also recognizes the economic advan
tages to recovering and recycling waste pellets. 

Company F officials believe that the successful 
operation of their pellet containment syst_em is 
accomplished through a combination of physi
cal plant systems and employee commitment. 
M a result, all new emplOyees -are trained in 
pelJet spill prevention and cleanup. In addi
tion, Company F has made a video of its pellet 
containment measures; this video is required 
viewing by all new operators. 
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Figure 12. Portable Boom and Manual Pellet Recovery from 
the Company F Containment System. 

.-

Currently, company officials estimate that the 
recovery system is nearly 100% efficient under 
normal operating conditions, as evidenced by 
the absence of pellets at and beyond the out
fall. However, during periods of heavy rain
fall, the efficiency of the system decreases 
allowing plastic powder and, to a lesser de
gree, pellets .to be discharged into the environ
ment. On the day of the site visit, the heavy 
rainfall had stopped before the visit began, and 
the recovery system was .returning to normal 
conditions. Company F anticipates that future 
system modifications (scheduled to be complet
edby the end of 1991) will control powder 
and pellet discharges during abnormal condi
tions (i.e., heavy rainfall). 

Company G 

The second pellet producer visited under this 
study was Company G. Company G manufac-

'

tures approximately 600 million pounds of 
pellets each year. the bulk of which are 
shipped by rail hopper car. Pellet manufactur
ing is only one of 'several operations at this 
facility. Pellets are also bagged or boxed 
onsite, and a portion of the pellets are shipped 
by using bulk trucks. 

Drainage ditches are located along the roads, 
throughout the Company G facility. All storm 
water and wastewater runoff are directed into 
the facility drainage system for treatment and 
are discharged into *e river adjacent to the 
property. Disposable surface booms were 
located at several junctions m the drainage 
ditch system. The surface booms prevent 
floating material, such as plastic pellets, from 
backflowing 'into ' nonpellet-related areas of the 
facility. '~ 

The first area Observed was the rail hopper car 
loading area. The rail hopper car loading area 
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is paved and has drainage gutters or troughs 
between· each pair of rails. Pel1ets spilled 
during loading are washed into the gutters and 
carried into the facility drainage system. 
Pellets could be ,~een throughout the rail 
hopper car loading area, on the ground, and in 
the gutters. Pellets, including those that had 
been flattened underneath rail hopper cars" 
were also visible throughout the area. 

At the point where the gutters discharge into 
the faciHty drainage system, Company G had 
installed a simple containment system. After 
flowing from the gutters, the pellets are col
lected by USing concrete barriers that act as ' 
fixed skimmers in a reservoir separated from 
the facility drainage system. (The water in the 
reservoir is deeper 'th,an the water in the drain
,age system.) Pellets enter the reservoir from 
beneath the fued skimmers and float to the 
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surface of the reservoir. An electrically-pow
ered surface skimmer pumps floating pellets
and water from the sl,lIface' of the reservoir
into a box-shaped basket made of , small-mesh
(smaller than the diameter of the pellets)
screens. This system continuously ,ski..ms the
pellets and collects them in the screenec,1. bas
kets where they remain until they are removed
by Company G employeeS. The screened
'baskets are checked twice each workshift and
pellets are removed. 

Water flows through the screened baskets into 
the reservoir and into the facility drainage
system ~nder a second fUed skimmer. The 
second fixed slclmmer prohibits the flow of 
pellets into the drainage system, even during 
periods of beavy precipitation. (Both fixed 
skimmers extend. well above the normal water 
level in the reservoir.) Additional small~ 
portable floating skimmers 'are used at strategic 
locations to CApture any pellets that enter the 
containment system from other areas of the 
facility. 

The rail h9Pper car cleaning area was a1so 
visited; this area was located some diSWIce 
from the loading facility. Before loading, the 

interiors of the rail hopper cars are completely 
,cleaned to remove residual pellets. These 
pellets are rinsed onto the ground and are 
directed by using a water spray into troughs 
alongside the rails. The troughs transport the 
pellet-laden wastewater to a collection reser
voir where it passes through a smaJI-mesh 
sc;~een capturing the pellets. 

During , the site visit, piles of p~lIets were 
visible on the ground throughout the rail hop
per car cleaning area and the area's contain
ment system had overflowed; in some areas, 
pellets were piled as high as 1. ft. , The con
tainment system in the rail hopper car c1~g 
area, configured similar to the system in the 
rail hopper car loading area, was completely 
clogged with pellets, and severa] employees 
were shoveling the pellets into barrels fOr 
disposal (the barrels were 'then emptied into 
dumpsters). AIl employee said that this pellet
overflow condition was typical during periods' 
of heavy rainfall and during unusually busy 
periods. It was unclear whether the contain
ment system at the rail hopper -car cleaning 
area was linked to th'e facility drainage system. 
It was also unclear whether the runoff in the 
rail hopper car cleaning area and surrounding 
areas (where pellets covered the ground) was 
directed into the drainage system or elsewhere. 

Scattered pellets and small patches of accumu
lated pellets were observed on walkways and 
in the parking areas of the rail hopper car 
loading area and the rail hopper car cleaning 
area. Loose ' pellets frQm the rail hopper car 
cleaning area app'arently were traclCed to areas 
outside the rail hopper car clean4lg area. The 
fate of these pellets was not identified 'during 
this site visit. 

Pellets collected by ,using the containment 
systems described above are recycled. Com
pany G officials estimated that between, 25,000 
and 60,000 Ib of recyclable pellets are recov
ered each month from 'the r~il hopper car 
cleaning area alone. No estimates were avail
able for the total volume of pellets recycled by 
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the facility each month. In addition, Company
G officials stated that rail hopper car valves 
are often found ' open when the empty rail 
hopper car returns to the rail hopper car c1ean
'ing area; a source of pellet release to the envi
ronment. 

No pellets were visible at the facility outfall 
that discharges into the nearby river. Howev
er, the area of the outfall was not closely 
scrutinized owing to time limitations and re-'
sumption of rainfall. Considering the extreme
ly large numbers of pellets that were seen in 
the rail hopper car cleaning area and the lack 
of visible pellet accumulatio~ at the outfall, 
the cOntainment system at Company G appears 
to be effective in controlling the release of
pellets into the environment. 

Because of the lack of time, the resin powder 
production area and the pellet extruding areas 
could not observed during the site visit. In 
addition, maintenance activities in these areas 
and employee awareness of the environmental 
hazards posed by plastic pellets were , not dis
cussed during the visit: 

 

 

 

4.2.3 Sources of Pellet Releases 
from Producers 

Officials pf Company F and Company G were 
able to provi~e insight into several sources of 
pellet releases, including sources that the 
companies were attempting to control. 
Through the site visit observations, discus,sions 
with industry officials, and a review of exist
ing literature, several 'sources of pellet release 
were identified at pellet production facilities. , 

• Incompletely sealed conveying sys
tems. The systems may ,be opened for 
routine maintenance, repairs, and 
quality control inspections. The sys
te,ms may also release pellets if the 
systems are operating incorrectly or 

are not completely resealed after main
'tenance and other expected routine 
operations. ,A significant source, of 
pellet releases is through leaks from 
connectiQns to rail , hopper cars, and 
bulk trucks, particularly when connect
ing and disconn~ting the system and 
the valves on the rafl car and trucks. 

• , Damaged or leaky packaging. Paper 
bags, in particular, are easily ,dam
aged, allowing pellets to flow freely 
from the bag. Also, incompletely 
sealed packaging, such 88 unsealed bag 
valves, release pellets. 

• Rail hopper au- and bulk truCk 
cleaning operations. Waste pellets 
are allowed to fall onto the ground and 
become entrained in wastewater. Once 
on the ground.. the pellets may flow 
along with the water into the facility 
drainage system, or the pellets may be 
washed away by storm-water runoff 
into areas outside Of the facility. This 
is particularly significant at facilities 
lacking a containment system that is 
designed to retain pellets. 

• Lack ot a containment system. 
Uncontrolled waste-water and storm
water runoff will lead to the loss of 
pellets into the environment. 

• Failure of the containment sysUim 
during heavy rainfall. Containment 
systems may not be designed to oper
ate correctly during periods of moder
ate to heavy rainfaIl. Coinpany F was 
in the process of addressing this re
lease mechanism. 

• Infrequent or inadequate housekeep
ing. Spilled or loose pellets that are 
not quickJy recovered through' good 
housekeeping practices may be lost to 
the environment. Loose pellets may 
be tracked,into every &;ea. of a facility 
via forklifts and employee's shoes and 
clothiQg. 
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• Unsealed or unsecured rail hopper
car valves. These -valves may be
improperly or -inadequately sealed,
thereby allowing loss of pellets through
seepage through a small opening or by
enabling vandals to open the valve. 
Pellets also may spill from valves and 
connection hoses that are not- complete
ly emptied before a rail hopper car or
a bulk: truck is moved. 

• Lack ot employee awareness. Em
ployees may not be properly educated 
in regard to the hazards posed' by
pelletS in the aquatic environment. 

Observations at the two exemplary facilities 
visited during this study indicate that effective 
pellet contain,ment measures can be developed 
and implemented at pellet production facilities. 
The number of pellet production facilities in 
the U .S. that have installed such containment
.measures is not known. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

4.3 PELLET TRANSPORTERSI 
CONTRACT PACKAGERS 

The pellet transporters and contract packagers 
are the mechanisms by which plastic pellets 
move from the producer to the processor. The 
pellet transporters carry bulk: shipments (in rail 
hopper cars or bulk trucks) of pellets from th-e 
·producer to the contract packagers and proces
sors, and carry repackaged shipments (m bags 
or gaylords) from .the contract packagers to the 
processors. The major met;hod& of transport
ing pellets include· cargo and containerized 
ships, rail hopper cars, and bulk or freight 
truckB. Cargo ships are being replaced in
creasingly by containerized ships as the pre
ferred vessels for overseas pellet shipments. 

The contract packagers," or t simpl y, packagers, 
receive from producers bulk shipments of 
pellets in rail hopper cars and bulk truckS, and 

break down these bulk shipments into smaller 
containers such as bags and gaylords. These 
smaller containers are subsequently carried by 
transporters to other contract packagers or 
processors. In the following discussion, the 
term packagers refers to those facilities that 
only repackage or store pellets (i.e., contract 
packagers), and does not refer to packaging 
operations of pellet producers. 

Each time pellets are moved, whether within a 
facility or between separate faCilities, the 
potential exists for a pellet spill and subsequent 
release into the environment. The type of 
packaging may also affect the potential for a 
pellet spill. Pellet transport and packaging 
methods are discussed in the following sec
tions. A flow diagram is again presented in 
Figur.e 6(b). 

The numbers of transporters and contract 
packagers operating in the U.S. are not 
known. 

4.3.1 Equipment and OperatJons 

Equipment and operations at pellet transporters 
and packagers involve moving and repackaging 
large volumes of pellets, such .as in rail hopper 
cars, and small volumes, such as in bags and 
gaylords. Some producers ship pellets by rail 
hopper car or bulk truck directly to the proces· 
sors that use large volumes of pel1~. Howev
er, pellets are often repackaged into smaller 
containers for shipment to processors that use 
small volumes of pellets. 

Packaging .. 

PeIJet producers may ship pellets either in bulk 
shipments. (i.e., rail hopper cars or bulk 
trucks) or in smaller packages. Frequently, 
bulk shipments are sent to contract packagers, 
where pellets are packaged into smalier COD-

. . 
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Figure 6. [Repeated) Pellet Flow through Plastics Industry Sectors. 
(b) Pellet Transporters/Packagers. 

tamers, such as bags, 'gaylords, or cardboard 
druIDS, for storage and shipment by freight 
truck. The capacities of bags and gaylords 
(i.e., 50 and 1000 lb, respectively) are limited, 
and mechanical conveyors (Le., forklifts) are 
needed at the offloading point. The extr& 
bandling involved in filling, hindling, and 
emptying these snialler containers makes. this 
method of shipping 

trans 
prone to accidental spills at 

the plants and in it. 

Several different types of bags are used for 
shipping pellets, and each bag type has advan
tages and disadvantages (fable 9), The most 
commonly used bag material is paper, which 
has the advantage that it can be broken easily 
for quick emptying by the processor, bul bas 
the disadvantage that it can be easily broken or 
tom during shipment and storage. Bags . are 
also made of PE or woven PP. Bag openings 
are either open-mouthed or equipped with a 
valve that iB incorporated into the bag. Valved 
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bags are filled by placing the valve ovec filling 
tubes and releasing the . pellets into the bags 
directly from the storage silos, a process that 
is very quick: and inexpensive. These bags are 
designed to be self-sealing; once a bag is filled 
full, the mass of pellets inside the bag presses 
the bag valve shut. The advantage of valved, 
self-sealing bags is that filling and sealing are 
completed at one machine, eliminating the 
need for additional equipment to seal the bag; 
however, the disadvantage to valved bags is 
that the valves often leak. Sew-close bags and 
heat-sealed bags require additional handling 
and equipment to seal the opening. 

,Bags typically are stacked onto a wooden 
pallet covered with a cardboard .tray to catch 
pellets that leak from valves Or punctured 
bags. When all of the bags have been stacked 
on the pallet, the entire pallet and the bags are 
wrapped in plastic to prevent the bags from 
shifting during shipment and to retain any 



·'1. 

Table 9. Compa,risons of Most Commonly Used Pellet Bags. 

Bag Ma teT~81 , 
" 

Opening SeaUng 
Method ' 

Puncture 
R.ankin~ 

' Retention 
Ranking' 

Cost per bag 
($) 

Polypropylene woven Open. 
mouth 

Sewn 1 1 0.27 to 0.32 

Polypropylene woven Valve Self-sealed 1 2 0.45 to 0.55 

Paper (4-ply paper, I-ply 
polyethylene liner) 

Valve Self-sealed 2 2 0.35 to 0.40 

Polyethylene form-fill and 
seal (FF and S) 

Open 
mouth 

Heat-sealed 3 1 0.25 to 0.30 

• Ability 10 reaiat punclllrinl. I: Grsa1Ul, l: Lcul. 
·Ability 10 retaiD pe1leU with minimal 10 .. wbal bIB is DOl brohn. 1: Grr.a~ 2: Lcul. 
Sourc:e: united DC: Mr. Mare l.Avine (Preeidenl), penon.aI colIilDl1nkation, 30')u1y 1991. HoultOn. TX. 

pellets that leak from valves or bag punctures.
The wrapped pallets are moved by using a
forklift to storage areas or onto freight truc~. 

Cardboard gaylords are lined w,ith a birge
plastic bag to contain the pellets. Gaylords
usually are set on a wooden pallet to be moved
via forklift. The gaylords typi~ly are filled
by conveyor and sealed. 

Bags and gaylords are moved to storage areas
and to shipping vehicles (i.e., freight trucks)
by using forklifts or other similar equipment. 
Depending on the spill maintenance protocols'
at · a facility. punctured bags or gaylords may 
be repaired or the pellets may be repackaged 
into a new Container. Spilled pellets may be
recovered and recycled, or unusable pellets
may be disposed into the municipal waste
system. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Shipping 

For nearly 20 years, rail hopper cars h.ave 
been available for bulk pellet transport. Rail 
hopper cars have a lOO-ton capacity, or ap
proximately 4.4 billion pellets per hopper car. 
A rail hopper car can have either a single tank 

or be compartmented into two or more tanb. 
On top of the cars are pOrts that couple with a 
conveyor system for pellet loading, and on the 
bottom are ports that couple with conveyors 
for rapid flow of pellets 4uring unloading to 
bulk storage facilities. Each port has a rotat
able tube valve that controls the pellet flow 
rate by increasing or decreasing the opening of 
the discharge slot. Each top and bottom port 
is equipped with· a cap that must be secured 
over the port whenever the rail hopper car is 
not being 10.aded or unloaded. If these caps 
are not secured or if there is vandalism of the 
caps, spillage can result (Figure 13). 

There are two kinds of trucks used to transport 
pellets: bulk trucks and freight trucb. BWk 
trucks are used to transport large volumes of 
pellets where rail service is unavailabl,e. The 
design and operating fe.l:\tures of bulk trucks 
are similar to .those of rail hopper cars, and all 
are loaded and unloaded similarly. ,Bulk 
trucks have a 50-ton ,capacity or approximately 
2 billion pellets (22,000 pellets per pound) per 
truck. 

Freight trucks and cargo/containerized ships 
transport bag- and gaylord-packaged pellets. 
Pellets may also be transported aboard ship in 
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Figure 13. Pellet SpiH Caused by Vandalism to Rail Hopper Car Valves. 
(Photograph by John H. Williams, The MominfJ. Adv.ocare, Baton Rouge, LA) 
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bulk shipments. Pruter (1987) has reported 
that pellets have been 'used as ball bearings on 
the deCks of ships to ease the movement of
cargo, and pellets would likely enter water
ways as a r-esult ~f this practice. Because they 
completely enc10se bulk MId packaged pe11et 
shipments, contain pellet spi11s, and prevept
'leakage to the environment, sea contai.n~s are 
increasingly becoming the preferred method of
shipping pellets. 

The cOsts of shipping . by ocean-going vessels 
are relatively .low as compared to air freight 
costs, thereby making the former method 
attractive for shipping pellets overseas. Ac
cording to EPA (1990a), the world fleet of
containerized ships bad grown from 50S fully 
containerized ships and 597 partially container
ized ships in 1976 « 5~ of the world fleet), 
to 1097 and ·1720 ships, respectively, in 1988 
(1296 of the world fleet). Therefore, with the 
use of containerized ships increasing, pe1Jets 
are more likely to be transported by ' using 
these vessels than by using cargo ships filled 
with bulk shipments of pellets. 

 

' 

 

 

Blending and Storage 

Blending is the mixing of polymer. pel1ets (or 
powders) with additives py using either a 
continuous-blending process or blending in 
batches. Continuous-blending processes re
quire the coord iDa1ed, stea~y input. of each 
ingredient into the ·blender. The pellet feed 
streams may be. either volumetrically or gravi
metrically metered from a feed hopper. Con
trolled feeders generally deliver the pellets by 
free fall into a blending unit. 

Storage silos are used primarily by the large, 
hIgh-volume prod~cers. packag~. or proces
sors. Pellets are conveyed from the silos to 
packaging or processing areas through perma
nent instrument-monitored conveying lines. 

Warehouses are used typically by the low
volume processors to store smaller containers: 

Packages are mechanically transported (a pallet 
load on a forklift) to the molding area. Pellet 
deliveries may be in bags or cardboard dnmu 
anchored on a pallet, in large- boxes, or in 
large bulk bags. These units are likely to be 
offloaded from trucks and handled with a 
forklift. 

4.3.2 Site Visit Observations 

Two pellet transporters/contract packagers •. 
Company B and Company C, were visited 
during this study. Both companies were visit
ed on February 4. 1991. 

Company B 

Company B ships and packages maJiy different 
commodity. transitional. and engineering 
resins in pelletized fonn. Photographs were 
not permitted to be taken during this ' site visit: 

Company B receives on the average approxi
mately 300 rail hopper cars (or 54 million 
pounds) of pellets annually. Officials stated 
that approximately 99.75% .of the pellets 
(179.500 .lb out of each 1S0.000:-lb shipment) 

. received by Company ·B are repackaged and 
shipped to· processors, and 0.25% of the pel
lets are lost or recycled. The facility has 
500,000 ff-I of aVailable.' storage space. 

Plastic pellets are received from rail bopper 
cars in a graveled area adjacent to the rear of 
the facility. The pellets are transferred by 

. pneumatic" conveyor directly from the rail 
hopper cars to the packaging areas. Before 
offloading the peI1ets. a port8ble. screen is 
placed beneath the valve outlet of the .rail 
hopper ·car. This screen' is used to capture 
pellets that escape during coupling and unrou': 
pIing of the rail hopper car"s valve; loose 
pellets fall from the valve and from the con
veyer system hose. The screen consistJ of 

. 
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windowscreen-sized mesh mounted on a 1- x 
3-ft rectangular frame made of 2- x 4-in. 
lumber. The screen can easily be handled and 
moved by one person. Pellets captured by the 
screen iCe temporarily" placed in a specially 
designated bin and are ev~ritua1ly sent , to a 
recycl~r. 

Despite the use of the screened boxes, a large 
number of loose pellets were seen along the 
siding (a short track connecting a railroad 
directJy with the premises cjf a business con
cern) where the rail hopper cars are unloaded; 
the presence of these pellets could indicate 
improper use of the screened boxes. These 
pellets had become ' interspersed with the large 
stones that formed the bed of the siding. Only 
large pellet spills had been cleaned up in this 
area; stray pellets were not recovered. Drain
age routes for the rail hopper car sidi,ng areas 
were not, observed and, therefore, the release 
of pellets from this area could ~ot be assessed. 

Two packaging operations were observed at 
Company B. The first packaging operation 
was the filliDg of valved paper bags. Paper 
bags are manually placed over a spout and the 
pellets are pneumatically transferred into the 
bags. After filling, some of : the b'ags pass 
through a quality control checkpoint, where 
the weight of the bags is cheeked; bags that 
fall the quality control check are retained. The 
filled bags are then passed along the conveyer 
beit to , a wooden pallet. Once the pallet is 
loaded, the pallet and the 10!id are wrapped 
with plastic and moved via forklift to the 
storage area. In some cases, the bags are 
palletiud for temporary storage before being 
individually stacked in large shipping contain
erS or truck trailers. , 

Pellets were seen to be leaking from' the bag-
ging machine valve before bags were placed 
,over the valve and after bags had been re
moved. Pellets were also seen to be leaking 
from incompletely sealed bag valves while the 
bags were ,being moved by the conveyer. As a 
result, pellets were scattered on the floor 

, 

beneath the entire bagging system. Employees
were observed sweeping the pellets and col
lecting them for recycling. The pellets were
not removed from areas immediately under-
neath the bagging machine, presumably be
cause of safety considerations during machine
operation. However, areas around the ma
chine were swept ,nearly clean. 

The second packaging operation was the filling
of lOOO-lb-capacitj gaylords. As in the bag
ging process, pellets were, pneumatically trans
ferred into the gaylords through a spout. The
plastic bags lining the gaylords. as well as the
gaylord themselves, were 'sealed shut. Some
pellets were scattered on the floor in this area, 
but no one was observed sweepmg. Each 
gaylord contains a significantly larger volume
of pellets ' than does each paper bag. Because
residual pellets, fall from the spouts at both
bagging and boxing operations, pellets may be
lost more frequently from the bagging machine
spou~ than from the gaylord machine spouts. 
This is probably a function of the, number of
gaylord/paper bag changes that are made in a 
given period. 

Wood-framed screens were installed along the
edge of the shipping dOCks; these screens are
of the same mesh size as those used beneath 
the rail hopper cars, but frames at the docks 
are larger that the portable frames. The
screens are designed to catch any pellets that
might leak: from: broJcen packages or that could 
be tracked. onto the dock from other areas of
the facility. At the time of the visit, screens 
were installed only at those docks that have a 
COD_crete overhang, and the , screens were in
stalled below the overhang. Company B was 
in the process of developing a method for 
installing screens beneath docks lacking an 
overhang. Although most of the pellets ap
peared to be recovered before , they, could enter 
the environment. pellets were seen: in rainwater 
flowing from the shipping docks into facility 
storm drains. 
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Company B stated that they occasionally re
ceive information from processors regarding 
package damage and pellet loss during transit. 
Most of the information refates to exported 
shipments, and ~ess information is received in 
regard to domestic shipments. Approximately 
99% of all international shipments are in paper 
valve bags, which are inspected for damage by 
independent inspectors during cargo vessel 
onloading. In SOnIe cases, the inspectors 
photograph damaged shipments and notify 
Company B of pellet loss. Company B is not 
notified of pellet spillage or loss during ,off
loading at the receiving port. However, most 
large shipments are sealed in containerized 
cargo vessels where pellet spillage during 
shipment would be, minimal. 

Pellets that escape onto the parking lot and 
into the storm-water drain' are removed by 
another set of ·screens" one coarse and one 
fine, installed just inside the storm drains. 
The fine screen is the same as that in the 
screens used under the loading docks and rail 
hopper car outlets. A small number of pellets 
were seen on the screens over the observed 
storm drains. Other storm drains were sub
merged owing to the heavy rains and flooding 
and, consequently, only a few drains were 
seen during the visit. 'The frequency with 
which these storm-drain screens were cleaned 
was not noted during the visit. 

TJuoughout the visit, employees were observed 
sweeping and collecting spilled pellets, particu
larly in the packaging area. In addition to 
hand-sweeping, iarge street-type cleaners 
routinely sweep the aisles' and. receiving . areas. 
To monitor the effectiveness of routine mainte
nance procedures at the facility. Company B 
developed an environmental inspection check 
list (Figure 14). The frequency of these in
spections was not Doted during the site visit. 

Company B officials estimated that the annual 
pellet spillage is 10,000 to 30,000 Ib during 
packaging and 2000 to 10,000 lb during sbip
ping and warehousing. Spilled pellets are 

collected in specially labeled contJliners and. 
are recycled. Company B officials were aware 
of the SPI efforts to educatetbe industry about 
the problems associated with pellet releases, 
and recommended that the SPI information be 
made available in bilingual form. 

The company's quality assurance office is in 
the process of developing written protocols for 
routine maintenance aI1.d spill cleanup; these 
protocols will be written in English and Span
isb. During training, the company plans to 
discuss economic and environmental reasons 
for strict adherence to qu8Jity control and 
maintenance protocols. 

Company C 

Company C receives and packages bulk ship
ments of many different pellet types. A few 
photographs taken during the visit are present
ed below. 

Company C is located in one section of a large 
industrial park that includes at least one other' 
pellet packager/transporter. The company 
receives and packages bulk: shipments of many 
different pellet types. Company C officials 
s,tated that it packages and ships approximately 
65 million pounds of pellets .per month" and 
between a minimum of 5000 to 10,000 lb and 
a maximum of 20,000 Ib of spilled pellets ~
recycled each month. The company also 
bandies plastic powders that are shipped in 
supersacks (8 x ·4 x 4 ft.). 

Company C receives bulk sbipments of pellets 
in rail hopper cars that ' offload ~ a railroad 
siding behind the facility. This railroad siding 
is paved with large stones and a storm-water 
ditch and drain are located alongside the'siding 
area. Pellets are transferred pneumatically 
from the rail hopper cars into storage silos 
located in the packaging areas of the facility. 
The rail hopper car valves are not resecured 
after the cars are emptied. No sc~ or 
other containment apparatuses are used during 
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Figure 14. Company B Environmental Inspection Checklist. 

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION CHECKLIST 
Inspected by:
Date:' , 
TIme: 

 

(1) NO all catch trays ,properly placed, under each shipping bay? 
If rio: HoW many were Improperly placed? _' __ _ 

How, many were mlssln9? ___ _ 

(2) Ne bins prop rly , placed u~ 'hopper' ccra bein9 unloaded? 
If no: How many were Improperly ploced? _' __ _ 

How many .... 0 mlafng? ___ _ 

(3) Aro the saeenll CNer the drains clear 01 excoss debrIs which 
could'lnhlblt wotar flow? 

( ... ) III the roof clear 01 product?, , . 
If no: Eatlmate' amount of product on roof. ____ Ibs. 

(5) Ne tracks free of pellets and/or powd.., 
, If no: Identify location of any problem(s). 

(6) Are fences and draJna90 dItches free of plastIc? 
If no: IdentIfy location of any problem(s). . 

(7) Is there any evIdence of plastic being dumped into trash 
comp a c:tor? 

YES NO 

D 0 

o 0 

o 0 

DO 

o 0 

o 0 

D D 

(8) Is all transfer equipment capable 01 keeping product from D 0 
spnllng/berng released Into the environment? 
If no: Identify equipment whtch requres attention. 

(9) Are log books being maintained at each productfon line with 
Information about spills, actions taken. recommendatJoiur. etc.?

D 0 
 

(10) Were any other potential problem areas Tdentffied during 
the InspodJon? 
If yes: List specific problem, areas. 

0 0 
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Figure 15. Storm-Water Drain In Railroad SidJng at Company C. 

the coupling and uncoupling of the pneumatic 
hoses. Although company officials stated that 
attempts are made to recover large pellet spills 
in the siding area, many pellets were lodged 
between the stones throughout the siding ' area 
and in the storm-water ditch (Figure 15). 
Pellets are carried by storm water ¢.rough the 
drain, and into a stOnD-water interceptor that 
retains storm water from Company C as well 
as from several other businesses in the indus
trial park. 

Pellets are also pneumatically transferre'f from 
the silos to the bagging or pacbging'
machines. At the bagging machine, the paper 
bag valve is manually ' placed oyer a spout, and 
the pellets are blown into the bag. The bag '
valve seals when the bag is removed from, ,the 
spout and faIls onto .a conveyor, and the pellets 
inside the bag press against the valve end and 
seal the opening. 

The filled bags are passed by conveyer belt 
onto a wooden pallet covered with a card
board tray. The cardboard tray is used to 
caJ)ture peJIets that may spill from leaking 

 

 

valves or bag punctures. q,mpany C officials '
believe that the cardboard trays on paJlets are 
only somewhat, but DOt entirely, effective., 
Once the pallet is loaded with bags, the pallet 
is wrapped with plastic arid moved via forklift. 
to a storage area. 

Pellets were seen on the floor beneath the 
bagging machin,e (Figure 16). Residual pellets 
also were seen to be spi1l~g from the spout 
before and after a bag was secured. After the 
filled bag was placed on the conveyer, pellets 
were seen to be leaking through incompletely 
sealed valves. Similar, but not as dense, were 
accumulations of pellets found beneath other 
parts of the machine and the conveyer. No 
spill cleanups were observed in this area. 

After packaging, bags ,of pellets are moved by 
using a forklift into the warehouse where they 
are stored until shipment. Scattered pellets, ' 
pellet spills, and several punctured bags and 
gaylords were obServed throughout the ' ware
bouse. Several spills were the result of .leaky 
valves. Spills and lor breakages seemed to be 
a common 

\ 
occurrence throughout the ware-
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Figure 16. Loos,s Pellets beneath 8 Bagging Machine at Company C. 

Figure 17. Pellets Spilled at 8 Company C Loading Dock. 

house and' loose pellets were obvlous in every 
aisle. Spills in storage areas are swept up and 
disposed in recycling bins. 

Palleted bags of pellets are transferred via 
forklifts onto truck trailers ¥ the loading dock. 
Pellets in torn or broken bags are repackaged 
at the dock before they are loaded on to the 
truck. Large numbers of pellets were ob-
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served in the loading dock area (Figure 17). 
Be~ause no pellet containment· systems were 
installed at either the loading docks or over the 
parking lot storm ·drains, pellets spilled at or 
near the docks can,tall onto the outside pave
ment. These pellets would .be carried by .storIil 
water to storm drains located several feet away 
in the middle of the parking lot (Figure 18). 

The storm drains in the railroad ·siding area 
and . in the facility parking lot empty into a 
stonn-water interceptor adjacent to the indus-

. trial park where Company C is lo'cated (Fig
ures 19 and 20)". Because several inches of 
rain had fallen (and continued to fall) on the 
day of the visit, the storm-water interceptor 
contained a very large num'Qer · of pellets. In 
some areas of the storm-water interceptor, the 

Figure 18. Pellets in Storm Water outside 
a Company C Loading Dock. 

pellets formed a mass across the surface and 
were scattered along the high water line among 
the debris (Figures 21 and 22). Because Com
pany C is not the only pellet-handling facility 
in the industrial .park, it is highly unJikeiy that 
all {)f the pellets in the interceptor came from 
Company e. Once in th.e interceptor, the 
pellets would be transported downstream and 
into nearby waterways. 

Broom-sweeping was observed thrOtl"gbout the 
facility.. Company C officials ~t3t.ed that the 
entire facility is broom-swept and vacuumed at 
least onte daily, and broom-swept throughout 
the day as needed .. During ~ng, managers 
are instructed to clean up all spills within a 
few hours; on a typical workday, this would 
involve broom-sweeping recyclable pellets two 
or three times. The parking lot and loading 
dock areas are swept once weekly and large 
spills are cleaned up as soon as possible. 
Pellets, collected during routine maintenance 
.and spill 'cleanups are recyCled. 

During. the discussions after the s~te visit, 
Company .C officials id'entified three ' pellet
release paints. These areas were (1) the rail 
hopper C'ars, particularly when a load of pellets 
is quality-controJ.. inspected .beforeoffloading 
'(valves are opened briefly to collect a subsam
pIe of.'th~ load); ... (2) the storm drain in the 
siai,ng .¥~~~e spilled pellets are :washed 
into· the, muriic1pal drainage system; and (3) the 
.Ioad.ing' (1ockS • . where pellets are washed into 
the parking lot stbrJ]i · drai.ris ~ 

- - " . 
. . 

Company 'C .offic~ah belieVed that more Nl1ets 
are los't' from bag :bre3kage than from acciden
tal spills or leaking ·bag valves, although all 
bag valves tend to leak regardless of the bag 
material. Other than general housekeeping 
(e.g., -sweeping), DO special measures have 
been instituted at Company C to minimize 
pellet release into the environment However, 
Company C is installing pellet containment 
systems at a new facility. 
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Figure 19. Storm-Water rnterceptor near Compa-ny C. 

Figure 20. Pellet Accumulation (and Other Aquatic Debris) 
in Storm-Water Interceptor near Company C. 

Company C officials felt that their employees 
are not well-informed in regard to environmen
tal concerns associated with plastic pellets, 
although the SP! literature has been discussed 
at monthly Company C meetings. The offi-

da1s recognized that employee awareness of 
the environme~tal impact of pellets is directly 
related to the investment that management is 
willing to make in employee education.· 
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Figure 21. PeUet Accumulation in Storm-Water Interceptor near Company C. 

Figure 22. Pellets along High-Water Une ,in Storm-Water Interceptor near Company C. 
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4.3.3 Sources of Pellet Releases from 
Transporters/Contract Packagers 

Though the site visit observations, discussions 
with industry officials, and a review of exist
ing literature, several sources of pellet release 
were identified at pellet transporters/packagers. 
These sourCes included 

• Incompletely sealed bags or les.ldng 
bag valves. Valved bags do -oot seal 
as well as bags that are sewn or heat
sealed. Pellets were seen leaking from 
valves at the bagging machines and in 
the storage areas. 

• Improper bag storage practices. 
Pallets of bags may be stacked too 
high, causing excessive pressure on 
and rupture of lower bags. Also, the 
exterior plastic wrapping · of pallets is 
only temporarily effective and is inef
fective once the pallet is broken open 
or the bags. .hav·e shifted. Pallets may 
be lacking a cardboard tray, thereby 
allowing loose pellets to fall to the 
ground. 

• Lade of employee awareness. Offi
cials at both facilities stated that the 
SPI educational materials had been 
poste4 but that employees remained 
generally unaware of the environmen
~ hazards posed by pellets. 

. • Inadequate training of forklift opera· 
tors. The cause of packaging damage 
that was most frequently cited by the 
packagers was punctures · by- forklift 
tines. 

• InJ'requent routine maintenance. 
Pellet spills were seen throughout the 
packaging facilities. Typically, only 
broom sweeping ·was used to recover 
pellets, and vacuuming was used infre
quently. Pellets were tracked from 

one area to another by clothing, shoes,
forklifts, and other vehicles. 

• -Improperly or Inadequately sealed or
secured rail hopper car valves. 
Spills occur when the hopper tube is 
rotate4 to the open position before
coupling to -the conveying system. 
Also, port caps are frequently n,ot 
closed or sealed after the car is emp
tied. thereby allowing residual pellets 
to escape along the rail right-of-way. 
Finally,- unsecured rail hopper car 
ports (top and bottom) mar be . opened 
by vandals, . allowing pellets to spill 
onto the ground. 

• Lack of a containment system or 
other control mechanisms. Transfer 
of pellets from rail hopper cars to 
inside areas. If there is no screening 
in place over storm d~ains at loading 
docks, parking lots, etc., or the·
screens are not Cleaned . routinely, 
pellets are carried by storm-water 
runoff into the municipal storm sewers 
or into natural drai~ge areas. Recent 
revisions to the National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit progr~ prohibit the 
release of pellets in storm-water run
off. 

• Improper handling of pellet -cargo at 
ship dOcks and aboard ship. Spilled 
pellets may be swept into the waterway 
instead of being recovered from docks 
and ship decks. 

• Overfilling of storage silos. If the 
delivery rate of the conveying system 
exceeds the rate at which. the recepta
cle can receive the pellets, spills- will 
result. 

• Displacement of the conveyor system 
ports. Inco-mplete C9nnections be
tween conveying systenis and shipping 
vehicles are knOwn to result in pellet 
spills . . 
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Figure 6. [Repeated] Pellet F10w through Plastics Industry Sectors. 
Ie) Pellet Processors. 

Observations at the two companies indicate 
that inexpensive control measures can be de
veloped and quickly implemented at pellet 
transporter I contr.act packagers. 

4.4 PELLET PROCESSORS 

Pellet processors mold the pellets into fabricat
ed user products. More than 12,000 pellet 
processors were operatin-g in the United States 
in 1988, and employed a work. force of ap
proximately 580,000 workers Nationwide 
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1988; EPA, 
1990a). Accord"ing to · SPI, this accounting is 
dependent upon the defmition of processOr 
used during the census (Mr. Ronald Bruner. 
SPI, personal communication, January 1992). 

The terms converter and processor are used in 
this Section to refer to the production of plas
tic goods from pellets and granules. After 
conversion of the polymer pellets to commer
cial and industrial products, the potential for 
spills and entry into the environment is elimi
nated. However. ancillary handling of the 
pellets is required prior to molding. 

4.4.1 Equipment and Operations 

At the processors [Figure 6(c)], pellets are fed 
into molding or conyers ion systems where th~ 
pellets are melted and formed into user prod
ucts. Manual addition of pellets to a feed 
hopper on a molding unit frequently is per
formed at smail conversion operatio,ns. How
ever. as the size of the converter output (anq 
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the numbers of pellets used) increases, the use 
of automated pellet-handling systems increases. 

Pellets are manually, mechanically, or pneu
matically conveyed from storage silos or bags 
and gaylords into the blender/converter. hop
per. Manual loading of pellets may be into a 
bag, drum, or box hopper, from which' the 
pellets are 'mechanically or pneumatically 
conveyed to the next operation in the feed 
sequence (i.e., screening, blending, or drying). 

Pellet spills may occur during any of the man
ual and mechanical transfers to dowIl$tre,am 
equipment . . Spllls are less likely in a pneumat
ic 'system where the feed transport is contained 
and the fiJl/flow rates are monitored and con
trolled. After the 'feed has entered a hopper on 
the conversion unit, there is little potential for 

a spill during normal operation. There is 
some possibility for a spill, however, when the 
product produced in the conversion unit is 
changed and the hopper is emptied manually. 

Two priniary processes are performed by 
eonversion equipment. The initial process is 
to fuse and consolidate' the feed pellets . The 
second process is to shape and cool the prod
uct. These process functions are performed by 
several different types of equipment, and the 
pellet-use rate may be controlled or demand
based. Most of the conversion equipment 
utilizes pellets fed from a hopper. 

Figure 23. Primary Bulk-Storage .Hoppers (Silos) at Company A. 

' 
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4.4.2 Site Visit Observations 

At Company A, bulk pellet shipments are 
pneumatically transferred from bulk trucks tQ 
the facility's primary storage hoppers or silos 
(Figure 23). Each hopper holds ap'proximatelY 
60,000 Ib of plastic pellets , or granules. Com
pany A officials stated that the pellets' com
monly escape into the , environment ,during 
conn~on and Qisconnection at ,the pneumatic 
transfer' tube (Figure 24), and pellets also 
occasionally' escape from the hopper- air vent 
whet;l the hopper . is accidentally overfilled. 
Pellets were seen beneath and in the vicinity of 
the hoppers (Figur~ 25). 

 The pellets are then pneumatically.- transferred 
, through the conveying system ,from the storage 
hoppers intq a ,small roo~ adja~ to _the pro
Cessing' rOQIJ,l. Connections _ -to the-' various 
intemaI operationS, - inCluding :interiW .storage 
hopp,ers, are mairually made iiI- thiS- small 
roOm. At die , iiiternaI storage bopp~, pellets 

Three pellet processors, Company A, Compa
ny D, and Company E, were visited during 
this study. Company A' was visited on August 
22, 1990, and Company 0 and Company E 
were visited on February 4, 1991. 

Company A 

For several years, Company A has produced 
food-grade plastic containers made- from 
HDPE, LDPE, PP, and PS pellets, and pellets 
containiDg pigmentation [e.g., titanium o'xide 
(fiOJJ. Company. A granted permission to, 
photograph all 'pbas~ and areas of their facili
ty. 

Figure 24. A Pneumatic Transfer Tube Used To Transfer Plastic Pellets 
from Bulk Trucks to -Bulk-Storage Hoppers at Company A. -

, , 
" 

,
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Figure 25. Pellets on the· Ground in the Area of 
the ~ulk-Storage Hoppers at Company A. 

are removed manually through a slide valve on 
the bottom of the hoppers. Company A offi
cials noted that pellet spillage has been ob
served, during connection changes, and pellets 
were seen ,on the floor and accumulated in the 
fence guard ·surrounding the interior storage 
hoppers (Figure 26). 

Pellets are added to the molding machines 
either manually, pneumatically, or by a combi
nation of these methods. Company A officials 
stated that there is little likelihood of pellet 
leakage in the pneumatic delivery system once 
the peHets are inside the plant, except in the 
cases of equipment malfunctions. Plastic scrap 
produced during the injection molding proc~
was observed on .top of several molding ma
chines (Figures 27), and pellets also were 
observed on top of one manually loaded ma
chine. 

 

Accumulations of pellets were observed in 
several expansion joints in the concrete floor 
of the shipping .area and in other areas of the 
plant (Figure 28). Pellets also were· seen in 
the expansion joints in the printing slloP, even 
though no pellets are handled in this area. 
Company A officials explained that pellets 
cling to forklift tires~ workers' clothing and 
shoes, etc., and are transported throughout all 
interior and exterior areas of the fadllty. The 
pellets are then swept up during routine main
tenance and are 'disposep. of in the facility's 
dumpster. 

Because the facility parking lot slopes toward 
the building, water historically leaked into the 
shipping area during rainfall. To correct this 
problem, a catchment basin was installed near 
the overhead exterior doors of the shipping 
area to intercept the stonn-water runoff from 
the parking lot before it can flow into the, 
facility (Figure 29). The catchment basins 
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Figure 26. PeRets Caught In Fence Guard and on the Floor 
Beneath the Internal Stor8.ge Hoppers a1 Company A. 

Figure 27. ptastic Pellets and Scrap on Top of an Injection Molcfing Machine 
at Company A. 
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Figure 28. Pellets Ac~umutated In an Fxpansion: Joint in the Company A Printing Shop. 

Figure 29. Pellets Accumulated In the Catchment Basin 
under the Overhead Doors at Company A. 
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Figure 30. Company A Driveway Where All Storm Water 
Is Transported to the (:;Ity Street. 
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serve as collection points for pellets released in 
the transfer area and in other exterior areas of 
the facility. During the site visit. a number of 
pellets were found in this catchment basin. All 
runoff from the facility, including runoff from 
the parking lot. catchment basins, and roof; 
flows down the driveway and into the street 
(Figure 30). Once in the street, the runoff 
flows along the curb to a storm-water intercep
tor, where it enters a municipal storm-sewer 
system. 

Until recently, Company A officials were 
unaware of the hazards to aquatic life posed by 
plastic pellets floating on the surface of the 
ocean.- and to their knowledge, employees 
were Dot aware of the hazards. These officials 
believed that employees would be generally 
apathetic toward the pellet issue. However, 
COmpany A officials a1so believed that the 
pellets' used at their facility would not float in 
water. They tested this theory by placing 

handfuls of LDPE, HDPE, PS, and polyethyl
ene-base TiOl pellets -into a small container of 
tap water. Only the LDPE and HDPE pellets 
floated, the :PS pellets floated initially and sank 
after gentle agitation, and the Ti02 pellets sank 
immediately. Similar results were found sub
sequently when the same peilet types were 
added to saline water (at room temperature and 
30-32 ppt salinity). 

Because food-grade containers are produced at 
Company A. the , cleanliness of the physical 
plant is closely monitored. Company A offi
cia1s frequently stated that the facility is rou
tinely swept dean of pellets. both inside and 
outside, and that the pellets are discarded into 
an 'onsite dumpster. The dumpster contents 
are collected by a commercial waste hauler 
and is ,subsequently dispos~ into the municipal 
waste stream. 
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Company D 

For over 50 years, Company D has produced 
specially molded products for a diverse clien
tele. Most of the pellets used by Company D 
are engin~ing (or performance) resins that 
have a limited range of ,uses and narrowly 
defined applications; these pellets are the most 
expensive' pellets available. Company D pro
duction runs are limited in size and small 
volumes ot anyone particular pellet type are 
used. . The company has the capability to 
extrude small amounts of special blends of
pellets. As much as possible, the company. 
·purchases precolored pellets, but may color 
pellets as needed. 

The company purcbases pellets in small .quanti
ties. ' These pellets typically are shipped by 
truck in bags or gaylords and are subsequently 
stored in the reCeiving area until used. The 
trucks are offloaded at the loading docks; no 
materials are handled outside the loading 
docks. A storm-water drain was located next 
to , the building and at the bottom of dock 
incline; a few pellets -were seen near the drain 
and ,along the dock wall. No pellet-contain
ment devices were seen in the loading dock 
area. 

cOmpany D had recently expanded their ship
ping and receiving 'area to accommodate a 
growth in business. Pallets of bagged pellets 
and gaylords were stored in one area, and 
packaged products were stored in another, area. 
Loose pell~ts could be seen beneath the pallets 
and, occasionally, scattered on the floor. 

In general, pellets are manually ' loaded into the 
molding equipment, but Company D can load 
the pellets directly from gaylords, if necessary. 
Employees are encouraged to avoid spills, 
primarily because the pellets are expensive and 
spilled pellets are not recycled. Scattered 
pellets were observed on the floor beneath and 
around the molding equipment. 

 

A few pellets were ' present . in the cooling
water tanks adjacent to the molding machines; 
molded parts are placed in these tanks to be 
cooled before inspection and· packaging. The 
Cooling. water is disposed of into the facility 
drains, which in tUrn feed into the municipal 
sewer' system. Officials stated that pellets 
could enter this cooling' water only through 
accidental spills during manual machine load
ing. 

Maiptenance protocols requite that the work: 
areas, including the areas around, the molding 
machines, be cleaned at the end of each slUft. 
The floors are swept, vacuumed. ' and IDQPped 
every other day. Spilled pellet,s typically are 
broom-swept and disposed into a refuse con
tainer. No effort is J:lLlde to recycle or reclaim 
materials, and waste pellets are disposed of 
intO the municipal waste stream. Routine 
maintenance and spill-deanup protocols .appear 
to be the primary methods for controlling . 
pell et releases into the environment 

Company D officials stated that the employees 
are trained to minimize spills primarily for 
economic reasons (the pellets are expensive) as' 
opposed to environmental reasons. The offi
cials were aware of the SPI educational efforts, 
but the information was not disseminated or 
otherwise posted in the facility for the workers 
to read. 'Workers bad not been briefed or 
otherwise trained with regard to pellet-related 
environmental concerns. 

Company E 

Company E is an injection molder that manu
factures specialty parts for industrial applica
tions; ,no consumer items are manufactured. 
These specialty parts · are made of engineering 
resins, such as polycarbonate and nylon. The 
company has resin-handling approval from the 
Underwriters Laboratories (UL); this approval 
is used as a measure of 'quality assurance and 
is issued after successful spot inspections by 
UL. 
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Company E receives' pelletS by truck, and the 
pellets typically are packaged in either pap~ 
bags or gay10rds. Company E officials stated 
that pellet packaging often arrives punctured or 
torn; the receiving ~clerk records the condition 
of the pellets" and Company E may ask for 
cqmpensation from the shipper or packager if 
the damages are, extensive. Scattered pellets 
were observed in and around the loading docks 
and in the facility parking lot. 'A storm drain 
was located at the bottom of the inclined drive
way at the docks. Because rainfall was heavy 
during the visit. there was a beavy flow of 
water through the drain and into a storm-water 
ditch a few feet from the warehouse. Pellets 
could be seen in this storm-water ditch. 

Small quantitieS of a wide variety of pellets are 
stored at the facility; however, there are no 
storage silos at the facility. All pellet packag
es ' are stored above fl09r level; the packages 
are stacked both manually and via for)c1ift, 
depending on the size of 'the shipment and the 
storage location. Loose pellets were seen 
througbout the storage or warehousing areas, 
primarily in areas where routine sweeping 
would not reach them. Specifically, pellets 
were seen under loaded pallets aDd pallet 
racks, between storage 'racks, and between 
stacks , of bags. Very few pellets were seen in 
'the working areas of the warehoUse, and an 
employee was seen broom-sweeping a small 
pellet spill; 

The injection molding machines are loaded 
manually, and small mimbers of pellets were 
found around' and underneath the molders. 
Company E officials stated that all spilJed 
material is disposed of in a dumpster and is 
not recycled because spilled pellets may be 
contaminated with a mixture of grease, oil, 
absorbent materials, dust, etc., as well as other 
pelletized resins. The equipment is completely 
cleaned and vacuumed between each produc
tion run to prevent crosscontamination between 
different products. 

The facility generally was clean, and there 
were no accumulated plastic-scrap piles. A 
few pellets were visible in cracb in, the con
crete floor and in areas inaccessible to rOlitine 
maintenance equipm~t. Company E -officials 
believe that good housekeeping practices are 
th'e best way-to control pellet loss. . 

No containment apparatuses. such 'as screening 
over drains or catchment devices under the 
loading docks, are in place at the facility. The 
company appears to follow effective routine 
mail)tenance protocols, as evidenced by ' the 
presence of very' small numbers of pellets 
throughout ' the facility. The employee' in 
charge of shipping and receiving seemed 'con
scientious about sweeping up spilled pellet! 
and taking every precaution to ensure that 
spilled pellets do not become a safety hazard. 

Company E officia1s were aware, of the prob
lems that plastic pellets pose to the environ
ment, and recognized that they may be cootrib
uting to the problems. Issues were DOt dis
cussed regarding employee education ,about the 
environmental hazards of plastic pellets. , 

4.4.3 Sources of Penet 'Releases 
from Processors 

During routine operations at pellet processors, 
pellets are most likely to be released prior to 
the actual conversion (molding) process. 
Through the site visit observations, discussions 
with industry officials, and a review of the 
existing literature, several pellet release path
ways were identified at pellet processing facili
ties. These sources included 

• Uncontrolled manual pellet bandOng. 
Spills oc~ during the manual feeding 
of pellets into molding equipment, or 
during reconnection of pneumatic lines 
to the molding machines. Pellet spills 
while refitting molding equipment 
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when - c~anging products to be molded 
and during I the addition of coloring
pellets (Le., TiOz pellets) to the poly
mer pellets. 

• Improper unloading and warehoU5-
ing procedures. Pellet packaging is 
not carefWly inspected before off
loading or is damaged during offload
ing, and pellets may be spilled onto the 
ground and throughout the receiving 
area. Improperly warehoused packag
es (e.g., stacked haphazardly or too 
high, punctured while ,moving to stor
age) -may fail and result in pellet spills. 

• Inadequate housekeeping. Spilled 
pellets that are not quicldy recovered 
are tracked througbOl,lt a 'facility and 

- may be released into -the environment. 

• Lack or wastewater control. -Cooling 
water from the molding machines is 
discharged into municipal wastewater 
systems; this water may contain pellets 
that are spilled in the mOlding area. 

• Lack of control of storm-water run
orr. Pellets spilled at the loading dock 
or transported into the parking lot are 
carried by storm-water runoff into 
stonn sewers or into natural drainage 

, basins. 

• Disposal of was'te pellets into dum~
stees. Waste pellets may be lost to th~ 
environment ,through municipal land
filling and other solid waste disposal 
methods. 

 

 

observations at the facilities visited during this 
study indicate that ' pellet control measures can 
be developed and implemented at pellet pro
cessing facilities. None, of the visited facilities 
processed large volumes of pellets, and the 
facilities did not mass produce consumer prod
ucts. Sources of pellet loss aoo general house
keeping and operation procedures may be 
different at larger-scale facilities than at these 
smaller-scaled procesSOrs. However, the pellet 
release points identified above should be appli
cable to all processors. 

4.5 SUMMARY OF 
IPENflFIED SOURCES . 

the [epresen~tiveness of the visited co_mpanies 
as indicators of pellet release and containment 
conditions industry-wide could not be, deter
mined. The possibility that the visited compa
nies represented best-case conditions is sug
gested by the fact that the companies volun
teered to participate in the study; companies 
with significant pellet containment problems 
would not volunteer access to a regulatory 
agency regardless of aSsurances of no regulato
ry assessment or action. The fact that the two 
visited producers, Companies F and G, recog
nized the uniqueness of their containment 
systems and developed materialS. highlighting 
the systems, supports this possibility. 

Despite the unknown repres-entativeness, the 
study team was able to identify several pellet 
release poir$ in each sector. No attempt was 
made to rank the release points in order of 
signi.fieance or , quantities released. Basically, 
the release pathways may be categorized into 
eight general areas where deficiencies may 
exist. These areas are 

• Lack or communIcation between 
industry management. Not all com
pany m,anagers haVe recognized the 
pellet problem and the need to control 
pellet releases. Pellet spillage informa
tion, such as the condition of packages 
and the receipt of unsealed rail hopper 
cars, is shared between companies only 
occas ionall y. 

• Inadequate employee awareness and 
training. Employees ate generally 
\,lD.8ware of the hazards posed by pel
lets and the employees' responsibility 
for causing and controlling releases. 
A major release, pathway is through 
package damagi caused by improp~r 
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operation of forklifts while moving 
pallets. Cargo handlers may allow 
pellets to fall into waterways because 
they are unaware of · the hazards of 
pellets . . ~ 

• Inadequate facilities. With the excep
tion of the producers visited during 
this study, companies have few or. no 
cooling-. waste-, or sto'rm-water con
tainment systems in place, including 
portable screens and facility wide 
containment systems. Pellets may be 

. entrained in these waters and are dis
charged into municipal .stOrm and 
sanitary sewers or into natural drainage 
systems. 

• Careless routine operatIons. Wben- ,
ever pellets are handied there is the 
potential .for pellet spillage. Manual 
pellet handling is more likely to result 
in spills than handling by· pneumatic 
conveying· systems. However, if 
pneumatic systems are not properly 
maintained and closed, pellets may 
leak. through openings in the system. 
Pellets ·may be released also during the 
transfer of damaged, unrepaired pack
aging. 

• InadeqUate housekeeping practices. 
If pellets are not quickly recovered 
after they are spilled, they may be 
dispersed and eventually released into 
the environment. Pellets may be 
transported throughout interior and 
exterior areas of a facility via shoes 
and· clothing, vehicle tires, wind, and 
waste- and storm-water runoff. 

• Easlly-damaged or leaky packaging. 
Paper and cardboard packaging are 
easily damaged during transport and 
handling, and, in tact, may be 
designed to be easily broken when 
loading molding machines. However, 
damaged packaging isa major source 
of pellet loss to the environment. In 
addition, the valves in self-sealing bags 

 

may not completely close, allowing 
pellets to leak from the opening. 

• Improper shipping practices. It" a 
rail hoPper car valve or port is not 
sealed or secured sufficiently, pellets 
may leak onto the right-of-way or .
vandals may easily open the valves and 
release large numbers of pellets; In 
add~tion, pellets may be spilled onto 
loading docks, ships' decks, and cargo 
holds. and be washed overboard into 
waterWays . 

• Lack of recycling. Some companies 
do not attempt to recycle spilled pellets 
and, instead, dispose the pelletS into 
the niunicipal waste stream. 

The identified pellet release pathways · can be 
eliminated by implementing a few simple 
control mechanisms. Several possible control 
mechanisms were identified based on the site 
visits conducted during this study, and. recom
mendations to the plastics· industry were devel
oped. Recommendations for controlling pellet 
releases, including the legal framework for 
controlling the releases, are described in Sec
tion 5.0. 
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5.0 CONTROLLING PELLET RELEASES 

, 
'" 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
is con,cerned about the presence of pelTets in 
the aquatic envitonment for several reasons: 
(1) pellets are ubiquitous; (2) pellets have been 
found in considerable quantities in Coastal 
areas of Ute United States; and (3) laboratory 
studies 'and field observations suggest that 
ingested pellets may harm or kill aquatic wild
life, Including several endangered or threat
ened species. These issueS were detailed in 
Section 3.0 of this report. 

Pellets are released to the environment as a 
result of plastics industry actiyities, and major 
transport pathways to the environment were 
highligbted during the site visits to several 
industry companies (Section 4.0). During the 
site visits, Company officials stated that during 
normal operations. most -of the released pellets 
can be captured easily by existing pellet con-

 tainment systems. However. under severe 
weather conditions (heavy rainfall) many of the 
pellets may escape even the best pellet contain
ment systems. Unfortunately, once plastic 
pellets are released into the environment they 
cannot be easily recovered, therefore. the most 
realistic mitigation measure available is the 
prevention of discharges. 

EPA believes that immediate ind~try action is 
needed to prevent pellet releases to the envi
ronment. Effective prevention of pellet releas
es requires both the ilnplememation of appro
priate voluntary control measures as well as a 
regulatory framework. Section 5.1 presents 
recommendations -to the plastics industry for 
preventing and controlling pellets releases to 
the environment. The current regulatory 
framework and steps beipg taken by ,.the indus
try to control pellet releases are included In 
Section 5.2. 

, '

S.l RECOMMENDATIONS TO 
THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY 

The following recommendations for preventing 
and controlling pellets releases to the environ
ment were developed based on the site visit 
observations (described in Section 4.0), knowl
edge of plastics industry operations, a litera
ture review. industry recommendations (SPI, ' 
1991), and Department of Transportation 
(DOT) Cargo Security Advisory Standards (49 
CPR Pan 101). Concurrent with this study, 
the Society of the Plastics Inducstry. Inc. (SPI) 
has also developed teC9mmendations for con
trolling pellet releases; these recommendations 
have been mcorporated into the following 
discussion. The specific recommendations are 
organized according to eight general areas: 
industry management; education and training; 
equipment and facilities; routine operations; 
maintenance and housekeeping; packaging; 
shipping; and recycling and waste disposal. 
Table 10 is a summary of the recommenda
tions and indicates the sectors to which to each 
recommendation applies. 

5.1.1 Industry Management 

Poor communication between industry manag~ 
ment and management of related industries 
hampers the identification and elimination of 
pellet release pathways. Despite the SPI e.f-
forts to educate the industry. some ,company 
managers did not uru:terstand the pellet prob
lem- andtbe need to control pellet releases. 
!riforination is rarely 'sharai between compa
nies in regard to pellet spillage, the condition 

'
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Tabla 10. Summa.rY of Recommendations to the Plastics Industry 
According to Industry Sector. 

Recommendation Prod Trani 
Pack 

Proc 

Management 

~pt and implement SPI's Pellet &!tenJ/on Environmenllll Cotk. .I .I ./ 

Cooduct self evaluations to identify problem areas. .I .I .I 

Encour8ge information sharing between companies. .I .I .I 

Continuing developing educational materials. .I .I .I 

Educ:ation and Training 

Educate key officials and company managers regarding the fate and 
effects and the economic disadvantqes of pellet loss. 

.I .I .I 

Educ&te company employees regarding environment.l ba.zards and 
employee responsibility for corrective actions. 

.I ./ .I 

Train pellet handlers to operate equipment. particularly fork lifts. in a 
IIJ&D.D« that minimizes the potential for pellet loss. 

.I ./ .I 

Train longshoremen and other c.acg9 handlers regardirig proper pellet 
'handling procedures. 

./ 

Equipment and Fiuilities 

Install a containment system to capture storm water runoff. .I .I ./ 

Improve dry cleanup procedures. .I ./ .I 

Install connecting hoses equipped with valves that will close 
automatical1y when the connection is broken. 

.I .I .I 

Direct the water flow from rail hopper cars and bulk trucks through a 
screen to ,capture the pellets rather than spilling them onto the ground. 

.I 

Seal' expaosion joints ~ concrete floors with a flexible material. .I 
-

.I .I 

lnBtall alarma in the pellet conveying system. .I ./ .I 

Pave ail pellet handling areas. including loading docks and rail sidings. .I .I- .I 

P1ace screening in storm drains. .I .I .I 

Place control devioos' where they can be serviced without losins pellets. .I .I .I 

Equip bag-handling stations with vacuum hoses to facilitAte spill cleanup. .I .I -- ./ 

Usc tarps or containJnent devices to collect pellets as they are spiIIed. .I 
,-

, 

.I .I 

Install gratini at ~tways for wiping fee(. .I .I .I 
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T8~e 10. Summary of Recommendatiops to the Plastics Industry 
According to IndustrY Sector. (contin~ed) 

Recommendation "- Prod ' Trani 
Paa 

Proc 

Modify loading systems so that transfer lines can be completely emptied. 
with any residual resin being contained when ICl&ifutg ceases. 

,/ ,/ 

Routine Operatioos 

Place portable screens underneath COI1Dectioo points when mskiog and 
brrUing all connections. 

./ ./, ./ 

Place permanent screens along the exterior edge of the loading docks. ./ 

Coropletely empty transport and storage vessels before disconnecting 
from the conveying system. 

./ ./ 

Supervise longshoremen and other cargo handlers during carBO loading 
and unloading to ~ proper pellet contaiomenL 

,/ 

Inspect cargo immediately upon receipt and DOte the condition of 
Shipping containen; and parcels oa the carrier's receipt. 

./ ,/ 

. Inspect seals on rail hopper can before unload.ing. ,/ ,/ 

Check outlet tubes for pellets before moving rail hopper cars or trucks. ,/ ./ 

Secure outlet caps and seals before moving full or empty rail hopper catI 

and buCks. 
~ ,/ ,/ 

Insist on handling procedures that minimize punctures and pe.11et spillage. ./ ',/ ,/ 

Do not sweep pellets off loadu,g docks and into !he water. ./ 

Repair punctured bags immediately. ./ ./ ./ 

Maintenance and HomekeepiDa 
.. 

Improve daily and routine housekeeping and spill response procedures. ./ ./ ./ 

Develop SOPs for containing and cleaning up spills. ./ ./ ./ 

Conduct routine inspections for the prea:nce of low:;e pellets on the 
facility groUnds, iDCIudin~ paric:ing lots. drainage areas. driveways, etc. 

./ ./ ./ 

Pacbgina 

Design pUncture-resistant &hippm, containers. ,/ ,/ 

Use reinforced -~g~ ' and line containers with punc~stant material. ./ ./ 

Minimize the '* of valved bags. or seal valved-baas immediately aflM 
filling: 

,/ ,/ 

Use sea containers instead of break bulk: pabkaging. ./ ./ 
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Table 10. Summary of Recommendations to the Plastics Industry 
,According to Industry Sector. (continued) 

Recommendation Prod TranI 
~ 

' Pr()C 

Improve pal1~ methoda. ./ ./ 

Tape leaks or replace leaking bap imlN'Jdiate.ly. ./ ./ ./ 

Inspect pellet packaging before offloading. ./ ./ 

Sbippil1l Vehicles 

Usc containers for carao shippinr nther than lndividual pallets. ./ ./ 

Identify the pe.r8OO responsible for sealinr the ports 00 rail hopper cars 
md bulk: tJucb, and document sealing. 

./ ./ 

Close and secure the rail hopper car valve with atroq wire or ~ 
cable in addition to the norm&l sealinr mechanism. 

./ ./ ./ 

./ Visually coafirm that each compartment and tube of shipping vehicles is 
empty. 

./ 

Inspect interion of trailers and sea containers for defectS that may 
puooture pellet packa~Dg. 

./ ./ 

Consider vandalism exposure when se1ectinr leased track sites. ./ ./ 

Avoid on-deck: pellet stowage. ./ 

Do not jetti80ll ~et8 orcoD~ of pellets. ./ 

Seal empty nil hopper cars and bUlk trucks before returni.n, them to 
shipper. 

'./ ./ 

RJ!.cyding and Waste 'Disposal 

Store wut.e peJ.le;bl in properly labeled containers. ./ ./ ./ 

lnspect and confirm proper handling and stoOlie proced11ff:8 if an outside 
vendor is used for waste removal. 

./ ./ ./ 

Recyc:.le or resell waste pellets. ./ ./ ./ 

Check broken ADd discarc:ied pacbginr' for residual pellets. ./ ./ ./ 

Prod: 1'roducoriI. 
1iu:~ 
Puk: CoOlrKt p.cbpn. 
frog: ProuUon. 
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of shipped packages, and the receipt of un
sealed 'rail hopper cars. 

The following are recommendations for con
trolling the rel~e of pellets into the aquatic 
environment through improving industry, man
agement practices. 

• Adopt and implement SPI's 1991 
Pellet Retention EnvironnunUd Colk 
and 1992 Processor's Pledge. The 
code and pledge are presented and dis
cussed in greater detail in Section 
5.2.3. 

• Conduct. self evaluatioiu to identify 
problem areas. The checklists devel
oped by SP~ (1991) should be used by 
each sector (Appendix). 

• Encourage Information05haring be
tween companies. The information 
transfer should include pellet contain
ment system successes, ' identification 
of problem areas (e.g., the manufac
turer should notify a processor if the 
rail hopper cars return' with valves 
open and unsealed), and other industry 
successes and failures in pellet contain
ment. This communication should 
extend between companies of the same 
sector (manufacturer to manufacturer, 
etc.) and between companies of differ
ent sectors (manufacturer to packager, 
processor to manufacturer, etc). Good 
examples of inforinatiO.n transfer are 
the Dow Chemical and Paxon Poly
mers videotapes of their containment 
systems. 

• Continue ' developing educational 
. materials, advertising In tTade j()Ul"-

. nals, conducting presentations at 
professional meetings, sending mall· 
Ings, and produci~g -videota~ for 
distribution throughout the industry. 

S.l.2 Education and Training 

The least expensive and the most effective first 
step to controlling the release of pellets into 
the aquatic environment is through education. 
Many industry officials believe that 'pellet 
releases result more from improper employee 
attitudes than from equipment failure. This 
would .indicate that employee education is 
critical to the success of any corrective action. 
Recommendations are' ~ 

• Edl;lalte key officials and company 
managers regarding the fate and 
effects of plastic pellets and the 
economic' disadvantages of peUet 
loss. Despite SPI's efforts, 1WD1e 

company officials r~ unaware of 
the environmental impacts of pellets, 
and, therefOre, industry-wide education 
and education and training within each 
company is needed. Stress the eco
nomic considerations of controlling 
pellet releases, the economic benefits 
of recovering and recycling 'lost pel
lets, and the economic disadvantages 
(loss of feedstock, loss ofrecyc1ing 
revenues) and regulatory penalties 
[National Pollutant Discharge EJim.iIia
tion System (NPDE8) permn viola
tions] for releas~g pellets. Also, use 
modern teamwork: practices to solve 
problems, and build a consensus and 
connnitment ~ the task·(SPL 1991). 

• Educate company employe81 regard
Ing the environmental huardl · of 
pellets and employee responslbIllty In 
instituting corrective lldlons. If 
employees feel involved or responsible 
they may provide simple and useful 
solutions to eliminating pellet release 
pathways. This can be accomplished 
through (I) Conduct of employee 
awareness programs to educate person· 
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neJ of the need to prevent pellet loss. 
This could include posting SPI educa
tional material (described in Section 
S.2.3), throughout the facilities. partic
ularly in areas where pellets are fre-
quently spilled. A short presentatiop 
(i.e .• ' lunchtime seminar) and forum 
for discussion should be initiated with 
the employees; (2) establishipg bound
aries of responsibility for spill re
sponse and cleanup (SPI. 1991). For 
example. designate , one or more per
soilS .per shift who will be responsible 
for ensuring PrQmpt and thorough spill 
cleanup within a specified work area, 
or for monitoring and managing a 
pellet retention program; and (3) initi
ating a system of rewards for creative 
solutions for pellet containment and 
exemplary performance in preventing 
pellet loss to the environment. 

• Train pellet handlers to operate 
equipment, 'partIcularly forklifis" In 
a manner that minimizes the poten
tial for pellet loss. For example. train 
the forklift operators to exercise great
er caution when bandling pallets of 
pellets, 'such as ensuring that the tines 
of the forklift are properly aligned 
before contacting' the pallet. 

• TraJn kmgshoremen 'and other au"g9 
handlers regarding proper pellet 
handling procedures' (49 eFR PaJ:t 
101). CMC (1988) ,31so reco~ended 
that theSe workers' ,be trained in the 
handl~g all cargo wastes. 

5.1.3 Equipment ' and 'Facilities 

Many compames have few cooling-, waste-, 
and storm-water containment systeDl! for 
controllmg the release of pellets· from the 
facility, or methods for immediately 'control
ling spilled pellets. Recommendations , .for 

controlling pellet releases to the ,aquatic envi
ronment by improving existing equipment and 
facilities are presented below. 

• Install a containment system to cap
ture storm-water nmotr from pellet
IWtdling facilitIes. The design of 
these systems must take into account 
wont case storm-water discharges; SPI 

of 
(1991) recommends a system capable 

handling .. so- to lOO-year high" 
conditions. Within the containment 
syst~ install baffles, skirts, booms, 
surface skiinmers. and vacuum systems 
to accumulate and remove pellets (SPL 
1991). Two possible co~ent
systems could be installed: (1) an 
area-specific containment systems in 
each pellet handling area. Area-specif
ic ,containment systems would be the 
primary pellet containment systems and 
the facility-wide system would serve' as 
a .backup; or (2) a facility-wide con
tainment systems. such as the systems 
used at Companies F and G (detailed 
in Section 4.2.2). These systems are 
'effective in controlling pellet releases 
from facilities covering a large area 
and handling large volumes of pellets. 

• Improve dry cl~up procedures, 
particularly In areas subject to 
storm-water runoff. By ,allowing 
,pellet.\ to be entrained in storm-water 
runoff, the peB,em are further contami
nated by compounds in the storm water 
(SPI, 1991). 

• Install connecting hoses equipped 
with valves that wHi close automati
cally when. the connection is broken. 
Hoses of this type are commonly 
available. 

• Direct the ~eaning '!Bter now rrom 
rail hopper cars -and bulk trucks 
through, a screen ' to c:spture the 
pell.ets directly rather than allo~ng 
the · pellets to spill onto the .ground. 
This simple control' Dl~iJre would 
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immediately capture the pellets at the 
release point, rather than relying on 
elaborate passive control systems to 
recapture the pellets. downstream. 

, 
• Seal exp'1mslon joints in concrete 

noors with a fiexible material to 
eliminate the pellet-collecting con
tour. Pellets that accumulate in these -
joints are difficult to recover by broom 
sweeping, and may have to be recov
ered either manually or by vacuuming. 
Sealing the joints would facilitate 
cleaning and would not interfere with 
the expansion and contraction of the 
concrete. 

• Install alarms In the pellet c:onveylng 
system that will alert operators to a 
br~ch oC the system. Increase the 
capacity of air conveying systems to 
prevent clogging, and install a bag 
house or filter bag assembly · in the 
transfer lines to minimize surges in 

. unloading lines that cause pellets to ,be 
vented into the environment (SPI. 
1991). 

• Pave all pellet handUng areas, .in
c1uding loading docks and raJl si~ 
ings. Pellets accumulate between 
paving stones and gravel making pellet 
recovery difficult if not impossible. 

• Place screening in storm drains. The 
mesh of the screening should be small
er than the smallest pellet handled at 
the facility. Regularly clean the stoim 
diain screens to prevent drain clogging 
and overflow. 

• Place control devices, such- as bag 
houses and cyclones, where they an 
be serviced without Iostng pellets. If 
these devices are placed atop silos or 
bins, pellets accumulate on top of the 
bins or silos and are .· washed down by 
rainfall or blown by wind (SPI, 1991). 

. 

• Equip bag-handling stations . with 
vacuum hoses to facilitate spin clewr 
~p. 

• Use tBrps or containment devices to 
collect pellets as they are ·spilled. 
This facilitates cleanup, minimizes 
contamination of the pellets (so that 
they can be recycled), and permits 
quick pellet recovery by containing 
them ,(SPI, 1991). 

• Install grating at doorways Cor wip
ing feet. During the site visits, pellets 
were observed' in areas of the facilities 
Where only foot traffic could have 
transported the pellets. 

• Modify lOading systems 80 that 
transfer DneS can be completely 
emptied, with any residual pellets 
being contaJoed when loalling ceases 
(SPI, 1991). Use stainless. steel el.
bows on all transfer lines, and cycle 
the outlet 'valves while the air is flow
ing through the rail hopper car or bulk 
truck durjng pellet unloading. 

5.1.4 Routine Operations 

Whenever pellets are handled there is 
potential for pellet spillage, and iIOplementing 
a few simple practices would decrease the 
potential for spillage during routine operations. 
Recommendations "for controlling pellet releas
es to the aquatic environment by modifying 
and improving routine operations are presented 
below. 

• }Jlace portable screens underneath 
connection points when making and 
breaking all connections. The 
screens should . be placed under the 
valve before the connection is mBde, · 
and remain in place during pellet 
transfer and valve discoMection. 
The5e screens are inexpensive, easily-

the 
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moved, and are an effective method 
for containlng pellets at the discharge 
point. For example, the screens used 
by Company B consisted of a frame 
made of 2- x 4-in. cut lumber that 
was covered on one side by wire 
screening (Section 4.3.2). Additional 
suggestions include (1) use screens 

. when conducting quality contrQl (QC) 
checks, breaking into co·nveying sys
tems, etc., (2) conduct sampling only 
in . areas protected by . containment 
procedures (SPI. 1991), and (3) use 
wide-mouth containers or polybags for 
collecting pellet samples. . These con
tainers have wide openings that facili
tate filling (SPI, 1991). 

• Place permanent screens along the 
exterior edge of the loading docks. 
These screens will capture pellets 
leaking from punctilred containus and 
incompletely sealed bag valves, and 
those pellets tracked onlO the loading 
dock from other areas of the . facility. 
The screen mesh · should be·. smaller 
than the diameter of the smallest pel
lets handled at the facility. 

• Completely empty transport and 
storage ·vessels berore dJsconnecting 
from the conveying system. This 

. would minimize· the possibility of 
overti.lling a vessel and reduce leakage 
while ming or breaking COl1I1eCtions~ 

• Supervise longShoremen and 
other cargo handlers durl~ argo 
}(~adlng and unloading to epsure 
proper pellet containment (49 cn 
Part 101). 

• Inspect .cargo i~edia~ly uPQn 
receipt, and note the condition of 
shipping containers ·an:d parcels on 
the catrler' .. receipt (49 eFR Part 
101). 

• Inspect $eals on rail hopper cars 
before unloading. Allow only autho
rized persons to remove the shipping 

seals (49 CFR Part 101). This ensures 
that only pessons properly trained to 
prevent or contain pellet spills will 
break· the seats. DOcument broken 
seals and the notify the shipper of the 
seal condition. 

• Check outlet tubes ror pellets herore 
moving railcars or truckS. Visually 
inspect the connection ports of both the 
rube and the· pneumatic-system hose. 
Purge lines before unhooking them and 
lift hoses to assist purging process 
(SPI, ·1991). 

• Secure outlet caps and seals before 
moving full or empty rail hopper 
cars and trucks. 

• Insist · on warehouse and other ban
dling procedures that minimize bag 
and box punctures and pellet spillage 
(SPI, 1991). 

• Do not sweep pellets ort of loading 
docks into the water (SPI, 1991). 

• Repair punctured bags inunediately 
(SPI, 1991). 

S.1.S Maintenance and Housekeeping 

If pellets are not quickly recovered after they 
are spilled, they will be dispersed and will· 
likely be released into the environment. 
Thesefore, improvements to standard mainte
nance and housekeeping practices are recom
mended for controlling pellet reIeases. These 
recommenda~ions include the following. 

• Improve daily and routine house
keeping and spill response ~
d~ both Inside and outsIde the 
racility. Insist OI:1 prompt· spill cleanup 
and make spill Cleanup the responsibil
fty of the person(s~ · cauSing the spill. 
P~I1ets left fur someone else to dean 
up will quickly disperse and recovery 
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of all pellets will be difficult if not 
impossible. Spilled pellets also poses a 
safety hazard to the employees. 

• Invest more time In routine ho~ 
'keeping; ... The more often loose pellets ' 
are collected, the less likely the pellets 
are to be released into the environ
ment. 

• initiate ftCUU~ procedllN5 to 
collect and ~taln spilled pellets. 
Pellet! are lightweight and broOm 
sweeping may disperse, some of the 
pellets rather than gather them. 

• Develop standard operatlng pr0ce
durES (SOPs) for contaInlnl and 
cleaning up spilla (SPI, 1991). 

• Conduct routine inspections for the 
presence of loose pellets on the facili
ty grounds including parking lots, 
drainage areas, driveways, etc. 
Pellets entrained in storm-water runoff 
from any area will impact compliance 
with NPDES permits (see Section 
5.2.1). 

5.1.6 Packaging 

Damaged packaging is a major SOW'Ce of- pellet 
loss to 'the environment; thiJ fact was ' evident 
throughout the site ,visits. Therefore, several 
recommendations can be made to prevent 
pellet loss through leaky packaginj~ 

• Design puncture:-resistant sblppinC 
contallien. 

• Use reJnfor~ bags, sudt as woven 
polypropylene ba~, and Hn~ larger 
containers with punctUl'tH'fSis tant 
material. . 

• Minimize the use or valved bags or 
seal' valved bags immediately after 
IilllJig. 

• Use sea containers instead of break 
bulk packagln,. Pellets · in &ea. con
tainers cannot be released durmg ship
ment. 

• Improve palletlng methods. Move 
and stack bags immediately after tilling 
to avoid seepage from valves. and 
stack bags on pallet in tight, interlock
ing patters. Shrink- or stretch-wrap· 
pallet to stabilize stacb and help con
tain lost pellets. Use corrugated card
board ,caps on the top and on the bot
tom of pallets to minimiu puncturing 
or. tearing bags and to contain loose 
pellets. Finally. block and braCe 
outbOund loads to avoid broken bags in 
transit (SPI. 1991). 

• Tape leaks or replace ltaking bags 
Immediately (SPI, 1991). 

• Inspect pellet psckaginc, particularly 
pellets bagged in lIIlI"elntorced paper 
or cardboard . packages/gayloi-ds, 
before omoading. This will prevent 
pellet release through the gap betw~ 
the veb.icle and the loading doc~. 

5.1.7 SbJppiag Vehi~ 

Changes to current shipping practices and 
vehicles can decrease the likelihood of pellet 
releases to. the aquatic environment: There
fore. 'severarrecommendatiolll can· be made to 
the shipping industry and users of the shipping 
industry.,' , 

• 'Qse containers for cargo shipping 
rather than individual pallets. The 
shipping containers will contain spilled 
p.elleu and will .prevent them from 
dispersing among other cargo. onto the 
docks, on the . deck of vessels. etc. 

• Identify the 'penoD responsible ror 
sealing the ports on rail hopper can 
and bulk trueks and have the penon 
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document the completion of the seal 
(49 CFR Part 101). This will estab
lish the responsibility fur correctly 
sealing the car and a method for track
ing the point at which a seal is broketl 
an4 pellets are released. 

, Close and secure the rail ·hopper car 
valve with strong wire or aircraft 
cable in addition to the normal seal
Ing mechanlsm. This redundancy 
increases the time and effort that a 
vandal must expend ,to break: the &eal 
,and release the pellets. Close batches 
and r~ply cable ,seals after inspecting 
or sampling the pellets. Insist on strict 
proc«lures that require ' outlet caps to 
be properly closed before rail hopper 

to 
cars 

do 
are moved, and request customers 

the same when returnfu~ empty 
cars (SPI, 1991). 

• Document the condition 01 bags and 
cargo contaJners and rail hopper car 
seals, and promptly notiry the manu
racturer or problems (e.g., damaged 
packages, broken valve seals) (49 
CFR Part 101). . 

• Visually conftrm that each compart
ment and tube or. shipping vehIcles is 
empty (SPI, 1991). In addition~ 
sweep, blow, vacuum, or rinse the 
exterior surfaces of loaded rail hopper' 
cars to remove loose pellets before 
cars leave the containment area. Di
reet pellet flow into a screened bin or 
into the containmeQt system. Also, air 
lance into' cOntainers to remove residu
al pellets 4l rail hopper cars and trucks 
(SPl, 1991). 

• Inspect lnteriors of trailers 'and sea 
containers for datriaged walls, defec
tive noon, or other detects that nUlY 
puncture pellet Packaging. . Cover 
defects with cocnigated cardboard or, 
if necessary, insis~ on a replacement 
vebitle, sweep ' ot vacuum. any .loose 
pellets. in trucks or sea containers, an4 
contain and dispose of any pellets from 

previous shipments properly when 
cleaning ship holdA .or sea containers 
after break:-buIk: shipm~ts (SPI, 
1991). 

• Consider vandalism exposurewbeo . 
selectIng leased track sites. Establish 
security procedures as needed (SPI, 
1991). Advise C{)mpanies to, report 
problems to the delivering railroad as 
'YeU as to the shipper, and utilize 
security personnel. 

• Avoid on~ pellet stowage (SPI, 
1991). Stow other products on top and 
place resin containers in ship wells. 

• Do not jettison pellets or containtn 
or pellets. 

• Seal empty rail hopper ~ and bulk 
trucks before retumlng to the sblp
peI'. This will prevent loss of residual 
pellets. 

5.1.8 ReiCycling and Waste DispOsal 

Many companies ei.ther do not recycle waste 
pellets, or recycle the pellets only sporadically. 
Minimizing the loss of recyclable pellets into 
the municipal waste streams could decrease the 
likelihood at' their eventual release into the 
aquatic environment. Therefore, several rec
ommendations can be made in regard to pellet 
recycling and the.disposal of waste pellets. 

• Store waste pellets in properly la
beled contaJners. Do not permit loose 
pellets tb accumulate on the 'ground' or 
on floors (SPI, 1991). Install a mini
mum of one pellet-specific waste con
tainer in each pellet-handling area; 

' separate container~ should be used for 
recyclable aDd nonrec~c1able pellets. 

• Inspect and confirm 'proper handling 
and storage procedures if an outside 
v@ldor is used for was~ removal. 
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Insist on no-Ioss-to-the-environment 
procedures (SpI. ]991). 

~ Recycle or resell waste pellets. Use 
incineration and controlled landfiJling 
only wh~ recycling or resale are 
inappropriate. Consider using waste 
pellets in a fuel blending program 
(SPI, 1991). Properly handle "beels," 
and ensure that they are collected and 
recycled, resold, or disposed of prop
erly. The preferred pellet disposal 
method is by recycling, followed by 
reuse, incineration by approved meth
ods, or deposit in a. controlled landfill 
(SPI, 1991). 

• , Check broken and discarded padulg
ing lOr residual pellets. 

S.2 EXISTING CONTROL MEASURF.S 

Several measures exist for preventing and 
controlling the release of pellets to the aquatic 
environment. An extensive regulatory frame
work is available that consists of international 
treaties and Federal legislation; several Federal 
agencies have developed policies and programs 
in response to plastic debris:.related regula
tions. Industry bas also adopted policies and 
implemented programs geared tow.ard control
ling the release of plastics and, consequently, 
pellets into the environment Descriptions of 
these regulations. prograplS. and , policies are 
presented below. 

S.2.1 Legal Framework 

Several legal authorities, such as international 
conventions and Federal regulations, have been 
developed for controlling the release of plastic 
materials into the aquatic environment. This 
section reviews 'some of the legal authorities 

for controlling the disposal of plastic wastes 
from vessels into navigable waters (water
based sources) and the disposal of plastic 
debris from land-based sources, such as indus
try and sanitary and storm-sewer systems. 

The United ,States is a signatory to Anna V 
or the Protocol or 1978 Relating to the inter
national Convention ror the Prevention of 
Pollution from Ships (MAR,P()L Protocol or 
1973nS) (hereafter referred to as MARPOL 
Annex V). Under the terms of the Conv.m
tion, MARPOL Annex V became effective on 
December 31, 1988. The treaty prohibits the 
at':'sea disposal of all plastic wastes lenerated 
during normal shipboard operations . 

MARPOL Aruiex V carinot be used as a mech
anism for controlling land-based rele3ses or' 
pellets into ' the environment because the treaty 
applies only to releases at sea and is not appli-
cable to land-based sources. In addition 
MARPOL Annex V applies only to vessels of 
si~ry nations; vessels from DOnsignatory 
nations are not bound' by the treaty"s restric
tions, but signatory nations ai-~ obligated to 
provide facilities for the reception of plastic 
wastes at ports (Anon., 1988b). 

The Marine Plastic Pollution Research and 
Control Ad, Public Law 100-220 
(MPPRCA) implements 'the provisions of 
MARPOL Annex V by amending the Act to 
Prevent Pollution From Ships as amended in 
1901 (ITF, 1988). MPPRCA alsO implements 
several other pieces of legislation introduced in 
the Congress in 1986 and 1987 (CMC. 1988). 

The MP,PRCA specifically prohibits the dis
posal of plastics at-sea ' by U.S.-registered 
vessels in any waters, and foreign-registered 
vessels. in navigable waters (i.e., bays, sounds, 
other _ inland waterways, and coastal ,waten) 
and the exclusive economic zone (waters 'to 
200 miles offshore) of the United States (ITF. 
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1988;' CMC, 1988). The law assigns the 
responsibility of developing regulations for 
implementing the MPPRCA, implementing and 
enforcing the regulations, and establishing civil 
penalties for Violations to the United States 
Coast Guard (USCG). 

Several requirements of the' MPPRCA that ar,e 
applicable to pellet releases include 

. - Public Outreach - The National 
OceaDographic and Atmospberic Ad
ministration (NOAA) and EPA. are 
required to develop and conduct public 
outreach programs for educating the 
public about the problems associated 
with the disposal of plastic and other 
debris into the aquatic environment. 

• Waste-Reception Facilities - All 
ports and terminals that receive ocean
going vessels of ~ 400 gross tons or 
> 500,000 lb of commercial fishing 
products in a calendar year must have 
adequate waste-handling and waste
reception facilities for collecting ship
board wastes. Pellets spilled on load
ing docks, ships' decks. and in cargo 
holds may be considered shipboard 
wastes (A.T. Kearney, 1991). 

• Waste Management Plan - All U.S. 
veSsels must develop and implement 
shipboard waste management pl~ that 
address the provisions of MARPOL 
Annex V. The USCG is authorized to 
prosecute any vessel, foreign _or do
mestic. that dispqses of plastics within 
200 miles of the U.S.- coast (CMC, 
1988). 

Another Federal law that may apply to 'water'_· 
based rel~es of pellets into the environment 
is the Marine ,Protection, Research, and 
Sanctuaries Act of 1972 (MPRSA), which is 
commonly refer:rea to as the ~ Dumping 
Act. Under the MPRSA •. rio U.S. vessel may 
transport any material, including plastic. fur 
the purpose of dumpmg the material into the 
.o~ unless the vessel has a PerIrut to dump 

from EPA; EPA does oot grant permits for th
dumping of plastics into the .ocean and regula
tions implementing the MPRSA also prohibi

. such dumping. . 

In addition to Federal laws and international
treaties to which the United States is a signato
ry, states and local governments may reguiate
the disposal of wastes from vessels · in waters 
~nder their jurisdiction. Bean (1987) suggest
ed that state and local strategies sbould focus 
onshore-based or dockside Controls, including 
at-sea wastE7StOrage requirements and provi
sions for adequate waste-disposal facilities at
ports. 

Land-Based Sources 

The discharge of pellets from outfalls .or other 
land-based point sources into coastal or inland 
waters is subject to regulation under Section 
402 of the Clean Water Act (Bean, 1987). 
Prior to November 16. 1m, National Pollut
ant Discharge Elimination System (NPDF.S) 
pennit guidelines for the plastics industries 
controlled only the pH of the effluent and did 
not limit the , discharge of solid or suspended 
particles (Bean, 1987). On November 16 
1990. EPA published the final revisiOns to ' 1h~ 
NPDES regulations for storm-water discharg
es. Section 122 of · Title 40 [40 CPR 
122.26(b)(12)] defmes materials considered to 
be significant in storm-water discharges and 
plastic pellets are specifically named as signifi
cant materials. Therefore, pellets can be 
subject to regulation under the NPDES permit 
guidelines. 

The new storm-water discharge regulations 
require selected industries: to obtain NPDES 
~ts for all storm sewers that carry storm 
water from industrial sites into public ~
ways (Bain and Mummert. 1,991). Applicable 
industrial discharges include "storm-water run-

 off , from industrial plant yards, immediate 
access roads aDd railroad sidings, drainage 
ponds, material handling ' sites, refuse sites • 

e 
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'Wastewater sites, equipment hand Jing/main
tenailce areas, residual treatment areas, and 
loading/unloading areas (40 CFR 122:26) 
(BaiD and' Mummert, 1991). Areas excluded 
from NPDES permitting include lands separate 
from those above mentioned areas, such as 
employee parking lots where runoff from the 
lots does not mix with runoff from areas of 
industrial activity (BaiD and Mummert, 1991). 

Other Federal laws that may apply to land.., 
based releases of pellets into the environment 
"include 

• Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 
(Refuse Act) -:- Although the Refuse 
Act of 1899 has been superseded by 
the NPDES permit program of the 
Clean Water Act, it does contain a 
prohibition against the ' unpermitted 
deposit of "material of any kind" that 
is likely to be transported into naviga
ble waters, other than what would be 
carried by· sewers fCMe, 1988). 
According to CMC ' (1988), it is possi
ble that the Refuse Act of 1899 .. could 
be used to prosecute agaiDst, for exam
ple, an industrial source of large quan- ' 
tities of plastic pellets or a landfill 
operated in such a way that refuse 
could be' washed into rivers. " 

• Toxic Substances Control Act 
(TSCA) of 1976 - Under TSCA, 
EPA has the authority to require the 
testing of new ,~ existing chemical 
substances , entering the environment, 
and, subsequently, the , authority to 
regulate these ' substances (EPA, 
199Oa). EPA (19908) stated that a 
serious impact of plastics disposal in 
water bodies .is the injury to and death 
of marine .animals that mistake plastics 
for food.. However, EPA has bistori
caJly app'lied its authority to substances 
more acutely toxic than plastic materi
als, and the focus is on the toxicity of 
the chemicals and nct on the effects of 

·the products in which the chemicals 
are used (EPA, 199Oa). 

• Resource Conservation 'and Recovery 
Act or 1976 (RCRA) , - RCRA de
fines hazardous waste "as .. a solid waste 
. .. which because of its . . . physi
cal [or] chemical . .. characteristics 
may . . . pose a substantial present or 
potential hazard to • •. the environ
ment when improperly treated, stored, 
transported, or disposed of." Based 
on this definition, Bean (1987) consid
en plastic trash (e.g., pellets in the 
.solid waste stream) to be hazardous 
waste. Because the focus of the EPA's 
RCRA prograin focuses on chemical 
toxicity and generators that produce 
this, type of waste in the course of 
man~cturing other products, EPA 
does not regulate pollution by plastic 
trash under ~e authority of the RCRA 
(Bean, 1987). 

Additional strategies ' to reduce plastic marine 
pollution from land-based sources should be 
aimed at state and local governments (Bean, 
1987). To date, no states have enacted laws 
restricting pellet releases, although several 
states have enacted laws limiting the use of 
plastic products such as beverage, yokes ~
1987) or requiring the use of degradable mat&

rial in lobster/crab traps an4 pots (ITF. 1988). 
Bean (1990) encouraged the developm!mt of 
recyclable or degradable plastics as the solu
tion to plastics pollution (and the growing 
contr.ibution. , of plastic to the solid-waste_ 
stream). and recommended solid-waste dispos
al laws' of general applicability in lieu of a 

. major shift to degradable or 'recyclable plastics 
or nonplastic alternatives. 

 

5.2.2 G1>vernment Programs and Polley 

The MPPRCA (described in detail in Section
5.2.1) requires that EPA, NOAA. and the 
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Secretary of. Transportation jointly ,develop 
matme debris public ' education programs. To 
date; in addltion ,to the present study, EPA ·has 
sponsoreid several activities that directly ad
dress the iSsue of pellets in the environment 
(Redford, 1990), includirig 

• Prq,aring the 1990 Report to the Con
gress, Methods to M(l]J(lge and Control 
Plastic Wastes (EPA, 199Oa) 

• Revising NPDES permit requir~ts
for storm-water 'discharges (40 CPR 
122)-

• Develop~g ·a strategy for enforcing 
provisions of the Ciean Waret Act in 
regard to ,combined sewer overflow 
(CSO) discharges 

• Initiating s~dies of CSOS as sources of 
aquatic debris, including pellets (EPA, 
1992b) " 

• Initiating field investigations of floating 
debris iD harbors of the United States 
(EPA, 199Ob, 1992a; Trulli eI oJ., 
1990; Redford el al., 1992) 

• Initiating a pilot program for monitor
ing the presence of pellets Qn U.S. 
beaches. This program is being con
ducted in conjunction with the National 
Park Service. 

The National ,Ocean Pollution Planning Ad 
ot 1978 required that NOAA prepare S-year 
plans for researching :and monitoring ocean 
pollution, including the probl,elll8 of entangle
ment and ingestion of debris by marine organ
isms. In ' 1987, NOAA"convened a workshop 
to establish the ' National , marine pollution 
research priorities. Marine debris was among 

. the top five research prioriti~ and the identifi
cation of the pellet sour~ and effects o,n the 
environment were specifi~ly named. The 
proceedings of , the w~rk:sboi> were used to 
develop the Federf!I Plan for Ocean Pollution 
Research. , Development. and Monitoring for 
Fucal Years 1988-1992. 

 

'

'
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Under the sponsorship of NOAA and the
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMPS).
the Shipping Industry Marine Debris Education
Plan was developed to educate aU COII)Jllercial 
vessel operators and crew of the. MARPOL
Annex V provisions ~ to eDCOUfaie volun
tary ' cOmpliance With those provisions (Wal
lace, 1990). Components of the plan that
directly involve pellet reJeases include 

• Case studies of current levels of
awareness of MARPOL Annex V 
PtQvisioD8; the , emphasis is on posi
tive-action cases (i.e., those companies 
that have changed their plastics han
dling and disposal practices). ModeJ 
waste-minimization plans are also 
outlined. 

• MARPOL Annex V Education Kit 
containing legal and environmental 
issues pertaining to the disposal of
debris from ships 

• Liaison with international shipping 
trade associations as 'vehicles for dis
seminating debris-related iriformatlon 
(as opposed to contacting each individ
ual shipping company) and placing
public service announcemerxs In tnde 
publications to r,each all plastics 'indus
tries. 

The Department of Transportation (DOT) does 
not consider plastic pellets t9 be acutely haz
ardous (acutely hazardous substances include 
exp.1osives, 
fore; have not

toxic 
' 

,chemicals, etc.) and, theee
developed regulations for trans

porting pellets or remediatlng pellet spills from 
rail hopper cars (Mr. Fred Pritchard, DOT; 
personal communication,., November' 1991, 
Washington, DC), However, DOT bas devel
oped Caigo Security Advisory 

eargo 
Standards, (49 

CFR Part 101) for securing transport. 
These st;andacds were developed based ,on con
cerns over the security (p'revention of van
dalism and theft) of expensive ,or- controlled 
products (e.g., appliances, a,lcohoi, firearms); ,
engineefing/performance'resins may 00 coilSid
ered in 'this cargo classification (F. Pritchard, 
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provide'several good suggestions for control
ling pellet releases from rail hopper C.8J"S in 
railroad yards and along the railroad rlgbt-of-

, way:. Appti'cable recommendations have been 
incorporated into ,~on 5.1. 

'5.2.3 Industry Programs and InItIatives 

In response , to the implementation of 
MARPOL Annex V regulations and increasing 
evid~ce of the harmful effects of plastics in 
tbe aquatic environment, the plastics industry 
aDd merchant shipping industry have initiated 
programs and developed po1icies aimed at 
controllini the release of plastics, including 
pellets, into the oceans and waterways. 

Plastics Industry ProgramS 

In addition to the voluntary cooperation of SPI 
and the seven companies visited in the present 
~tudy (Section 4.0), SPI has initiated other 
activities designed to inform and educate the 
plastics industries in regard to the effects' of 
released pellets on the ,environment. 

To alert peliet producers of the hazards of 
pellet releases into the environment, SPI host
ed a briefing for pellet producers in Septem
ber. 1986. Discussions prompted by a Center 
for Marine Conservation (CMC) presentation 
on marine debris, U well as presentations of 
industry pellet reclamation activities. eventual
ly led to a public service campaign (discussed 
betow). In September 1987, the SPI :Board of 
Dir~tors issued an official policy stat~ent ill 
regard to marine debris and the plastics indui
try's pledge to solve the problem. In regaro to 
pellets specifically,' the statement clearly stated 
that SPI was dedl~ to eliminating condi
tions under which. pellets ,are released by man
ufacturers and transPQrters (Bruner, 1990). 

In 1987, SPI, NOAA, and CMC jointly initiat
ed a ~paign to educate 'the uidustry about 
the hazards of plastics tp wildlife. The cam
paign focused on all types of plastic debris and 
their respeaive target audiences. Pellets, 
whose target audience ,was the major pellet 
producers and processors, was one of five,
target points of the campaign (SPI, 1990). SPI 
prepared a Marine Debris Briefing and Educa-
tio~ ' Kit for the C8Jl1Paign, which , included 
posters, stickers, brochures, written lnforma
tion, and 'pellet-related materials carryinl the 

, caption Pkase Don't Fe'e4 the Birds including 
a photograph of a single pellet (Fipre 31). 
The kit was designed so that individual compa
nies could initiate iriternal information ' cam
paigns 8+'d educate employees about the envi
ronmental hazBrds posed by pellets. Several 
recommendations were discussed for control
liltg' pellet rel~es during ,manufacture, sbJp
ping, and handling. SPI distributed these kits 
to 1,500 SPJ-membel" companies and frequently 
publis~ed portions of , the kits in ~ade maga-
zincs. In 1988, the kit was alBa presented to 
the international community; SPI President 
Larry Thomas distributed copIes to the Intern~ 
tiona! Association of Plastics Directors. By 
the end of 1989. more than 1000, column
inches of advertisement space (25 appearances 
in 10 publications) or news coverage had been 

 devoted to the entire campaign (Bruner, 1990; 
SPI, 1990). These kits continue to be distrib
uted upon request, and the pellet photograph 
zWpeared in trade magazines through 1990. 

. ' 

EPA ~ studies ,betwc@ 1988 and 1992 <EPA. 
19901>" Ima,b,e) found that pellet releases 
continue to be an environmental problem. In 
response to ~ese findings SPI found~ a Resin 
Pellet" Task Force to investigate the problem. 
In November 1m, following the fiDdings of 
the Resin Pellet Task. Force, SPI "initiated a
'second campaign' entitled Operation' Clean 
,SYt1eep. targeted at the plastics industry-and It! 
~mers (Figure 32). The ' 199~ PtllLt Re
t~ntion' EnvirollmimJal ' CcxJe ' ,(FIgure 33) and 
the 1992 Processor's' Pledge (Figure 34) are 
an integral part of this campaign. SPI has 

 

. 

'
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A seabird could mistake 
this resin pellet for a fish egg. And die. 

Keep Resin Pellets In Their Place ... 
And Let The Birds Find Something Else To Eat 

sit The Soclely or the PlaSl.ics Induslry. (Ilc. 

Figure 31. A Poster Distributed during the 1987 SPI Marine Debris Camp8ign. 
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~'re Out To Stop ResinPelJet~! 
It Helps Protect: the Environment And the Law Requires It 

'VJe're woricing to protect oW' environment , .. 2nd your business with Opemion (lean 
W Swttp. A poweriul program designed to rcach ~ in the industry. From peUet 

produc~rs 10 distrilx,lIors to ~, From the loading dock 19 the boaD1room. , 
Even th~ 5ITl::I.llesr loss of resin pdletS is 3 probtem So the goal is ~ro loss. Zero loss !1' 

production ... zero loss in ~ and shipping. , . zero loss in receiving ... 2fI"O loss U1 
~ II's 25 simple as mininuzing ~ proill)l and thoroUgh.cle2nup.md proper disposal. 

Be pan of me solution. Find out how you C2I1 reduce the loss of n:sin pelfcts and not 
only help to protect the m.iro~t, but ~ the bw. Write or call for Operation Oean 
Sweep information loday. And help OW' industry ketp the: (1Ivironmenn:1e2n 

Qill (202) m~5215 OI'wrlteto: 

~. 
The SocIety of the Plastks Industry lac. 

1275 K Street NW, Suite 400, Washington, DC 20005 

Figure 32. Advertisement for the 1991 SPI Operation Clean Sweep Campaign. 
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asked its member ,resin-producing companies 
to sign the Pellet Rele1/Ji()n -Envlroll11U!ntaJ 
Code It:Ild. , thereby. commit to "the total C9n
talnmen.t of plastic pellets throughout their 
lifespan and 'to [operate] In full compliance 
with environmental laws and regulations im
pacting on pellet containment" ,(SPI, 1991). 
By the end of August 1991. nearly two-thirds 
of the companies had signed and agreed to the 
code. and the remaining companies were con
sidering the matter (Mr. Ronald Bruner. SPIt 
personal communication. August 28, 1991. 
Washington, DC.). The Processor's Phdge 
was developed and introduced to SPI's proces
sor members in the summer of 1992 in an 
effort to make that segment of the ipdustry 
JDQre aware of the importance of preventing 
pellet loss. Opercitwn Oem. Sweep was intro
duced to the plastics ipdustry at the National 
Plastics Trade Show in July 1991. in Chicago. 
ntinois. The campaIgn was also discussed 
with representatives of plastics industries from 
over 25 countries at the International Associa
tion of PI~cs Directors in June 1991. SPI is 
considering development of multilingual copies 
of the campaign materials for distribudon. 

Initiatives by Individual Companies 

Several companies have initiated programs to 
control the release of plastic p.ellets into the 
environment. Good examples of effective 
control measures ' were OOs'erved at pellet pro": 
ducer Companie8· F and G (Section 4.2.2) and 
contract packager ',Company B (Sectio'n 4.3.2). 

Merc:ba.nt Shipping Initiatives 

CMC (1988) reported that the American insti
tute of Merchant Shipping (AIMS), a nation2I 
trade association for 'many ·U.S.-flagged· mer
chant vbssels. has given. t~timony to ·the . Con
gress in support .of the pro~isions .of MARPOL 
Annex V. AIMS· supports mandatory trauung 
of merchant SeaInen regarding plastic pollution' 

96 

. preventlo.n and achievement of compliance 
with MARPOL Annex V s.tandardi. I 

5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS TO 
REGULATORS 

A logical resource for identifying problem 
areal within a facility are the Federal, state. 
and local inspectors that routinely visit the 
three sectors. This does not mean tha,t the8e 
inspectOrs should be empowered to fine or 
otherwise penalize the facility operators. 
Instead, the inspectOrs could take the opportu
nity to point out pellet containment and reiease 
problems during their routine insp~ions. 

Therefore. the following recommendations 
have ·been developed for regulators. 

• E(lucate local, . state, and Federal 
inspectors. These . inspectors generally 
have greater access to the facilities 
than do any other regulatory official. 
AI.though the inspectors have no regu
latory authority over pellet contain
ment. the fact ' ~at a regulatory official 
identifies a potential problem may 
encourage better containment practices . . 

• &tabllsh guidelines for sealing the 
. ports on rail hopper cars, bulk 

trucks, and other shipping vehicles. 
The . DOT Cargo Security Advisory 
Guidelines. published in 49 CPR Part 
101, include several recommendations 
that have been incorporated into this 
repOrt. 

• Encourage . shipping companies to 
notify the shipper and receiver when 
broken or damag~ seals 
med. 

are olr 
Although ' pellets are DOt 

q>osidered by Dar to be hazardous 
materials, spillage 'by', vandalism should 
be reported to the shipper. particularly 
if no prev.entive ineasures have been 
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5.4 SUMMARY OF 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

taken (e.g., rail hopper car valve not 
sealed or inadequately ~ealed). 

Existing Federal regulations. such as the 
MPPRCA. provide a basis for requiring ~n
troIs over the release of a11 plastic materia1$, 
including pellets. into the aquatic environment. 
Provisions of the recently finalized storm
water discharge rules specifically target pellets 
in storm-water discharge. All facilities are 
ad.v.ised that they need to be mindful of pellet 
contamination of storm water and the need to 
comply with any applicable terms of their 
permit regarding pellets. However, penaldes 
alone cannot control the release of pellets; the 
penalties can only en~urage ~mpanies to 
implement control measures. Ultii:nately, 
controlling pellet releases into the environment 
is the responsibility of the plastics' industry, 
and effective controls should be continued and 
enhanced through voluntary industry 'pro-
grams. 

Controlling pellet releases can begin with 
proper training and education of plastics indus
try managers and employees and by increasing 
awareness of the hazards posed by pellets and 
of the eronomic incentives for controlling 
releases. Capital investments in containment 
systems may be necessary to control releases 
at facilities that han~le large volumes of pel
lets, but inexpensive control measures, such as 
portable screens or Wps, may be adequate for 
controlling releases at small-volume com~
mes. All facilities could improve rootine 
housek~ing measures by iilcreasj.ng ·the 
frequency of sweePing and including the use Of 
vacuums to recover spilled' pellets. 

In conclusion, several mechanisms ·for control
ling pel1et releases are currently aVailable, iUld 
most of the mechabisms, such as education. 
portable screens, and improved housekeeping, 

would be inexpensive to implement. FacUity
wide containment systems have been shown to 
be effective pellet control mechanisms, but 

. these systems may not be· necessary at smaller 
facilities or at facilities that effectively control 
pelJet spills where they occur. 
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Member M!Dpan" of the Polymeric DlvIaIon (PMPD) Society of the 
f'IaIda InduIay,Inc. an com'l'linrd oon!ainment of pIaIIic peUecI rhrouBbout their 
IIbptn and to opcming in fuI1 wid! ~ I:awa and rquIIuiOOa itnpantna. 
em pckt contah:unenl To adIiewc this pi. the foUowiD.g 3CdoN ~ IIJ"On8IY ~ 

Dwtag'-' minraf8mne: Wrb:n proccduzo wm be irnpIcmmted in each meanbel'" compmy'. 
pGnlllD belp bring ~ the!oUaw!ng pia. 

s...w. p .yzI w • 

• ~ allpiDa poaIbIe. Clean up my.pied peIlcta aa quiclly'M~. 
• PrcMde ~ dc:signcd ID mlnlmbe !he poBbilIty of~ and pcDet~ 
• Properly JeClD"e and a:remaIIydeanbulkcontlinen(1.1IiJ or truck) piar to rele3ie tID __ 

there iano~ of pelka. . -

~ 
• Pn:Mde contaimnCSlE 1)'11Cm11ID pn:I'CIl1 pdleII from CICIIpiDg plant boundarie&. 
• Dcvdop a.,.aem tIw ~ far recoooed pellets to be reqdcd 01" otben¥iIc D80d in Il 

mannerdw. prevauII tbm eICapc into the enWomnc:nl 
• Encourage the aharlng of~ and.,-m. that aid ilt me~, 

Wbea ..... Mdl ~ ..... (priaging, traDIpOr13tion.lIOnIIIgC, cIbIribwiOn. coil com
~: Member companks wil11nfonn these senicr proYkJerI of the ~ goaIa aDd empbaD
cally adYiIe dJcm aa 10 bow Important ~t of theIe goalI 1110 dle erMroomeot. !he pubtic II1d 
thr iJxtuItty they Iene. Member compmiea IhaIl provide uUance In lmprotfDg IUCh 9Ill1' apabIli
del In peIIc1 conl:lllnmen[ and aU. them 10 ackncJwIed&e thm acrtpcance allfle gOals of Ih1; code. 

SomIl8 Redncdo-
• CompIy-uh aD enWoomenG.l ~ and regulaIiona impacting on pellet conl:aimJlmL 
• ~t all tpIDa poBbIe: Qean up any tplIIed peIIetI all quickly aa pOaIIbIc. 
• rn.sre dtat ahipping conta!Def1 are pmperly aecured and dean of all free pdlcIJ prior 10 

ab!pmenr. mum or cHIpoal 

~ 
• ProvIde ~ conl3inmcnt.,-ms to prewoent pcb from eIC8pIng fadliIy boandarieI. 
• ~ a~ that~Jbr ~ pdklllO be reqdedor~ used In Il 
~ that ~q !hdt C*:2pe mID the CD¥ironmenL 

Wbea draIIatwith a ............ Mcnberoompaniea wiD ~ aD purchaIen ofplaltic peIku 11110 -
the Imponma: of respoDIibIe care. Member mmpamc. also wUI provide: eg!omy:r In lmprvvlng cbdr 
CUIICIDCn' c:arabIlida In pellet conClinJnen[ and uk ~ CUSlODleP 10 ackDowIedF rbdr..,.,.",...ncr 
allbe pab of thia code. 

Sc..-ce Rbfer1Inn 
• 00IDpq with an errvironmco~ Iawa and ~ impacting 011 pcDctcontammenL 
• ~t aU apiIIe ~ Oe:m up my Ipilled pc:Uccs 1III quldly aa poBhIe. 
• FnIure thallhipping containenl are properly eccured and clean of all pcIteta prior to 

llbipment.. Ietum 01" ~ 

~ 
• PrOvide appropriIw! corua1Dmcnt ~ to ~ pc:!Iet diIcbarge from a tiIdlky. 
• ~ a .,-m !hat prcMdea fur all t1!aJ¥m:ld pdIeu 10 be n:cydcd or 0IbenftIe I.I8Cd In I. 

rrwmer that ~ta their C«3pC imo the eDViroumenL 

.-
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Figure 33. 1-991 SPI Pellf!t Retention Environmental Code. 
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PROCESSOR'S PLEDGE 
TO 

PREVENT RESIN PELLET LosS 

RecognizIng the importance of preventing the loss of resin pellets into the 
environment, this ,company commits it~ff to the following principles -

We Will: 

• Comply with all environmental laws and regulations impacting on pellet 
con tainmen t. 

• Install containment systems or devices as Jleeded in unloading/transfer 
areas to effectively prevent release of pellets into the environment. 

• Conduct regular training of employees on spill prevention and cleanup 
proced ures. 

• Preven't all spills posSible, cleaning up any spilled pellets IS quickly as 
possible. 

• Ensure that shippin$ containers (rail cars and bulk trucks) are 
properly secured prlor to movement or return, and that disposable 
containers (gay]ords, bagsl et~.) are completely empty before diSposal. 

• Recycle any recovered pellets or otherwise secure them in a manner that 
prevents their escape into the environment upon disposal. 

Compl.ft1 NaD'\e: ..••. iII •• It,. ••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~.......... Dale: ..................................... .. 

Au thorl,ed Rcpre. enlall VI: ........................................................................................... " ........... .. 
- " 

A ~drt.l! _ .................•..... , ................................................... " ..... ,.,.,. ,. •....• ,. .................. ,_ ............ ~ •....• 

C I ty: .. _ ....•...•.•...... " ..............•...... N ........... ,. • ..5 tilt: ............... ~ ............ , .. ,.,. Z I, .,. .................... " .... ,." ... . 

Figure 34. 1992 SPI Processor's Pledge. 
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-' 6.0 GWSSARY 

Additive Used to alter the physical 
characteristics of a polymer, 
such as the ,esthetic and physi
cal properties and the ability to 
be furtberprocessed. 

Conveyor A machine that transports 
materials from one place to 
another. 

Culvert A sewer or drain crossing 
under a road. 

Effluent Flow of waste water released 
from a facility. 

Epibiont Organism that lives attached to 
another organism but without 
benefit or detriment to the 
host. 

Extrusion Shaping plastic by forcing 
through a,die. 

Gaylord Large, l000-lb capacity, card
board box used for shipping 
p~I~. ' 

Gizzard A muscular enlargement of the 
digestive tract of a bird. 

Hopper A receptacle in which materi
als are held in readiness for 
unloading or,dispersing. _ 

Melt Ii hot, very viscous liquid 
producOO ' by the process of 
bulk polymerization. 

Monomer A molecule that can be chemi
~Iy bound as a unit of a 
polymer. 

Neuston Small- to medium-size organ
,isms that live on .or under the 
surface film of water bodies. 

Pellet Resins that are , generally 
spherical~ ovoid, or cylindrical ' 
in shape, and between 1 and 5 
mm dia. 

Pelletizer Equipment used to cteate 
pellets from polymers. The 
type of pelletizer used deter
mines the size and shape of the 
p~lets. 

Packager Sector of the plastics industry 
that breaks down bulk ship
ments of pellets into smaller 
containers such as bags and 
gay lords; also called contract 
packager. 

Processor Sector of the plastics industry 
that 'molds the pellets into 
fabrIcated user-products. 

Producer Sector of the plastics industry 
that creates the polymers and 
extrudes the pellets. 

Transporter Sector of the plastics industry 
that ' mo.ves or carries the 
pellets between the pellet 
producers. packagers. and 
processors. 

Pinocytotic, Active ingestion of fluid by a 
cell, by invagination of the cell 
membrane to 'form vesicles. 

Pneumatic Operated by compressed air. 
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Polymer A natUral or synthetic . com
pound consisting of sr.naller 
inter-linked molecUles. 

Polymerize To make 'or combine into a 
polymer. 

Railroad siding A length of railroad track that 
is connected to the main tracl(. 

Resin A polymer synthesized from 
petroleum or natural gas deriv
atives. 

Skimmer A motor-driven paddle device 
consisting of several rectangu- . 
lar paddles and a drive system. 
The paddles skim pellets from 
water surface into a contain
ment system. 

Thermoplastic .Resins that can be melted or 
resins reprocessed without damaging 

or changing the chemical or 
physical properti~. of the poly
mer. Resins are highly mal
leable but become rigid when 
cooled. 

Thermoset Resins that tend to be rigid. 
resins infusible, and iD.$oluble. and 

cannot be remelted and re
formed. 

Weir A mechanical device that 
controls the level and' flow of 
water by using dams or similar 
mechanical devices. 

." , 
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. Appendix 

SPI CHECKLISTS 
FOR IDENTIFYING PELlEI' RELEASE POINTS . 

AND CONTAINMENT MEASURES 







------___ .<_ .. __ IIl!'II!i __ .~.~.:,~"'_ 

Preventing Pellet Loss 
RESIN PRODUCTION FACILITIES 

CHECKLIST 

(You may wiJh to use this checklist after you've review~ the recommendations in the 
preceding chapter, It is S1:lggested th~t each resin production location complete a checklist.) 

Part A - General 

Yes No 

a a Is your company implementing the SPI Pellet Retention Environmental Code? 

a 0 Do you have written procedures for reducing and recovering any lost ~llets? 

o a Do each of your resin production facilities have "zero-loss· containmen I systems 

that will prevent pellets from escaping plant boundaries? 

a 0 Is direct responsibility for preventing pel1etloss assigned to specific individuab? 

o 0 Have you conducted an emp'loyee educational awareness campaign on preventing 
pellet loss? (If no, consider ordering Operation Clean Sweep materials from SPI. 
See page 36.) 

Part B -Rail Hopper Cars 

Yes No 

a 0 Do you collect - for recycling or proper disposal..,. all pellets recovered during 

cleaning of empty hopper cars? 

o a Do you cleanse hopper cars of loose pellets after they have been loaded and 

before they leave the Msecure area~ of your containment system? 

o a Is sampling conducted only in ~ proteeted by your containment system? 
(If not, do you insist on use of a wp or Mcatch tray" to collect any pelletS 
spilled during sampling?) 

DODo you use hea~uty aircraft cable seals on all outlet caps and hatch covelli 

o a Do you reguIarly remind customers of the importance of securing outlet caps 

before reruming empty cars to you? 

Plastic PeUc:ta in the Aquatic Environment: Sourc:ca and Rccommendabona A-l 
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Preventing Pellet Loss 

RESIN PRODUCTlON FACILITIES 

Part C -Packaging/Warehousing 

Yes No 

o 0 Are loading/unloading areaA paved to facilitate cleanup? 

o Cl Do transfer lines include a bag house or filter bag assembly to prevent pellet 

Joss during surges? 

DODo you we packaging that minimizes leilige from bag valves and offers 
maximum PWlCture resistance? 

o 0 Are corrugated caps (lOp and bottom) used on palletized bag!? Ate p;illetized 
bags shrinlc.- or stretc.h-wrapped? 

o 0 Are -catch trayS~ placed at each shipping/receiving bay to help .contain spilled resin? 

DODo your procedures make cleanup the responsibility of the person (s) causing 
the spill? 

o 0 ' Are floor sweeps and other waste pellets disposed of in a manner that preventS 

their loss into the environment? 

Facili~~tion ______________________________ ~ ________ __ 

Checklist. Completed By _________ -:Date _________ _ 

Responsibk for Corrective Follow-up _________________ _ 

Plastic Pclleu in the Aquatic Environment: Sources and Rccoouncndations 



Pre '" e n tin g P e. I let Los s .. 
RES I N HAN D LIN G / P A-C KA GIN G / WAR E H 0 US I N G 

CHECKLIST 

(Vou may wish to we this checklist for ~ach plant location after reviewing the 
recommendations in the preceding chapter. ) 

Part A - General 
Yes No 

DODo you have written procedures for reducing and reco~ring any lost pelletS? 

o 0 Is direct respolUibiliry for preventing pellet loss assigned to specific in~dua1s? 

o 0 Have you conducted an employee educational awareness campaign on preventing 
pellet loW (If not, consider ordering Operation Clean Sweep materiab from SPL 
&e page 36.) 

o 0 Are toob/rnaterials readily available to handl~ cleanup of spills? 

0. 0 Are you aware of permit requirements pertaining to resin pellets that. are required 
by me U.s. government's new storm water regulations? (Ifnot. contaCtSPl's 
Technical Affairs Department for funher information.) 

Part B - Resin Delivery IStorage 
o 0 15 you:r unloading area protected by a stonn water containment $}'Stem? 

o 0 15 it paved to facilitate cleanup? 

DODo you clean up immediately all spills resulting from sampling of bulk shipments 
or unloading procedures? 

DODo you insist that' employees replace·and secure all outlet caps and hatch 

covers on bulk r:ail hopper cars before relea5ing 6u-s for return shipment? 

o -0 Do transfer lines include a bag house or filter bag assembly to prevent loss of 
pellets during surges? 

DODo transfer lines ha~e stainless steel ~lbows? Nozzle interlock.!? Is mere adequate 

- capacity to prevent plugging? . 

o 0 Are "catch tra}'!w placed at eath shipping/receiving bay to help contain spilled resin? 

DODo your procedures make cleanup the responsibility of the person (s) causing , 
the spill? 

o 0 Are floor ~eeps and other waste pellets disposed of in a manner that prevents 
their loss into the environment? 

Facili~~tion ______________________________________________ __ 

Checklist Completed By _______________ Date ____________ _ 

~nsible for Corrective Follow-up ___________________________ _ 
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Pre v c n t i 11 g Pel let Los s · 

PROCESSORS &-REPROCESSORS 

CHECKLIST 

(You may Wish to use this checklist after you've reviewed the recommendations in the 
preceding chapter.) 

Part A - General 
Yes No 

DODo yOu have written procedures for reducing and recovenng any lost pellets? 

o 0 Is ~ct resporWbili~ for preventirig pellet loss assigned to specific indlviduaW 

o 0 Have you conducted an employee educational awareness campaign on preventing 
. pellet loss? (If not, consider ordering Operation Clean Sweep mate~a1s from SPI. 

See page 36.) 

o q Are tools/materia.h readily available to handle cleanup of spills? 

o 0 Are you aware of permit requirements penaining [0 resin pellets that are required 
by the U.S. government's new stonn water regulations? -(If nolo contact SPI's 
Technical Affairs Department for further information.) 

Part B - Resin Delivery/Storage 
o (j Is your unloading area protet::ted by a storm water containment system? 

o 0 Is it paved to facilitate cleanup? 

DODo you clean up immediately all spills resulting from sampling of bulk 
shipments or unloading procedures? 

DODo you insist that employees replace and secure all outlet caps and hatch covers 
on ·bUlk rail hopper C2J'!I bd"ore releasing cars for return shipment? 

DODo transfer lines include a bag- house or filter bag assembly tq prevent loss of 
pellets during surges? 

a a Are "cat.ch trily~( placed at each shipping! receiving bay' to help conlain spilled resin? 

DODo your procedUres make cleanup the responsibility of the person(s) <:ausin~ 
the spill? 

a a Are floor sweeps and other waste pellets disposed of in a manner that prevents 
their loss into the environment? 

Facility Location _____________________ -=--__ 

Checklist Completed By __________ Oate ________ _ 

Rc~nsible for Corrective Follow-up ________________ _ 
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I) ,- C \' c n t j 11 g Pel I (.' l Los S 

MAC]-I I N E R Y MAN V F ACT L' ,R E R S / MOL D M A K E R S / 
·:-RESEARCH AND TESTING FACJL.ITJES 

CHECKLIST 

(You may wish to use thu checklist· after reviewing the recommendations 
in the preceding chapter. ) 

Yes No 

DODo you have written procedures for reducing and recovering of any lost JXUets? 

a 0 Is direct responsibility for preventing ~lIell~ assigned to specific individuals? 

a 0 Ha\'e you conducted an employee educational awareness campaign on preYenting 
~llet loss? (H ~ol, consider ordering O~ration Oean Sweep materials from SPt 
See page 36.) , 

o 0 Are tools/materials ~adily available to handle cleanup of spills? 

o 0 Are you aware of permit requiremen t.S pertaining to resin pelletS that are reqi.J.ired 
by the U.S. government's new storm water regulations? (If nolo contact SPI's. 
Technical Affairs Deparnnent for further information.) . 

o 0 ATe ~cateh o-ays~ placed at each shipping/receIving bay to help contain spilled~? 

DODo your procedUTe$ make cleanup the responsibility of the person(s) cawing ' 
the spill? ' 

a 0 Are floor sweeps and other' waste pellets disposed of in a manner that prn.enu 
their loss into the environment? 

FacilityLocation ______________________________________________ _ 

Checklut Completed By _________________ .Date ______________ _ 

Responsible for Corrective Follow-up ___________________________ _ 
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Preventing Pellet Loss 

T RAN S P 0 R TAT ION' S.E R V ICE'S' & R EPA I R. FA elL I TIE S 

CHECKLIST 

(You may wish to use this chedilist after reviewing the recommendations 
in the preceding chapter. ) 

Part A - General 

Yes No 

a a Do you have written procedw-es for reducing and 'recovering any lost pelletS? 

o 0 Is direct responsibility for preventing pellet loss assigned to specific individuals? 

o 0 Have you conducted an employee educational awareness campaign on preventing 
pellet loss? (If not, consider ordering Operation Oean Sweep materials from SPI. 
See page 36.) 

a 0 Are tools/materials readily avai1able to haQd1e cleanup of spills? 

o a Do your procedures make cleanup the responsibility of the perwn (5) causing 
the spill? 

a 0 Are floor sweeps and other waste pellets disposed of in a manner that prevents 

their loss to the environment? 

Part B - Repair Facilities 

Yes No 

a 0 Are pellets collected and properly cfupOsed of (in a manner that pTe\'ents their 
release in to the' en'vironment) during routine main tenance and cleaning of rail 
hopper cars, hopper truda. package IruCks. bulk shipping containe~ etc., prior 
to loading with a new resin order? 

a 0 00 you insist that"un\oading vaNes be closed. outlet caps secured, and hatch 

coven closed before .returning empty cars? 

o 0 Are any pellets spilled during rail yard repain promptly and thoroughly cleaned 

up and properly dUposed. of? 

Plastic Pelku in the Aquatic Bnvironment: SoUI'OCI and Recommendations 



Prc\'cnting Pellet Loss 

TRANS:PORTATION SERVICES & REPAIR FACILITIES ' 

Part C -Marine Thmsport 

Yes Na 

o a When ship holds or ocean containers are cleaned after break-b4lk shipments. 

are loose pellelS properly con rained before disposing of them? 

DODo empl~ know the importance of not sweeping pellets into the water? 

o a Are ocean containers in good repair 50 that interior defic.i(ncies don't tear 

~n bags/box~? 

o 0 Are ocean containers of resin stowed in the ship welh, Dot on deck? 

DODo shipboard emergency procedures provide for priorities of other cargo to 

be jettisoned rather than plastic pellets? 

F~~~tion __________________________________________ ___ 

Checklist Completed By ______________ Da.te ________ _ 

Responsible for Corrective Follow-up _________________________ _ 
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Preventing Pellet Loss 

WAS TED' I S P 0 SAL S· E R v ICE S 

CHECKLIST 

(You may wish to use this checkliat after reviewing the recommendations in the preceding 
chapter. ) 

Yes No 

DODo you have written procedure& for proper disposal of waste pellet!? 

o 0 Is direct Te$ponsibility for handling waste pellet disposal assigned to specific 
uidivi8ua1s? 

o 0 Do you use only covered containen or vehicles without leaks when transporting 
.or storing waste pellets? 

o 0 Are waste pellets incinerated. whenever possible? 

o 0 When d.isposing of pellet! in a secure landfill, do you "make Sure the pellets are 

confined in such a manner that prevents their loss due to rain. wind, flooding, etc.? 

F~ty~tion __________________________________________ ~ __ 

Oleckllit Completed By _________ _ 

~n&~efurCO~~Foll~p------------------------------__ __ 
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